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Abstract
The distributed coordination and control of a team of autonomous mobile robots is a prob-
lem widely studied in a variety of fields, such as engineering, artificial intelligence, artificial
life, robotics. Generally, in these areas, the problem is studied mostly from an empirical
point of view. Recently, the study of what can be computed by such team of robots has
become increasingly popular in theoretical computer science and especially in distributed
computing, where it is now an integral part of the investigations on computability by mo-
bile entities. The autonomous mobile robots model imagines the involved entities being
capable of moving, observing the environment and computing. This kind of paradigm of-
ten produces complex configurations, for which the mathematical proof of correctness can
be found more easily with the help of a simulation approach.
This thesis will describe my work on a 2D/3D simulation environment for autonomous
mobile robots called Sycamore1. The work2 consisted in the implementation of a simulator
and a rich set of plugins for it, followed by the implementation and testing of the Near-
Gathering problem [61]. In the final part of this thesis I present the implementation
and testing of a solution for a completely new problem: Following with directional
limited visibility.
1Sycamore is now an Open-Source project. It can be found at [13]
2A preliminary version of the work of this thesis has been presented in [73]
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Introduction
For the last twenty years, the major trend in robotic research, both from engineering and
behavioral points of view, has been to move away from the design and deployment of few,
rather complex and usually expensive, application-specific robots. The interest, in fact,
has shifted towards the design and use of a large number of generic robots which are
very simple, with very limited capabilities and thus relatively inexpensive, but capable,
together, of performing complex tasks.
The advantages of such an approach are many, including: reduced costs, ease of system
expandability which in turns allows for incremental and on-demand deployment, simple and
affordable fault-tolerance capabilities and reusability of the robots in different applications.
Generally, in the classic robotic research areas, the problem is studied mostly from an
empirical point of view, but recently the study of teams of autonomous mobile robots has
gained attention also in distributed computing area, keeping pace with the trend originally
started in robotics and AI.
The distributed computing environment inmobile robots model is supposing to have several
computing entities, not able to communicate with each other but able instead to look
around in the environment, with a visibility that can be either unbounded or bounded by
a fixed visible area, move in the environmental space and perform computations. They can
have a small amount of memory together with their computing capabilities, or they cannot
have any kind of knowledge of the environment and of their past computing operations; in
this latter case the robots are said to be oblivious. Furthermore, they can also be imagined
to have local coordinates systems, modeled as compasses given to the robots, whose level
of agreements on where the coordinates are placed may vary.
In a model with these settings the focus is to understand the relationship between the
capabilities of the robots and the solvability of the tasks they are given. In these studies,
the impact of the knowledge of the environment is analyzed: can the robots form an
arbitrary geometric pattern if they have a compass? Can they gather in a point? Which
information each robot must have about its fellows in order for them to collectively achieve
their goal? The goal is to look for the minimum power to give to the robots so that they
can solve a given task; the general idea is that by assuming the weakest robots it is possible
to analyze in detail the strengths and weaknesses of distributed control [45].
Together with the inability to communicate, the obliviousness and the level of agreements
between compasses, this model involves also some other elements, that influence the ability
of the robots to solve a problem. The most important one is the Scheduler, that defines the
level of synchrony between the operations performed by the robots. To be more specific, a
robot in its lifecycle performs basically three operations:
• look : look around in the environment and verify the positions of the other robots in
the system.
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• compute: use all the informations obtained in the look phase to decide a point in the
environment where to go.
• move: start moving trying to reach the computed point.
These operations are performed always in the described order, and they are executed
one at a time. This means that for a robot it is not possible, say, to compute while
moving or look while computing. The scheduler defines in which level of synchrony these
operations are performed, so it decides at each instant in time which robots can execute
look, which can do compute and which others can do move. For an exhaust description of
the schedulers and their implementation, please look at Sections 1.3, 2.1.1 and 3.1.3.
The list of all the elements that are involved in the model and that can change the behavior
of the robots is the following:
• Visibility, a constraint that defines the range where robots are able to see the other
objects in the environment: they can have an unbounded visibility or they can just
see things closer than a fixed distance.
• Memory, that can be present, absent, or even bounded by a fixed size.
• Agreement on axes (or compass), a constraint that tells which level of agreement
there is between the choice that each robot does of the coordinates of the system.
For example, there could be two robots whose concept of “north” and “south” is not
the same, but the concept of “east” and “west” is instead equal, as well as there
could be a total agreement on the coordinates system, or on the other side a total
disorientation.
• Lights, that are another encoding of a possible robot memory and that could also
represent a message exchange capability between robots.
• The scheduler.
For a detailed description of these elements, please see Sections 1.4, 2.1.1 and Chapter 3.
The model that has been briefly overviewed, takes its motivations from the a behavior-
based approach [39] in solving problems on distributed systems. The fields of study on
collaborative behaviors, in fact, analyzes the emergent behavior that arises from the co-
ordination and cooperation of all the robots in the system. An important feature of a
behavior-based approach is that during the design of an algorithm, the goal and in general
the behavior that the whole system should have are not explicit programed but they instead
emerge as the computation goes on. The interesting part is that the agents works together
just from the observer viewpoint, but from the agents viewpoint this cooperation is totally
hidden and each agent decides independently what to do.
A nice property of the model is that of self-stabilization. Formally, a deterministic system
is said to be self-stabilizing if, regardless of its initial state, it is guaranteed to converge to
the intended behavior in a finite number of steps. With these settings, the obliviousness
of the robots, described before, is important in relation to self-stabilization [37, 38]; since
in an oblivious system a robot has absolutely no memory of its past, in fact, a correct
solution that works for any initial configuration of the robots is inherently self-stabilizing.
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Motivations
A paradigm like the described one often produces complex configurations, for which the
mathematical proof of correctness can be difficult to find, or sometimes even impossible.
In particular, when the model becomes more complex, several difficulties can arise that
make the finding of a mathematical proof not so trivial:
• It is not known whether the studied algorithm really solves the problem.
• It is not easy to formally prove the correctness of such algorithm.
• It is not easy, while having more than one algorithm that solves the same problem,
to find the best one in terms of cost and efficiency.
With the addition of other elements of complexity, like limited visibility, memory,
asynchrony or no agreement on coordinates, these problems become even more difficult to
solve.
The idea of a simulation approach comes here. A simulator is intended to be used as a
tool that lets the researcher find a mathematical proof more easily, trying to find points of
weakness or, on the worst case, at least trying to show that in a lot of different situations
everything works.
Sometimes it is also known that an algorithm does not always converge, like in Flocking
problem [74, 45]. In this case an experimental analysis can furnish good statistics on the
probability that the algorithm has to work, and it can actually estimate the goodness of
the algorithm from an empirical point of view.
Following this concept, I started working on a simulator whose purpose was exactly this one:
let the researchers test and even stress-test an algorithm under several different situations
and system configurations. A short recap of the theory used as a base for the simulator is
described in Chapter 1. The purpose of the simulator, as said before, is to let the people
that is researching on algorithms and theories on mobile robots implement and test their
ideas using an empirical verification. The primary usage of this software is for the author
of an algorithm to implement it using Java programming language [5, 6], install it into
the simulator and see the robots in the environment move following the rules defined in
the algorithm. This is not the only possible usage of Sycamore, however; its fully modular
structure lets the user implement not just an algorithm, but also any other element that
is considered in the mobile robot model, primarily schedulers, agreements on axes and
visibilities. All these parts can be programmed in 2 dimensions and even in 3 dimensions,
making the flexibility of the simulator even higher. For example, it is always possible to
define a new scheduler and run existing algorithms by letting the robots be managed by
such scheduler, as well as it is possible to define new forms of agreements on axes, or new
visibilities with the visibility area of any kind of shape.
The choice of the Java programming language was driven primarily by its cross-platform
nature. Sycamore is completely written in Java, and it uses some of the most advanced
frameworks, like SwingX [12] or the 3D engine called Java Monkey Engine [1, 2]. Section
3.2 will contain a description of all the technologies that are behind the simulator.
The capabilities of the simulator has been tested and verified by myself during the final
part of my thesis work. In that phase I focused on a completely new problem of the mobile
robots theory, Following with directional limited visibility. For this problem
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I designed a solving algorithm, implemented it as a Sycamore plugin, tested it with the
simulator and collected the results using two Measure plugins (see Section 4.2.3 on page
100). All my work on this problem can be found in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
Thesis structure
Chapter 1 contains the theoretical basis where Sycamore implementations stands. It de-
scribes more accurately the elements that has been presented in previous introduction and
their formal description.
Chapter 2 defines the architecture of the simulator from a high-level point of view, and
illustrates some basic design concepts that are largely used in the implementations of the
plugins. It also describes the other works made on Sycamore [19] or on other simulators
before my work started.
Chapter 3 details the implementation of Sycamore and of its plugins. It is divided in two
main parts; in the first one it shows how the plugins are structured. For this part, the focus
is on the implementation of some algorithms including the one NearGathering problem
described in Pagli et al. [61], but also on several different schedulers. In the second part it
describes some implementation details regarding the simulator and the technologies that
are used in it.
Chapter 4 is a self-contained chapter that describes my work on the Following with
directional limited visibility problem.
The thesis will be concluded with an appendix reporting the URLs where to find each class
composing the Sycamore application on the Project web page at [13].
Chapter 1
Distributed Computing by
Autonoous Mobile Robots
Before starting to describe the design and implementation of the simulator, this chapter
will summarize the theoretical basis Sycamore has been build on.
1.1 The model
The system we are analyzing is a 2D/3D environment U ⊆ R2 or U ⊆ R3 that can be
both continue or discrete. In the environment there is a set R = {r1...rn} of n mobile
entities, called robots, viewed as points in the space (respectively R2 or R3 depending if
the environment is 2D or 3D). Each robot is modeled as a mobile unit provided with its
own memory and computational capabilities. The features that are used to define the
characteristics of the robots are the following:
1. They are identical, or, better, they are not dinstinguisheable in the sense that from
the external it is not possible to recognize a robot among all the others. The only
exception allowed is for the leader robot, sometimes also called human pilot robot,
that is different because it is not a proper robot, since it has no memory and no
ability to compute. The human pilot robot is just able to move in the environment
and its behavior is supposed to be completely unpredictable because it is supposed
to be driven by a human.
2. They are homogeneous in the sense that they follow the same set of rules, or, from a
practical point of view, they execute the same algorithm.
3. They are autonomous, there is no centralized computing unit and the computations
performed by a robot are completely independent from the ones performed by another
robot.
4. They are asynchronous, there is no central clock, no a priori synchronization, no a
priori bounds on processing times or movement speed.
5. They are mobile, they are capable of moving in the environment. If this is a contin-
uous space, 2D or even 3D, they are able to reach any point of the space starting
from another. If otherwise the environment is discrete, like a graph, they are able to
move from a node to a neighbor node following an edge.
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6. They are oblivious, they have no form of memory about past positions or past ob-
servations of the environment. Each computation is performed based just on the
robot’s current position and on the positions of the other robots in the system, ob-
tained through a snapshot of the environment taken at a certain time in the past.
Since the robots are asynchronous, it is important to notice that while a robot is per-
forming a computation based on a certain snapshot, the configuration of the system
can change and the other robots can move. This movement will remain invisible to
the computing robot until it takes the following snapshot.
7. They are unable to communicate, there is no way for the robots to exchange messages.
The communication occurs in a totally implicit manner, the only knowledge that a
robot has about the other ones is their position.
8. They have local coordinate systems, that means that no assumption can be made
about the level of agreement that there could be between robots on coordinates or
on the positions of the cardinal points. Ideally each robot has its own compass and
each compass describes the local coordinate system in a way different than the others.
Obviously, when a robot observes the environment, it obtains its own position and
the positions of its neighbors in local coordinates.
Moreover, they are supposed to be able to obtain highly accurate measures of the system,
and their computations can count on infinite precision on real arithmetic. In the following,
we will discuss in more details these features, and the implications on the power of the
robots.
1.2 The LifeCycle of a robot
The behavior of the robot during their lifecycle is quite simple. As stated in above point 3,
they are autonomous, there is no central control or external intervention on their computing
process. The robot’s lifecycle is basically build of an infinite loop in which the robots cycle
among some states. This behavior can be easily described using a finite state automata.
At each instant in time, a robot can be either active or inactive. When active, a robot
cycles among the following states and in each of them it executes an operation:
1. LOOK: The robot observes the environment U and takes as a result a set of points
corresponding to the positions of all the other robots in the environment, with respect
to its local coordinates system. No assumption can be made on the sorting of such
points.
2. COMPUTE: The robot executes the algorithm, that is the same for all robots in the
system. The result of the computation is a point in the environment that represents
the destination to be reached by the robot.
3. MOVE: The robot moves towards the computed destination. If the destination
corresponds to the robot’s current position, it stays still, performing a null movement.
When inactive, a robot does not perform any operation, and it is said to be in SLEEP
state. The cycle of the robot starts and ends always in this state.
The operations are always performed in the same order: look-compute-move and this gives
the name to the model of the described behavior, that is called LCM model. The look
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operation is supposed to be instantaneous; this assumption can be made without loss
of generality, since the time spent to obtain the snapshot can be charged to compute.
A slightly different model considers that time can pass between the look and compute
operations. This model involves a higher number of states:
1. READY TO LOOK: In this state the robot is ready to perform a look operation.
It does not do anything but waiting for such operation to start.
2. LOOKING: The robot executes the look operation as described above. This oper-
ation is supposed to be instantaneous.
3. READY TO COMPUTE: As in READY TO LOOK state, the robot does not
perform any operation and it waits to start the compute operation.
4. COMPUTING: The robot executes the code of the algorithm as described before.
5. READY TO MOVE: As in the others ready states, the robot does not perform
any operation and it waits to start the move operation.
6. MOVING: The robot reaches its destination. When the destination is reached it
returns to READY TO LOOK state.
Figure 1.1: The robots state au-
tomata. A robot always starts in
SLEEP state.
The three ready states can have arbitrary duration.
Notice that in this model the SLEEP is disappeared. It
has been replaced by the three described new states.
The movement of the robots is allowed just when they exe-
cute a move operation and only toward the destination de-
termined in compute. The robots usually move in straight
line towards the destination, but this is not a requirement,
they can in fact be assumed to be able to specify a partic-
ular trajectory and follow it [20, 33, 43].
Also the speed of the robots is not necessarily constant.
Constant speed could be an assumption in the majority of
the cases, but in general the speed of a robot could change
during its movement.
The movement of a robot is defined rigid if it is guaranteed that once started, the robot
reaches its destination. The rigidness of the movement could be assumed or not, depending
on the model used. For example it is possible to define a probability P > 0 such that the
robot has probability P to reach its destination and probability (1 − P) to stop before,
simulating for example a loss of power.
When robots move in the space, the distance traveled in a move is neither infinite nor
infinitesimally small. More precisely, there exists a constant ε > 0 such that, if the desti-
nation point is closer than ε, the robot will reach it; otherwise, it will move towards it of at
least ε. Note that, without this assumption, an adversary would make it impossible for any
robot to ever reach its destination, following a classical Zenonian argument. The quantity
ε might not be known to the robots. It is also possible to define a further constraint, called
fixed mobility, that states that it exists a constant εˆ > 0 such that every robot during its
movement will exactly cover Min(dest, εˆ) where dest is the destination point. Like the ε
quantity, also the εˆ quantity might be unknown to the robots.
As stated before, changes to the described model are allowed. The changes are often con-
structed by the addition of a constraint or the removal of one of the listed rules. First of
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all, there exists a number of models where the synchrony between robots is regulated in
several ways. The basic model assumes a complete asynchrony, but the introduction of
the concept of schedulers changes this assumption. Moreover, other important modifica-
tions that can be made to the model to obtain derivate models involve the addition of the
constraints of limited visibility and collision avoidance, or the ignoring of the obliviousness
rule (6) and the homogeneity rule (2). Another model will be also described that gives to
robots the ability to exchange broadcast messages and at the same time build a common
shared memory system. These features are obtained through the usage of the so-called
lights.
1.3 Scheduling
The model described in previous section assumes, through rule 4, that the robots in the
system are asynchronous. This is, by the way, not the only model available. With respect
of the activation schedule of the robots and the timing of the operations that they execute,
a more general model can be built. This model assumes that in the system there is a
global entity, called scheduler, whose role is to decide for each robot in the system, when
it performs an operation, when it changes state and when it moves in the environment.
A different policy adopted by the scheduler brings huge differences in the behavior of the
robots. From a theoretical point of view there could be dozens of different schedulers
and each of them produces a different behavior in the system. The most important ones,
anyway, are three:
1.3.1 The Asynchronous scheduler
Firstly introduced by Flocchini et al. [40], the Asynchronous scheduler is defined and used
in model called Async, or sometimes also Corda. This model replicates the basic defini-
tion by assuming complete asynchrony between robots. In Async each robot is activated
asynchronously and independently from the other robots. Furthermore, the duration of
each compute, move and sleep, as well as the time that passes between successive activities
in the same cycle are finite but unpredictable. As a result, the computations can be made
on totally obsolete observations, taken arbitrarily far in the past. Another consequence is
that robots can be observed while moving, creating further inconsistencies on the robot’s
understanding of the universe. Notice that even if the duration of a cycle, as stated before,
is now known but finite, in general there could be a robot that is never activated by the
Asynchronous scheduler, so it does not perform any operation at any time.
There exists several sub-types of Asynchronous schedulers. A particular variant, called
Fair scheduler, slightly reduces the level of asynchrony by forcing a robot to be activated
necessarily within a finite amount of time. Formally, for every robot r and time t, there
exists a time t′ ≥ t at which r is activated. The majority of the research work assumes the
scheduler to be fair.
A further restriction places an upper bound on the times necessary to a robot to perform
the compute, move and sleep operations. The scheduler that results from this bounding
on times is called partial Async.
Another sometimes used variant of the scheduler assumes that between two following acti-
vations of a robot, the number of other robots that are activated is bounded. A scheduler
is said to be k-bounded [34], if between two successive activations of robot r, any other
robot is activated at most k times. Since a k-bounded scheduler is not necessarily fair,
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the natural extension of these two models is to build a k-fair scheduler, that has both the
properties.
A last variant of the Asynchronous scheduler is the so-called centralized or single-activation
scheduler, where at any time at most a single robot is active [34]. The centralized scheduler
is not necessarily fair. A further refining of this scheduler brings to the round robin [34, 32]
scheduler, in which time is divided into portions of equal size and each robot is activated
exactly once in each time segment. Figure 1.2 shows a simple schema of the described
scheduler family.
Figure 1.2: The family of asynchronous schedulers.
The Asynchronous scheduler has also other features that can be used or not. First
of all, the scheduler is said to be continuous if it forces the robots to skip the SLEEP
state after a move operation (If the second state automata is used, the three reday states
have duration zero). When a continuous scheduler drives the environment, a robot does
not spend any time in waiting, but it rather continuously perform operations one after
the other. The only occasion when a robot stays still is when it decides to perform a null
movement.
The other two important features that the Asynchronous scheduler can have are the ability
to change the speed of the robots and the ability to reduce the rigidness of the robot’s
movement. The robot’s speed is usually fixed and constant. While a robot moves in space
its speed does not change neither during the current movement nor in the movements that
follows. The Asynchronous scheduler has the ability to change this rule, by letting the
robot’s speed change in any way during its movement.
The movement of the robot is said to be rigid if, when the algorithm computes a point
p ∈ U , the robot starts moving and it does not stop until it reaches exactly that point.
Vice versa, if the movement of the robot is not rigid, it can stop before reaching the actual
destination point p. The Asynchronous scheduler has the ability to decide whether the
movements of the robots in the system are always rigid or not.
1.3.2 The Semi-Synchronous scheduler
The Semi-Synchronous scheduler, used in the model called Ssync, SYm or also ATOM,
was firstly introduced by Suzuki and Yamashita [69]. In the Semi-Synchronous scheduler,
the activations of the robots are logically divided in rounds. In each round one or more
robot is activated. Notice that this is similar to what has been defined round robin sched-
uler, but there is a big difference: in Semi-Synchronous scheduler all the robots perform
the look operation at the same time, so that all of them obtain the same snapshot of the
environment. Moreover, the length of the round comprises the time that all the robots need
to move. As a consequence, no robot will be observed while moving and the understanding
of the universe by the active robots is always consistent. This system is computationally
equivalent to a synchronous system where a subset of the robots are activated and they
perform their operations of look, compute and move at the same time.
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The round of the scheduler terminates when the last robot reaches its destination. Notice
that in this model, once guaranteed that the round is long enough, the time spent by the
robots to move is not relevant and it can even be considered to be zero, so that a robot
performs a move operation and then it jumps instantaneously to its destination point. In
this environment the speed of the robot is negligible and its movement is assumed to be
always rigid, i.e a robot always reaches its destination.
The Semi-Synchronous scheduler, just like the Asynchronous scheduler, is not guaranteed
to be fair. Since the activated robots are always a subset of all the robots in the environ-
ment, in fact, there could be one that stays without being activated for an infinite time.
It exists a sub-type of this scheduler that offers the fairness property and that is the one
that is mostly used in research.
1.3.3 The Fully Synchronous scheduler
The Synchronous scheduler or Fully Synchronous scheduler (Fsync) [69] is a sub-case of
the Semi-Synchronous scheduler where all the robots are selected for activation at each
step. As in the previous case, this kind of scheduler is computationally equivalent to a
synchronous system where all the robots are activated and they perform their operations of
look, compute and move at the same time. The time spent by the robots for movement is
negligible in this scheduler too. Notice that by definition the Fully Synchronous scheduler is
a fair scheduler, since there could never be a robot not selected for activation. To conclude,
it is necessary to say that the relationship between the computational power of the models
is strict: since there are problems that can be solved in FSYNC but not in SSYNC (e.g.
[70]), and problems that can be solved in SSYNC but not in ASYNC (e.g. [62]), the three
presented models, in terms of restrictions imposed, can be trivially represented in this way:
Async < Ssync < Fsync
1.4 Visibility
The previous sections extensively described a basic model of computation for autonomous
mobile robots. In this section and in the following ones some extensions to that model
will be presented. The purpose of the extensions is to try to increase or reduce the power
given to the robots and study how their capabilities are affected by this change. The most
common constraint for the robots is a reduction of their visibility.
In the basic model, the visibility of the robots is considered unlimited, in a way they the
look operation performed by a robot r returns a snapshot of the environment with the
positions of all the other robots in the system, not considering their distance from the
observer. A reduction of the visibility of the robot simply filters the result of the look by
returning the positions of just a subset of the robots, the ones that are inside the visible
area of the observer.
The visible area is defined as a set of points of the universe, A ⊆ U . In its first definitions
(e.g. in [15, 50, 68]) this area was imagined as a circle Ct(r, V (r)) ⊆ U centered in the
position of the robot r and with radius equal to V (r). The radius of the circle is sometimes
also called visibility range as it defines the maximum distance in each direction where a
robot should be in order to be viewed by the observer r.
The shape of the visible area, however, does not have to be necessarily circular. For ex-
ample, in Pagli et al. [61], the visible area of the robots is supposed to be squared because
with a squared visible area the correctness of the presented algorithm can be proved. In
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chapters 3.1 and ?? of this paper another kind of visible area will be presented. This
time the usage of a particular shape for the visible area is not due to a concern related
to the proof, but to a constraint of the problem itself. In the Following with di-
rectional limited visibility problem (page 17), in fact, the robots are supposed to be
able to see just in front of them, but to have absolutely no visibility on their side or behind.
Figure 1.3: The visibility ranges of three
robots. Robot 1 can see both robots 2 and
3, but each of these two robots cannot see
the other. When 3 starts moving following
the arrow, it passes through the visible area
of robot 2. If 2 performs a look operation
while 3 is in its range, it will be aware of
the presence of 3. Otherwise, 3 will pass
and 2 will never know even that 3 exists.
Regardless of the shape if the visible area, the re-
duction of the visibility involves other elements that
have to be analyzed: while processing a snapshot, a
robot can easily detect if a point of the space is oc-
cupied by another robot or not, but since the robots
are represented as points, it is reasonable to ask what
happens if more than one robots are placed at the
same point. The feature to detect how many robots
are in the same position is called multiplicty detec-
tion. If a robot has this feature, it can detect the
exact multiplicity of each point in the space, so it
can know exactly how many robots are placed in a
point. Conversely, if a robot is not able to detect
multiplicities, it can just know if a point is free or
occupied. This has the consequence that the robot
could not know the exact number of robots in its
visible area, since some of them could be gathered
in the same point.
Another way of reducing the visibility of a robot
could arise when the robots are no more considered
as dimensionless points in space, but they are as-
sumed to be solid and thus to have a volume [27, 30].
In this case, it is reasonable to imagine that if there
are three robots r, s and z that are collinear with s in the middle, z and r will be unable
to see each other, because the presence of s obstructs their visibility. This is a scenario
that is more realistic than the base model with dimensionless points, because any kind of
practical application of the algorithms on these robots will obviously have to deal with the
volumes of the concrete objects. However, solidity does not necessarily imply obstructed
visibility, if the robots are assumed to be transparent [21].
When the visibility of the robots is reduced, an important concept is introduced: the so-
called visibility graph [45]. The visibility graph G(t) = (N, E(t)) of the robots at time t is
the graph whose node set N is the set of the whole robots, and ∀r, s ∈ N, (r, s) ∈ E(t) iff
r and s are reciprocally visible.
1.5 Collisions
Since robots are moving in the environment, they reciprocal collisions is a matter that
should be analyzed. To define a collision with point-shaped robots it is trivially sufficient
to say that a robot collides with another if they both occupy the same position in space
at the same time. More precisely, a robot r and a robot s are said to be colliding at time
t if r(t) = s(t) and at least one of them is in MOVE state. A collision is acciental if it
happens in a point different from the destination of the robots. The collisions could be
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material or immaterial. In the latter case if a robots collides with another it simply ignores
the collision and continues its movement, in a "hit and run" fashion [70]. With material
collisions or fail-stop collisions, a moving robot stops its movement when it hits another
robot that is in its trajectory [30]. This assumption could be valid from a mathematical
point of view, but in a more pragmatical sense, it could be better, while working with these
settings, to design an algorithm that avoids collisions between robots. Collision avoidance
is a responsibility of the protocol designer, since a robot can be aware of the others in
the system just after a look operation. A protocol is said to be collision-free if in every
execution, no collision occurs. If, as we did with visibilities, we consider solid robots,
collisions could still be both material or immaterial. Obviously, with material collision,
the reciprocal position of the colliding robots could not be exactly the same, but in order
to have a collision it sufficient that any of the points composing the volumes of the two
robots are placed in the same position of space.
1.6 Memory
In addition to the algorithm, each robot has a local memory sometimes called workspace
[45], necessary to the robot to store informations like the positions of the robots detected
with look operation, or the local variables used during the computation. In the oblivious
model, that is the most commonly used (see Introduction on chapter ), this local memory
is completely erased at the end of a cycle of the robot. This means that the a robot has no
memory of past actions and computations, and each new computation can be based only
on the results of the last look operation and on nothing else.
Starting from this model, it is possible to build a more powerful one in which the workspace
is simply not erased at any cycle. This model is called persistent memory model. An
extreme is the unbounded memory case [67, 70], where no informations are ever erased; in
this model a robot remembers all its past computations and actions, and it can have access
to a past snapshot of the environment. Another case is the so-called finite-state robots
model, where the memory available to the robots is constant, so they cannot remember
any step in the past, but just few of them. With this model the robots are designed as
finite-state machines [18, 31, 49].
1.7 Non homogeneous robots
The basic model states that the robots are homogeneous, so they all execute the same
protocol. Relaxing this assumption is possible, but with some considerations. First of all,
it is important to notice that the basic model allows one (and just one) robot to be a human
pilot robot, that is a robot different from all the others since it performs no computation but
it simply moves in the environment in a totally unpredictable way. Some basic protocols,
like Following (see section 1.11 on page 16 or [19]), Flocking ([48, 74, 59, 20, 55]) and
Intruder ([47, 17]) are assuming a human pilot to be in the scene and the other robots to
act based on its position. A first way to relax the rule (2) of the model could be to allow
more than one leader to be in the scene. Since they are indinstinguishebale, it would be
impossible for the robots to choose one of them as the only leader, so their behavior could
be impossible to predict, since they would act sometimes based on a leader, sometimes on
another. Obviously with this assumption it would be also possible to design a protocol
that expects more than one leader to be detected and act consequently. Notice that with
limited visibility, there could be more than one leader in the environment, but a robot
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could see none of them, just one or more than one. All these cases should be considered
by the protocol designer.
Another extension could be to allow different robots executing different protocols to be
placed together in the environment. In this case a look operation performed by a robot
would return the positions of all of them, but it would be impossible for the observer
to recognize the algorithm that is executed by each robot, so the emergent behavior of
the system could be completely wrong. For example, one of the algorithms that solve
the Gathering problem (page 17), the Center of Gravity protocol ([26]), computes the
CoG between all the robots in the systems, and assumes that all of them will gather in
that point. But if in the system there are some robots not executing CoG algorithm, the
computed point will be wrong, and no gathering, neither between the only CoG-executing
robots, will be possible. If the model allows unhomogeneous robots to be placed in the
environment, the designer of the algorithm should take care of this.
1.8 Agreement on local coordinates
As described in the base model, each robot in the environment has its own unit of length
and a local compass defining a local Cartesian coordinate system that could be basically
completely different from the local coordinate systems of the other robots. The local
coordinate system of a robot is always self-centric, that means that the origin of the axes
is placed in the position of the robot. It is also defined by the directions of the axes, with
their names X, Y and eventually Z, and by the orientations of such axes. Depending on the
level of consistency among the robots on the directions and orientations of their respective
local coordinates, different classes of global geometric agreement can be identified.
A first basic version is what can be defined as absolute agreement, in which there is just
one coordinate system, that is the same for all the robots. With absolute agreement, the
origin is not in the position of a single robot, but is in a point common to all the robots in
the system. With these settings the Gathering problem [23, 22, 42, 45] is trivially solved
by making all robots converge in the common origin. In literature, no protocol assumes
this setting. Other important cases are the following:
• Consistent compass, in which the directions and orientations of the axes is the same
for all the robots. Notice that the origin and the unit of length are not common, but
each robots has its own. With these settings all the robots have the same concept of
the cardinal points North, South, East and West.
• One axis (or, in a 3D setting, Two axes). The directions of the axes are agreed,
but the orientation of one of them is missing. This means that in 2D just North
and South or just East and West will be agreed, as well as in 3D just two pairs of
cardinalities among North and South, East and West or Up and Down will be agreed.
In the three dimensional setting there could also be a One axis agreement where just
one axis over three will have the orientation agreed between robots.
• Partial agreement, that states that just the directions are agreed, but none of the
orientations of the axes is. This means that there is no common knowledge about
any of the cardinal points, both in 2D and in 3D. However, from a practical point of
view, in the local coordinate systems any axis could result flipped, but the rotation
of the axes will be the same for all the robots.
• Chirality or sometimes called Orientation. The directions of the axes are not agreed,
but the orientations are. From a practical point of view, given that the origins and
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units of length are different from robot to robot, the local coordinate systems would
result rotated each with a different angle, but the x and y axes would never be flipped.
• Disorientation, where no agreement of any kind is present.
Figure 1.4 shows some graphical examples of the described agreements. Notice that
regardless of which level of agreement on axes is used, there could be agreement also on
the unit of length, that could be the same for all the robots, or not. Notice also that when
a limited visibility of any kind is used, the robots have a common knowledge about the
visibility range, that becomes a de facto agreement on the unit of length.
(a) Agreement with Consis-
tent Compasses
(b) Agreement on just one
axis (x)
(c) Partial Agreement, no
orientations
(d) Agreement on Chirality (e) Complete disorientation
Figure 1.4: Some different agreements on axes. In Figure (a) it is possible to see that the compasses of all
the robots are perfectly consistent. In Figure (b) the agreement is just on one axis, that in the example is the
x axis. In Figure (c) there is agreement on the directions of the axes, but not on the orientations (Partial
agreement), while in Figure (d) there is agreement on orientations but not on directions (Chirality). Finally
Figure (e) shows a case of complete disorientation.
The expressed concepts can be also seen in terms of the precision of the local compasses
[45]. We say that the compasses are tilted with derivation at most φ if each robot r has
a local coordinate system that is rotated (with respect to the global coordinates system)
by a degree φ(r) where |φ(r)| ≤ φ. The tilt of the compasses could be both fixed or
variable. In particular, it is defined fully variable if it can change at any time during the
computation (always remaining below the value φ) and it is semi-variable if it can vary
between successive cycles but not within a cycle. Notice that in Ssync and in Fsync,
since the cycle is atomic, a fully variable compass could not exist, since it would always
result at least semi-variable. The tilt is fixed if it never changes.
The type of inconsistency could also be permanent or temporary. For example a fixed
compass could become semi-variable as well as an inconsistency of any kind could disappear
and the consistent compasses setting could return in use.
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1.9 The Power of Lights
In the basic model, robots cannot communicate in conventional ways or store explicit in-
formation, but a later addition to this model bypasses this constraint. The lights model,
in fact, allows each robot to carry one or more colored lights that are visible to every other
robot in the system, when they execute a look operation. [32, 72]. The color of the light
is persistent, so it is not reset at the end of the robot’s cycle.
The addition of the lights highly increases the power of the robots model; Das et al. [32]
describes with great detail what is the power of an asynchronous system that is empowered
with lights. That paper defines a new model AsyncO(1), that is Async to which a finite
number O(1) of lights is added.
This new model is really more powerful than the plain Async. It is proven, in fact, that the
asynchronous model Async empowered with lights becomes strictly more powerful that
the semi-synchronous model Ssync that does not use any light: AsyncO(1) > Ssync.
Furthermore, the same paper proves that if both models are enhanced with visible lights,
the difference between them disappears and they become equivalent1: AsyncO(1) ≡ SsyncO(1).
Both these results are in contrast with the strict dominance in absence of lights: Async
< Ssync.
Lights can be even more powerful, if combined with finite memory: it is proven, in fact,
that the combined usage of lights and memory brings to an interesting result: AsyncO(1)1 >
Fsync, that means that if we add lights and a memory of just one snapshot to the Async
model, we have a set of solvable problems that is greater that the one of the Fully Syn-
chronous Fsync model.
From a practical point of view, a light can be seen as a finite state automata, where each
color that the light can have corresponds to a state of the automata. For example, a light
with just one color will have two states, on and off, while a light with a higher number of
colors will have a state for each color plus the off state. It is clear that lights can decode
a form of shared memory. The colors of the lights of all the robots in the system, in fact,
can be interpreted as a coding of some states of a finite state automata whose states are
visible and known to all the robots. When an expected even occurs in the system, for
example when a robot r sees the leader, it can turn on a light that identifies a change
of state occurred in the whole environment, of which all the robots that are aware of the
presence of r are informed. This shared automata actually represents a shared memory
model for the robots.
Furthermore, lights are implementing a de facto instrument for the robots to exchange
broadcast messages: it is simply necessary, in fact, to identify each of the colors that a
light can assume with a different message, and while a robot wishes to send a message to
all the others, it just needs to set the light to the desired color. This message-exchanging
feature is the one that actually improves the synchronization level; In Async, in fact,
a message exchange mechanism of this kind gives to the robots a way of synchronizing
with each other. Synchronization could happen in this way: The robots have 6 possible
colors for their lights: T (Trying), M (Moving), S (Stopped), F (Finished), W (Waiting),
N (Next). We start with all the lights of T color. Each robot executes its operations
asynchronously, by switching its light in the proper color each time. We end when all the
robots are have the light of F color. At this time each of them returns to T state and goes
on. In [32] is proved that in this way we construct a set of Mega-cycles, such that in each
of them each robot performs its cycle, comprising movement, just one time. This behavior
1Two models are equivalent if the set of problems that can be solved in those models is exactly the
same.
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can be easily associated to a semi-synchronous setting.
To describe this short description, it is important to specify that lights are not just a way
to let the robots communicate, but it gives also the ability to a robot to become dinstin-
guisheable from the others. It is sufficient for it to turn on a light of a color that is different
from all the others used colors in the system.
1.10 Reliability and Fault Tolerance
Robots are usually assumed to be correct, that is to operate without faults, but from a
more realistic point of view, faults may occur. The faults can be divided into two families:
crash faults, where a robots stops forever, or Byzantine faults, where a robot assumes a
totally unpredictable behavior. Of course, the Byzantine faults are harder to detect and
address.
An (n, f)-faulty system is the system of n robots in which at most f could fail at any
execution. A fault tolerant protocol for a given task in an (n, f)-faulty system is required
to ensure that as long as at most f robots have failed, the task is achieved by all the
non-faulty robots, regardless of the actions taken by the faulty ones. The kind of faults
that can be considered includes more than these two classes, for example calculation errors,
moving deviations or vision inaccuracy. A fault tolerant protocol is supposed to be aware
also of these ones.
1.11 Problems in Mobile Robots Theory
In this chapter some problems taken from the Mobile Robots research will be presented.
While the set of basic problems in the Mobile Robots theory is wide and comprises a
lot of different problems, such as Pattern Formation [33, 36, 14, 44, 41], Gather-
ing [23, 22, 42, 45], Scattering [52, 18] or Flocking [48, 74, 59, 20, 55], my work on
sycamore focused on the implementation and testing of the algorithms that solves just two
specific problems, so this theoretical section will just talk about the basic problems that
are closer to the analyzed ones: Following and Gathering.
Regarding the problems that has been under analysis, they are NearGathering, that is
a problem described and solved in Pagli et al. [61] and Following with directional
limited visibility, that instead is a study that I performed as part of my thesis work.
In this sections the problems will be described, and in Chapters 3.1 and 4 a Java imple-
mentation of their solving algorithms will be presented.
1.11.1 Following
The Following problem is quite simple. It supposes that in the system there is a finite
number of robots and a human pilot robot that acts as the leader. The behavior of the
robot is to perform a look operation and detect the position of the leader. Successively,
the compute operation simply returns the position of the observed leader and the move
operation reaches that position. The global behavior that results is to have all the robots
following the movements of the leader.
In a Fully synchronous setting, this problem has a side-effect : all the robots excepting
the leader gather in the same point after the first cycle, and they remain gathered while
moving in the following cycles. This point is exactly the position occupied by the leader
at the moment of the synchronous look operation. Conversely, in Ssync and Async it
is possible to have the robots placed in different positions of the space at each instant in
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time.
An interesting variant, useful to develop the protocol for the Following with direc-
tional limited visibility problem, is to add a limited visibility also in Following.
Here there is no problem in considering the visibility area to be circular. When the Fol-
lowing problem is enhanced with limited visibility, two basic goals should be reached:
1. If a robot does not see the leader, it should try to find where it is as fast as possible.
2. Once caught, the leader should not be missed, so it should never exit from the visible
area of the robot.
For the first of the two, the basic behavior of a robot that does not see the leader
should be simply to stay still and wait the leader to pass inside its visible area, but it could
also move following a specific rule (i.e. randomly) in oder to try to catch the leader more
quickly.
For the second rule, as well, there could be several approaches. The base rule for movement,
that is to have the compute return the leader’s position and the move to reach that point,
has the problem that the robot could take a long time to reach its destination and in this
time it is possible that the leader goes away in another direction and gets missed. The
most simple solution to this problem is to try to have frequent look operations, so to have
the compute not returning the exact position of the observed leader, but instead returning
a point that is on the segment connecting the robot and the leader and that is close to the
robot. In this way the move operation takes a small time and the looks are frequent.
1.11.2 Following with directional limited visibility
The Following with directional limited visibility problem is a problem that has
been studies and tested as part of this thesis work. The problem is really similar to the
Following problem, excepting for the addition of a constraint that limits the capabilities
of the robots: the constraint is that they have a limited visibility that is directional.
With directional visibility we intend a form of limited visibility whose visibility area has the
shape of an isosceles triangle, with the vertex placed in the robot’s position. This visibility
tries to model the behavior of some sort of camera that is placed on the robot, and that
have an angular aperture that is fixed. The camera has the ability to rotate independently
from the direction of the robot’s movement, but the rotation can be performed just during
the compute phase, so at the look phase the visibility area is fixed.
Chapter 4 will exhaustively describe the problem, a solving algorithm, some experiments
and their results.
1.11.3 Gathering
The Gathering problem is one of the most studied and discussed in the whole Mobile
Robots theory. It is basically simple, since it supposes to have a set of robots disposed
in the scene, and to have all of them congregate at a single point, whose location is not
predetermined. The Gathering problem is also called Homing, Docking or sometimes
also Rendez-vous, if the involved robots are just 2. The massive quantity of studies and
algorithms on gathering will not be reported in this work. An exhaust description of such
protocols can be found in the book of Flocchini, Prencipe, and Santoro [45], or in the
original articles ([25, 70, 53, 63, 35, 28, 51, 15, 46, 56, 57, 54, 24, 22, 42, 66, 65, 72], just
to cite some of them).
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This paragraph has the purpose of briefly introducing the problem from a theoretical
point of view, in order to give to the reader the basic notions to understand the second
problem that has been analyzed within this thesis work, that is the Near Gathering
with limited visibility problem.
Basic Results
Let’s now start by assuming unbounded visibility, so that each robot can always see all the
others. One basic solution to the Gathering problem can be found in a fully synchronous
environment. The complete synchrony between robots lets all of them observe the same
global configuration and thus compute the same point where to congregate. One example
point is the center of gravity, but there could be other points like the Weber Point, that
is a point that has the interesting property of not changing its position when the robots
move toward it, but that unfortunately sometimes cannot be computed. Anyway, the basic
result for Gathering is:
Theorem 1 ([25]). Gathering is solvable in Fsync without any additional assumption.
Impossible results
In a semi-synchronous setting the problem is a little bit more difficult to solve: First of all
we have a result that states that gathering is not possible for 2 robots if local coordinate
systems are not completely agreed:
Theorem 2 ([70] ). Without any agreement on the local coordinate systems, in Ssync,
Gathering of n = 2 robots is impossible, even with strong multiplicity detection.
We also know that in Ssync it could not be possible to solve Gathering at all, at
least if no multiplicity detection and no consistent compasses are available to the robots.
The following theorem can be proven by contradiction and it states that at least one of
the described features is necessary to solve the problem is Ssync:
Theorem 3 ([63] ). In absence of multiplicity detection and of any agreement on the
coordinate systems, Gathering is deterministically unsolveable in Ssync.
Gathering with consistent compasses
Since here we have seen when is not possible to solve Gathering. Now let’s see when it is
possible. According with previous theorem, the agreement on axes is a necessary condition
to solve the problem. It is easy to show that is also sufficient : The trivial protocol that
solves Gathering with consistent compasses is:
If I am not the rightmost and topmost robot then I move toward it, otherwise I stay still.
It is easy to verify that this simple protocol solves the Gathering problem in Ssync,
even with just 2 robots. It is interesting to see that it solves the problem also in Async:
Theorem 4. Gathering is solvable in Async with consistent compasses for any n.
Gathering with multiplicity detection in Ssync
Assuming now that there is no complete agreement on axes (and thus for theorem 3 there
is multiplicity detection and for theorem 2 we have n ≥ 3), let’s see under what conditions
the problem is solvable under Ssync or even better under Async:
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For the Semi-Synchronous environment we have a simple protocol that solves Gathering
assuming strong multiplicity detection but not assuming any kind of agreement on axes.
This algorithm makes any odd number of robots, starting in an arbitrary configuration,
gather at the same point in finite time. The initial configuration of the robots can be
arbitrary in the sense that they could also start with some points with multiplicity higher
than one (dense configuration), but they must be an odd number in order to have the
convergence assured.
Theorem 5 ([51]). In Ssync it is possible to gather robots having unlimited mobility,
chirality and compasses with variable tilt φ < pi4 .
Gathering with multiplicity detection in Async
Regarding the asynchronous environment, there are also some interesting results. In [45]
and in [24] there is a description of an algorithm that solves the Gathering problem in
Async assuming just multiplicity detection, but in a very complex way. The paper of
Cieliebak, Flocchini, Prencipe, and Santoro [24], however, reports that a solution to the
problem exists.
Theorem 6 ([24]). In Async, with multiplicity detection, n ≥ 5 robots can solve the
Gathering problem with finite time.
Gathering with limited visibility in Async
If we try to add a further constraint to the system, that is limited visibility, the situa-
tion changes. [42] reports an algorithm that solves Gathering with limited visibility, but
assuming consistent compasses. It is interesting to notice that while assuming a complete
agreement between robots, multiplicity detection is not needed anymore.
Theorem 7 ([42]). In Async, robots with limited visibility can solve the Gathering
problem in finite time assuming consistent compasses.
1.11.4 Near Gathering with limited visibility
The Near Gathering with limited visibility problem is one of the two problems
that has been implemented and tested in Sycamore. This section will briefly describe the
problem and an algorithm that solves it, both extracted from the paper of Pagli, Prencipe,
and Viglietta [61] titled “Getting close without touching”. The Java implementation of such
algorithm, necessary to have it working with the simulator, will be described in Section
3.1.2.
The problem of Near Gathering with limited visibility is quite similar to the gath-
ering problem, excepting for the fact that the robots are not requested to congregate in
the same point, but rather to get close enough to each other. In this problem, limited
visibility is assumed, and the close enough condition can be better formalized with close
enough to be all visible to each other. Another important constraint of this problem is to
have collision avoidance, so no contact between robots is allowed.
The algorithm that solves the NearGathering problem with limited visibility has three
main prerequisites:
• consistent compasses.
• the number n of robots in the scene is common knowledge between robots.
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• a visibility graph (page 11) that is initially connected. If the visibility graph is con-
nected, each robot can see at least another robot, in a way that there is no robot
that is isolated.
The algorithmic solution to the problem uses a particular construction made on the
visibility area of each robot in order to work correctly. This particular construction is
called contour and it supposes to have the visibility area has the shape of a square, instead
of a circle.
Figure 1.5: The contour shape
of a robot. The observing robot
r is the one at the center of the
visibility area, while all the oth-
ers are robots observed by r at
time t. The shape is given by
the union of the move spaces of
such robots.
This algorithm assumes that all distances are induced by
the infinity norm: ‖p‖∞ = max{p.x, p.y}, where p.x and p.y
are the coordinates x and y of point p. The result can be
generalized to other norms, and in particular to the classical
Euclidean distance, with the requirement that the initial vis-
ibility graph G(0) is however connected with respect to the
infinity norm. Before describing the algorithm, it is impor-
tant to introduce some preliminary definitions:
Let r be a robot, and let us divide its visible area at time
t, supposed to be squared, into four quadrants, denoted by
NW(r, t), NE(r, t), SE(r, t), and SW(r, t). For technical
reasons, the vertical and the horizontal segment of length
V starting from r and going South and West, respectively
(including the location of r itself), are part of SW(r, t); the
vertical (respectively horizontal) segment of length V pass-
ing through r and going North (respectively East) is part of
NW(r, t) (respectively SE(r, t)).
Next, we define that the move space of the robots is not ex-
tended in any direction, but it is bounded, in a way similar to what happens with the
solution to the Gathering problem in Async with limited visibility (page 19). In that
solution, a robot was able to move just in right and down direction, and in this protocol,
similarly, a robot is able to go just up and right, or in both directions with a diagonal
movement. To formalize this, we can state that the move space of the robots is the set of
x and y positions that are greater that the current ones:
Definition 1 (Move space). The move space of a robot at time t is denoted by MS(r, t)
and it is the set {(x′, y′) ∈ R2 | x′ ≥ r(t).x ∧ y′ ≥ r(t).y}
Now, based on that definition, we can formalize the already introduced contour (see
Figure 1.5):
Definition 2 (Contour). The contour of a robot r at time t, denoted by CT (r, t) is the
boundary of the set
⋃
sMS(s, t) where s ranges through all the robots in NW(r, t) ∪
NE(r, t) ∪ SE(r, t).
The contour shape is important for the solution of the algorithm, because it represents
an upper bound to the robot’s movement. The robot that is executing the protocol, in
fact, will never compute a destination point that is upper or more to the right that the
position of the contour, and this is important to guarantee collision avoidance: if a robot
enters in the move space of another one, in fact, they can potentially hit with each other.
Now let’s briefly describe the protocol, later the pseudocode will follow.
To recap, we have a set of robots with consistent compasses and limited visibility, whose
initial visibility graph G(0) is connected with respect to the infinity norm.
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Each robots knows the number n of robots that are present in the environment U and we
want all the robots to move within distance ε with each other, for a given 0 < ε < V4 .
At each cycle, robot r first computes the direction of movement according to the rules that
follows and after that it computes the real destination point along that direction. The
rules are the following:
• If r can see robots only in SW, it will not move because it is supposed to be the
topmost and rightmost one.
• If there are robots in NE , independently from the other quadrants, the direction of
movement is given by the half-line l starting from r and passing through robot in
NE closest to r.
• If r can see robots only in NW∪SW, then its direction of movement is given by the
vertical half-line l starting in r and going North.
• If r can see robots only in SW ∪ SE , then its direction of movement is given by the
horizontal half-line l starting in r and going East.
• Finally, the last case is if there are robots in NW and SE , but NE is empty. In this
case the direction of movement is given by the half-line l starting from r and passing
through the only valley in CT (r).
In order to establish the length of the movements along l, r checks two main factors:
• It must not enter the move space of any robot it can see (as stated before, this
contributes to guarantee collision avoidance).
• The new position must be within distance V2 from any of the robots it is currently
seeing (this contributes to guarantee both collision avoidance and the connectedness
of the initial distance graph).
In order to ensure these two factors, for each robot s ∈ NW ∪ NE ∪ SE , the robot r
computes the intersection ps between l and MS(s). Furthermore, for each visible robot
s, the intersection qs between the visible area of r and the line parallel to l and passing
through s is computed.
The distance ds between s and qs is the maximum distance that r is allowed to cover in
order to not lose visibility with s (assuming s does not move). Thus, if p is the point closest
to r among the points in {pr} ∪ {dr}, the destination point of r, in order to have collision
avoidance completely ensured, is taken as the median point dp on the segment between r
and p.
The pseudocode for the protocol is the following. It assumes:
- consistent compasses;
- G(0) connected with respect to the infinity norm;
- n known;
let Zε be the set of robots in Pos[] within distance ≤ ε
if | Zε |= n then
Terminate;
else
l,p1,...,ps,p′1,...,p′n,n = nil;
let:
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NW,NE ,SE ,SW be the quadrants of my visible area;
CT = be the contour of the robots in NW ∪NE ∪ SE;
if I see robots only in SW then
dp = (0,0);
else
if I see robots only in NW ∪ SW then
l = half-line from me going North;
else
if I see robots only in SE ∪ SW then
l = half-line from me going East;
else
if There is at least one robot in NE then
l = half-line from me to the closest robot in NE;
else
l = half-line from me to the only valley of CT in NE
end if
end if
end if
end if
end if
for each robot s ∈ NW ∪NE ∪ SE do
pr = intersection between l andMS(r);
end for
for each visible robot s do
ls = line parallel to l and passing through s;
qs = lowest or leftmost intersection between ls and my visible area;
ds = distance between s and qs;
p′r = point on l at distance V from me;
end for
b = point on l at distance V from me;
p = point closest to me among points in {pr} ∪ {p′r} ∪ {b};
dp = median point on the segment between my position and p.
In Pagli et al. [61] there is also the proof of correctness of the described algorithm. It is
articulated in three parts: First, it is proven that the initial distance graph is preserved
during the execution; second, it is proven that no collision occurs during the movements
of the robots; finally, the proof concludes by showing that the algorithm terminates.
Theorem 8 ([61]). the following properties hold:
1. The connectedness of G(0) according to the infinity norm is preserved during the
execution of the algorithm.
2. All robots converge toward point f without colliding.
Based on these properties it is possible to prove the following assumption:
Theorem 9 ([61]). After finite time all robots terminate their execution, being at distance
ε from each other.
This lets us conclude that:
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Theorem 10 ([61] ). In Async with limited visibility (squared shape), a set of anonymous
oblivious robots with consistent compasses can solve the NearGathering problem in finite
time when the initial distance graph is connected with respect to the infinity norm.
(a) Robots just in SW: stay
still.
(b) Robots in NW ∪ SW: go
North.
(c) Robots in SW ∪ SE: go
East.
(d) Robots in NE: go toward
the closest one.
(e) No robots in NE: go to-
ward the closest valley.
(f) Final destination point
computed along direction.
Figure 1.6: Some cases of NearGathering algorithm. Figures from (a) to (e) shows the possible choices
of the direction, while Figure (f) shows the computed destination point once the direction is chosen (in this
case the direction is the one in (e)).
To conclude, it is interesting to notice a last feature: in the solution presented in
[61], in order to have explicit termination, the knowledge of n is necessary. However, this
assumption can be dropped by using external visible bits, as recently introduced in section
1.9, page 15.
In particular, each robot is equipped with a visible light, whose color can be changed during
the compute operation. During the look, a robot can retrieve, beside the position, also the
value of the light of its fellow robots, which can be stored in a local Light[] array (the
color of the light of the executing robot is stored in Light[1]).
With this extra information, the explicit termination of the robots can be achieved by
substituting the termination check in the NearGathering protocol with the following
check, where ε is an arbitrary small constant (any fraction of V ):
if | ZZε | == 0 then
Light[r] = 1;
if ∀s ∈ Zε, Light[s] == 1 then
Terminate;
end if
else
Light[r] = 0;
end if
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Chapter 2
Design and previous works
This chapter will describe the design work that regarded Sycamore; its structure is based
on a previous version of the same simulator [19], that had different features, and that was
used as a design base for the version that is described in this thesis. The new sycamore is
using the previous version as a concept, but it is important to state that it has been rebuilt
from scratch. The architecture of the application is described in the next two sections and
the description of the main improvements that has been done with respect to the first
version of the simulator will immediately follow. This chapter will be concluded with a
short recap of the other existing simulators that are similar to the one I have implemented.
Figure 2.1: The architecture of the Sycamore simulator. The involved parts are separate modules that
cooperate together to build the behavior of the application. Their roles are described in this chapter.
2.1 Design of the Sycamore Simulator
The Sycamore simulator, as described in the introduction, has the purpose of letting a
researcher write and test an algorithm for mobile robots in the most flexible way. For this
reason it is intended to be completely modular, in a way that almost any element that is
involved in the simulation environment is customizable.
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Figure 2.2: The
Sycamore icon.
Since the beginning of its design, I imagined to have two different mod-
ules composing the simulator, that are the engine and the GUI. The first
one is the part that cares about performing the simulation, by making the
robots execute their algorithm and implementing the synchronization be-
tween them. The engine cares also to implement the LCM cycle and in
general to completely manage the robots that are on the scene. The second
module of the application, the GUI, is the plain graphic interface, whose
purpose is to draw the robots during the simulation and let the user con-
figure the various simulation parameters.
This separation between these two modules has the purpose of making possible to build
some derivate applications, in which just one of the two modules is present. In particular,
the idea is to build a batch version of the simulator, that works from the command line
and is able to perform scheduled simulations by instantiating just the engines without the
user interface. On the other hand it has been built a visualuzer, that is able to show the
results of a simulation that has been performed in the past, without performing it again.
(see Section 2.2)
Later in the design phase, together with the engine + GUI model, some other components
has been added, that are external from the simulator and accessible anywhere from within
the application. The most important module is the Sycamore System, that is a component
created and destroyed together with the application and that contains all data related to
the whole system, and not only to a single simulation. The Sycamore System has also the
important role of managing the schedule threads, that are two threads responsible of the
management of the scheduler (see page 26, in subsection 2.1.1).
Another important module is the plugins subsystem, that loads the plugins from a well-
known directory of the file system and installs them into Sycamore. Finally, the properties
subsystem is the last module added to the application and it is the one that cares about
persistency. Figure 2.1 shows a graphical representation of the structure of these parts and
the following sections will illustrate them with more detail.
2.1.1 The Sycamore plugins
Before introducing the simulator, it is necessary to focus on the plugins that are available
in the system and on their purpose.
There exists seven types of plugins in Sycamore:
• Algorithms.
These plugins define the algorithms and their behavior. An algorithm actually con-
sists in the implementation of a method called compute(), that defines the behavior
of a robot during its compute operation. While assigning a different algorithm to a
robot or to a set of robots, we define that during their LCM cycle they will compute
their destination points following the rules of the algorithm assigned to them.
• Schedulers.
Together with the algorithm, the scheduler is the only other plugin that is manda-
tory for a simulation. The scheduler plugin reflects the definition of the scheduler
made in the model (see section 1.3), by having access to all the robots and deciding
for each of them, which operation they perform, or when and how they move.
The Sycamore System owns two threads that are called scheduler thread and human
pilot thread, whose purpose is to define the lifecycle of the schedulers present in the
engine. It is important to notice, in fact, that in the system there are always two
schedulers: one for the robots, that is driven by the plugin, and another for the
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human pilot robots, that is driven by the engine and makes the human pilots move
continuously without letting them stay still.
The scheduler thread is a thread that is created and launched when a simulation
starts, and that is interrupted and destroyed when the simulation ends. It consists
of an infinite loop with iterations at a fixed frequency (640 per second, in Sycamore);
at each iteration of the cycle the thread calls a method called runLoopIteration()
of the scheduler plugin, in which this one decides what to do. In a single iteration it
could, for example, decide to activate just one robot or all of them and it could let
the robots perform different operations. The scheduler has a complete access to all
the data in the engine, so during an iteration it is able to modify the environment in
any way; in particular, it can change a destination point computed by a robot, or it
can slow down a robot’s movement.
Section 3.1.3 will describe the Java implementation of the three schedulers described
in the model section. From a general point of view, if we want to build a synchronous
or semi-synchronous scheduler we will have to activate more than one robot in the
same iteration, and make all of them execute the same operation together. Con-
versely, if we want to implement asynchrony, the best way to do it is to activate an
undefined number of robots (none, just one or more than one) at each iteration, and
possibly make each of them execute a different part of the LCM cycle each time.
• Visibilities.
These plugins define different visibilities for the robots. The visibility plugin is
used by the system to filter the observations performed by a robot during the look
operation, in a way that a robot that executes a look is aware just of the robots
that are inside its visible area, and it does not even know that other robots exist.
The filtering is performed at system-level, so it is practiced before the results of look
operation are returned to the robot. This guarantees that the robot will never be
able to cheat by actually seeing a not visible neighbor. The visible area of the robot
is defined by the visibility plugin, that is capable, for a given point, to say if such
point is visible or not.
For representation convenience, the visibility plugin is responsible of drawing itself
in the graphic environment.
• Agreements.
These plugins define how the local coordinate system of a robot is agreed with
the ones of the other robots. The agreement plugin has the task of translating local
coordinates systems into globals, and vice versa. This translation can obviously be
driven by the level of agreement, in a sense that if, for example, the compasses are
consistent, two robots with the same global coordinate will have local coordinates that
can differ just for a translation factor, and not for a rotation or flipping. Conversely,
if there is disorientation, no assumption can be made on how a robot translates its
own local system into the global one.
In Sycamore, each robot always performs its looks, computations and movement in
local coordinates. Also the coordinates stored in an eventual persistent memory, or
in the system data (like the robot’s Timeline, see section 2.1.2) are kept in local
coordinates. The global coordinates system is involved just when the robots are
drawn all together in the graphic environment, and at that time the agreement is
asked to translate the coordinates.
It is important to notice that in section 1.8 it has been stated that a local coordinate
system is self-centric. This, for technical reasons, is not possible in Sycamore. Having
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a self-centric system, in fact, means that while a robot moves in the environment
its coordinates system moves together with it and thus the local coordinates are not
fixed, but they instead continuously change. Since, as stated before, the memory and
the data stored in the engine’s data structures are expressed in coordinates that are
local to the robot, this would had lead to strange situations, in which the current
position of a robot would be, in local coordinates, (0, 0), but even the previous
positions, that are different from a global point of view, would still all be (0, 0),
since their respective local coordinates were always centered in that point. Keeping
a consistent global coordinates system together with a continuously changing local
coordinates system is a really hard task if we want to keep track of all the positions
occupied by a robot and to keep this data in local coordinates.
On the other hand, it is easy to see that a local coordinates system that is fixed,
so that does not change during the simulation, does not give additional power to
the robots. Even with that kind of systems, in fact, the complete disorientation still
does not give any warranty on the coordinates, and as well the consistent compasses
remains the same. For this reason in Sycamore the local coordinate systems are not
self-centric, but are instead fixed : each robot has its own origin of axes and such
origin remains the same for the whole duration of the simulation.
There is one more thing to say about the agreements: the unit of length can be the
same for all the robots or not. In general, in fact, the agreement regards the direction
and orientation of the axes, but not the unit of length; each robot could have its own.
However, the model, in Section 1.8 states that “when a limited visibility of any kind
is used, the robots have a common knowledge about the visibility range, that becomes
a de facto agreement on the unit of length”. From an implementation point of view,
however, this form of automation could not be desired by the person who uses the
simulator. For this reason it has been decided to leave to the implementation of an
agreement plugin the task of managing this situation; the default behavior, used in
all the agreement plugins implemented throughout this work, is to offer to the final
user the choice of uniforming the unit of length or let each of the robots have its own.
• Memories.
These plugins define how a robot can be aware of past observations and movements.
Each robot, in fact, is provided with a system memory, that remembers its computed
positions and the observed snapshots related to past iterations of the LCM cycle. This
memory is completely hidden to robots during their compute operation, or otherwise
it would be impossible to build oblivious robots. Instead, the robots have access to
their own memory, that is an object that can access the system memory and decide
which past data to return to a robot. By not assigning any memory to a robot,
we obtain a completely oblivious one, conversely if we define a memory, bounded or
unbounded, the robot will become able to use it.
• Measures.
The measures plugins, together with the initial conditions plugins whose description
will follow, are plugins that are not demanded to implement a part of the model, but
are instead more oriented to the practical simulation and its results. In particular,
the measures are the plugins that care of measuring any dimension in the simulation.
The measure plugin lets to the implementation the decision of what to measure and
how to do it. It offers three methods that are called at the beginning and at the end
of the simulation and at each step of the scheduler thread. The operations that are
performed in these methods are left to the implementation, for example if we want
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to measure the time elapsed during the simulation it is sufficient to start and stop
a counter in a proper way, as well as if we want to measure some kind of average it
will be necessary to update the dimension at each step.
• Initial condition.
These plugins define where to place a new robot before the simulation starts.
They are used by the engine when it places a new robot in the scene, and they are
necessary if the problem has a constraint on the initial setting of the system (i.e
NearGathering [61] or Scattering [52, 18]). If no initial condition plugin is
used, the engine places the robots randomly in the scene.
The work described in this thesis involved the implementation of some basic plugins,
in order to reflect the model described in Chapter 1. Section 3.1 will show the Java API
for all the described plugins, and it will introduce some sneak peaks of how the parts of
the model are implemented.
2.1.2 The engine
The engine is the part of the application that cares to manage one simulation. This means
that if there is no simulation active then there is no engine instantiated, as well as if there
are more than one simulation running one after the other, then there exist a different en-
gine for each of them.
Figure 2.3: Class diagram for the engine. It is a par-
tial representation of the primary attributes and methods
that the class SycamoreEngine has. The most important
attributes are the robots and the plugins for scheduler,
measures and initial condition. The reported methods
are a selection of the set of methods of the engine and
they can be used to interact with its attributes.
Figure 2.3 reports a summary of the
engine’s class diagram, that shows the
most important elements of the class.
For a better definition of this class,
please see Section 3.2.1 and to see its
complete source code, please visit the
Sycamore Website [13]; the URL to fol-
low to check the SycamoreEngine class
can be found in Appendix A.
The role of the engine is to own all the
robots and all the instances of the plug-
ins that are used in the simulation. The
robots are divided into sub-groups, de-
pending if they are human pilots or not,
and also depending on the algorithm
they are executing. There is a particular
data structure, called robot matrix (see
Section 3.2.1, page 79), that contains all
the robots in all their groups, and offers
the ability to retrieve the robots from
the external, for example by returning
one robot, one group, the human pilots only or the whole set of robots in the engine.
The robots are for sure the most important element that can be found in the engine, since
they actually are the main actors of the simulation. The principal informations that they
contain are the following:
• The algorithm that they are executing.
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• Their visibility, defining their visible area.
• Their local coordinates system.
• Their persistent memory.
• Their own set of lights.
• Their Timeline, that is a structure that describes their movement in time.
Furthermore, for convenience in representation, each robot contains also its own color
and its own Geometry object, that is an object necessary to draw the robot in the graphic
environment (see Section 3.2.4).
Figure 2.4 shows a simplified class diagram for the robot in Sycamore. As well as it was for
the engine’s class diagram of Figure 2.3, this diagram reports just the principal elements
of the class; the class description is reported in Section 3.2.1.
Before describing how the LCM model is implemented in the engine and thus in the robots,
it is important to describe what is the introduced Timeline.
The Timeline is an object that is used to describe the movement of a robot, and in general
of any object that is animated. This structure stores a set of keyframes, each composed
by a pair 〈p, t〉 where p is a position in space and t is the time at which that position was
reached. The keyframes are the smallest set necessary to describe the whole movement of
an object. From a practical point of view, each time a robot computes a new destination,
this point is stored in the timeline as a new keyframe.
The timeline is a tool that can give an exhaustive description of the movement of any
animated object in Sycamore. It in fact can be queried by giving it a numeric ratio between
0 and 1, that describes the percentage of the movement we are interested for. Given the
ratio, the timeline performs an interpolation between its keyframes and returns the exact
position of the object at the ratio we asked. The timeline is an interesting structure to
describe movement, because it lets to store the description of a complex movement using
just few data and thus few memory; the counterpart is an O(n) cost for a query, that can
anyway be reduced to O(logn) if we use binary search. Notice that the interpolation could
also be not necessarily linear: a quadratic interpolation, for example, could easily describe
a movement that involves an acceleration and a deceleration, still with no more that 2
keyframes. For the sake of simplicity, anyway, Sycamore uses a linear interpolator.
The described features of the robots are used during its lifecycle, that is an implementation
of the LCM cycle (page 6) described in theory. The robots in Sycamore can cycle among
6 states:
• READY_TO_LOOK
• LOOKING
• READY_TO_COMPUTE
• COMPUTING
• READY_TO_MOVE
• MOVING
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Depending on the its state, a robot performs different operations. In particular, in each
of the three ready states it waits to start the operation that follows and in the other three
states it performs the three operations that compose the cycle: look, compute and move.
Figure 2.4: Class diagram for the robot. It is a par-
tial representation of the primary attributes and methods
that the class SycamoreRobot has. The most important at-
tributes are the timeline and the plugins for algorithm,
visibility, agreement and memory. The reported methods
are a selection of the set of methods of the robot and they
can be to interact with its attributes.
The look operation is implemented
at the engine level. Once a robot wishes
to perform this operation, it queries the
engine for the snapshot. The engine
takes the positions of all the robots in
the system (at the time t of the ob-
servation), filters them using the visi-
bility of the caller robot and then re-
turns the snapshot to the robot as a set
of observations. This set contains po-
sitions and lights of all and only those
robots that are in the visible area of the
caller and no assumption can be made
on the sorting of its elements. After the
execution of the look, the robots goes
in READY_TO_COMPUTE state and waits for
the scheduler to let it start the next op-
eration.
The compute operation is executed par-
tially at engine level and partially at plu-
gin level. In particular, the engine calls
the compute() method of the algorithm
plugin (see Sections 2.1.1 or 3.1.2) and
gives to it the only informations that are
allowed for the operation. The compute
operation, in fact, cannot have access to
some informations that are stored in the
robot, primarily the timeline, or other-
wise the model would not be oblivious
anymore. Also the memory of the robot is not given as-is to the compute, but it is man-
aged and eventually bounded by the robot’s plugin. In particular, while performing the
compute, a robot can access just to these informations:
1. The positions of all the visible robots, and just them.
2. The lights of all the visible robots, and just them.
3. Know whether a robot is a human pilot or not.
4. Its own local position. The position expressed in global coordinated is not available.
5. Its own lights.
6. Its own direction (the vector that tells the direction where the robot is oriented, that
is different from the direction of the movement).
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7. Its visibility (the object instantiated through the plugin).
8. Its memory (the object instantiated through the plugin).
9. The number n of robots in the system, if their knowledge is enabled. If the knowledge
of n is disabled, the robot gets an error while trying to read it.
The compute operation returns the destination point. After that the robots goes in
READY_TO_MOVE state and waits for the scheduler to let it start the next operation.
The move operation, differently from the others, is completely managed by the scheduler ;
this component continuously changes the current ratio of the robots by actually making
them move. The timings of this operation are completely demanded to the scheduler, and
a robot remains in MOVING state until it reaches the destination point.
Other than keeping track and managing the robot’s lifecycle, the engine has the important
role of owning the scheduler and the measures plugins. The scheduler is a single instance
of the plugin, and it is the one used by the scheduler thread. Practically, the thread at
each iteration of its cycle asks the engine for the plugin and calls the runLoopIteration()
method, that defines the scheduler’s behavior.
The measures, as well, are kept by the engine in a list. A simulation can be associated
to an arbitrary number of measures, each of them measuring a different dimension of the
environment. The onSimulationStep() method of each measure is called at each iteration
of the scheduler thread.
The last very important feature of the engine is the ability to save and load its state. Each
object that composes the engine, primarily the robots with their timelines and lights, but
also any other object that is used in the simulation, is provided with two methods called
encode() and decode(). The first method saves the current state of the object on which it
is called into an XML file on the File System and the second, similarly, restores the state
based on a passed file.
With these architecture, the application is able to save and load projects. During a sim-
ulation, in fact, it is possible for the user to ask the application to save the project on a
file. That file will be available to be reopened by the simulator itself, or by the visualzer
(see page 37).
2.1.3 The GUI
The GUI of the application is a separate module from the engine. It is usually started
alone, with no engine instantiated, and it lets the user configure a new simulation. When
the mandatory elements for the simulation (algorithm and scheduler) are selected by the
user, the engine for the simulation is created. At this point the user can push the play
button and the simulation starts.
This section will briefly describe the GUI design; its Java implementation requires two
graphic frameworks, that are SwingX [12] for the interface components and Java Monkey
Engine, or simply JME [1, 2] for the construction of the 3D environment where the robots
move. The GUI implementation will not be further detailed due to space constraints, but
the full code of the GUI can be checked in the Sycamore Website [13]. Appendix A con-
tains the URLs where to find each class.
This section will focus on the design of the graphical user interface. The architecture of
the user interface has been designed to let the user configure the wide range of available
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plugins in a simple way. For this reason it has been logically divided into toolbars.
The upper horizontal toolbar has the purpose of letting the user manage the simulation.
The play/pause and stop buttons can start and stop the simulation and the slider on the
left can change its speed, even while it runs.
Figure 2.5: The GUI of Sycamore. It is composed of several User Interface elements, divided into toolbars.
The upper horizontal bar is for the management of the simulation, since it lets the user play and pause it,
or adjust the speed of the simulation steps using the appropriate slider. The lower horizontal bar lets the
user decide which elements to enable/disable and where to point the camera. The bar on the left is used for
the configuration of a simulation before it starts; on the above it is possible to see all the loaded plugins,
and below there are the controls for the management of the robots and the other plugins in the current
simulation. Finally, the central scene is a 3D graphic environment where the simulation runs.
Figure 2.6: A plugin informative window. It is activated when the user double-clicks the name of a pligin
in the relative table of the GUI. It contains the formatted textual description provided by the plugin, and
eventually the optional settings panel, still provided by the plugin.
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The lower horizontal toolbar lets the user choose wether to point the camera on the
global origin of axes, or on the baricentrum, that is the point computed as the center of
mass between all the robots. The same toolbar lets the user show or hide some elements
of the simulation, like the global axes, the terrain grid, the visibility ranges, the lights, the
local axes and so on.
The toolbar on the left has the purpose of letting the user manage a simulation. In
particular, it shows all the plugins that has been loaded into the system and gives also
detailed informations about a single plugin if the user double-clicks its name. The double
click operation offers also the ability of managing some settings of the selected plugin.
Figure 2.7: The window to configure robots. It lets the user choose any number of groups of robots, each
with their algorithm, color, speed and lights.
The plugin subsystem, in fact, offers a functionality to facilitate the integration of the
plugin in the system; the implementation of the plugin comprises the insertion of some
textual descriptions into some appropriate methods (see Chapter 3.1).
The text that is inserted by the developer of the plugin is formatted and visualized in an
informative window, that appears if the user in Sycamore double-clicks the plugin’s name
in the table of the GUI. Moreover, the same informative window is able to show also a
settings panel: during the implementation of the plugin it is possible to design a JPanel
object that can be given to the system. If such panel is present (i.e. is not null), the GUI
system places it on the bottom of the plugin informative window (see Figure 2.6).
The last GUI element that has to be described is the lower part of the left toolbar, for
sure one of the most important parts of the user interface, that is the section that lets
the user configure the simulation. In this component, the drop-down menu is the one that
lets the user select the scheduler that will drive the simulation; the two other buttons
open additional windows that care of configuring respectively the robots and all the other
plugins.
The window that lets the user configure the robots in the system opens when the Manage
robots button is clicked, and it is shown in Figure 2.7. It defines rows that constitute the
groups of robots that are created in the environment. In each row it is possible to select
an algorithm, a color, the speed of the robots of that group and the maximum number of
allowed lights. Of course it is possible also to select how many robots of the defined group
are present in the environment.
An architecture of this kind is able to create an environment that is not homogeneous (see
Section 1.7, page 12), so where it is possible to place together robots that executes different
protocols.
Sometimes this configuration of the environment could be desired, for example in Chapter
4 it will be shown that the Following problem is analyzed by placing a human pilot robot
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in the first row and some robots executing Following algorithm on the second row.
The other configuration window, the one that lets the user configure the plugins, opens
when the Configure other plugins button is clicked and offers the ability to select any of
the loaded plugin and apply it to the environment. The plugins that are selected in this
window are all optional, in the sense that the simulation can take place even if none of
them in applied to the environment.
Figure 2.8 shows the plugin configuration window. It offers the possibility to apply:
• One or more measures. The selected measures is be applied to the engine and their
methods are called at each step of the scheduler thread.
• A visibility. The selected visibility is applied to all the robots, both the ones that
are already present in the environment at the time when the visibility is selected and
the ones that are created since that moment.
• An agreement. As well as the visibility, it is applied to all the present and future
robots in the environment.
• An initial condition. It is applied to the engine and it is used to determine the points
where to put the robots that are created since that time. It does not apply to the
robots that are already in the environment.
• A memory. Just like the visibility and the agreement, it is applied to all the robots.
Figure 2.8: The window to configure the plugins.
It lets the user choose the plugins it wants to
apply to the environment.
Furthermore, this window lets the user en-
able or disable the knowledge of n for the robots
and the multiplicity detection.
The last two components of the user interface
are two additional windows that serve respec-
tively as an about window and a preferences
panel. The first one gives detailed informa-
tions about the application and the OS where
it runs, the second one lets the user config-
ure some system-specific parameters like the
value of the constant ε or the bounds for x,
y and z of the randomly chosen initial posi-
tion.
Before concluding this section about the
GUI design, it is important to describe few more
design concepts that had beed applied; the first
one is the system dependency. Sycamore is, in
fact totally cross-platform, but there exists some
system-specific version of the simulator that are
optimized for a specific operating system. In
particular, the Mac OS X Version takes advan-
tages of some integration technologies provided
by Apple that lets the application place its own
menu bar outside the window in the system’s upper menu bar. This version is also capable
of going Full Screen, using the Mac OS X Technology.
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The Windows specific version, instead, uses a custom menu bar that is consistent with the
default naming that the OS does for the menu items. It also includes a Windows-specific
look-and-feel [8] that makes the user experience more integrated with the system.
Finally, the legacy version of the simulator can run on any platform and OS that supports
Swing GUIs.
The last thing that has to be said about the User Interface is the application appearence:
for completeness, but also for a better user experience, I decided to design, together with
the GUI, an icon (Figure 2.2) and a splash screen, that is shown while the application loads
(Figure 2.9).
2.1.4 The Sycamore System
Figure 2.9: The Sycamore splash screen.
The Sycamore System is a module that manages
all the static data of the application. It is created
when the application starts and it is deleted when
the application ends; it is also accessible from ev-
erywhere in the code, since all the data that it
contains is accessed in a static way.
The Sycamore application, as described above,
is composed of several separated components, or
modules. However these modules not always are
able to communicate with each other, because
they could be in different threads, or because they could be instantiated in objects that
are not reciprocally visible. The role of the Sycamore System is to make a bridge between
the components and let them comunicate or exchange data. The complete purposes of the
Sycamore System are the following:
1. It owns the scheduler thread and the human pilot thread. These threads can be
accessed statically to give them the data that is necessary for their correct behavior.
For example, when the GUI receives from the user the data for a new simulation and
the new engine is created, this engine is also passed as a reference to the two threads,
in order to let them use the correct scheduler object.
2. It cares of synchronizing the threads in the environment. The application, in fact,
is composed of several threads: the GUI runs in the system’s event dispatch thread,
together with the engine, that also runs there. The 3D environment runs in the
OpenGL thread, that is separate from the others. Finally there are the already
described scheduler thread and human pilot thread. All these threads are sometimes
asked to perform synchronized operations, for example when the user presses the
pause button of the GUI, the the scheduler thread and the human pilot thread should
wait. These operations are implemented using a Java paradigm called wait-notify
and the Sycamore System cares about managing this behavior.
3. It lets all the classes of the system perform operations in the OpenGL thread. This
thread is in fact made by an infinite loop where it performs rendering operations and
other commands. The Sycamore System has a particular command that lets a class
from any thread inject some code in a queue that is executed at the end of a cycle
of the OpenGL thread.
4. It knows which elements are visible. The GUI (page 33) lets the user show/hide some
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data in the 3D view. The Sycamore System is the component that stores informations
related to what is chosen to be viewed.
5. It knows the value of ε.
6. It knows the value of n.
7. It knows the default directories of the system, primarily the workspace, that is the
directory that contains all the data used by the simulator.
2.1.5 The plugins subsystem
The plugins described in Section 2.1.1 are completely managed by a module that is ac-
cessible from everywhere, that is called plugins subsystem, or also Plugin Manager. This
modules cares of loading the plugins from the appropriate directory of the workspace and
offering them to any other module that needs them. The plugins subsystem is not static,
but is rather implemented as a single instance, shared between any class of the application,
and accessible statically. A call to SycamorePluginManager.getSharedInstance() returns a
pointer to this object.
2.1.6 The properties subsystem
The properties subsystem, or also Property Manager is the last component of the applica-
tion. The role of this object is to offer persistency features to Sycamore. The persistency
is implemented as a set of pars 〈key, value〉, with both the key and the value implemented
as strings. This set of pairs can be imagined as an hash table whose values are not deleted
when the application quits, but that instead remain unchanged even between several appli-
cation runs. The Property Manager is implemented as a single shared instance between all
the classes of the application, and it offers the ability of adding an entry to the persistent
table, or gathering data from it. Persistency can be used by any element of the application,
including the plugins, and it is useful to store data of selected preferences, or other settings
like the window bounds. For example, in fact, if the user resizes the window, its bounds
〈x, y, width, height〉 are saved and restored at the following run, placing the new window in
the previous position and with the previous size. The properties subsystem can be invoked
with the methods:
• PropertyManager.getSharedInstance().putProperty(key, value)
• value = PropertyManager.getSharedInstance().getProperty(key)
2.2 Sycamore variants: Batch simulator and visualizer
As introduced in Section 2.1, the core of the Sycamore simulator is composed by a pair of
modules, the engine and the GUI. These components can also be executed separately, to
compose derivate applications with slightly different features.
An execution of the engine alone could bring to a shell version of Sycamore. This compo-
nent has been designed but it has not been implemented due to time constraints. A batch
version of Sycamore could work in this way:
1. It initializes the Sycamore System. This operation is needed to start the threads and
configure the default system variable.
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2. It takes from the command line or from a configuration file, the settings necessary
to create one or more simulations.
3. It instantiates an engine for each simulation. The scheduler thread finds the newly
creates scheduler plugin and starts performing the simulation. In this environment
the measures are working and the engine can be instructed to perform a save (see
page 32) after the simulation is finished. If the simulation does not stop after a fixed
time, the system is able to force it to stop and save its state.
A batch simulator of this kind could be easily and proficiently used to perform automatic
scheduled simulations, whose results could be, for example, averaged and plotted to obtain
a comprehensive analysis.
The files that are saved by the simulator or by the batch simulator can later be opened
again by the simulator itself or by a visualuzer. The visualizer is an application that is
separate from the simulator, and that is able to show the results of a simulation without
performing it again. The principle of the visualizer is that it opens an XML file describing
a simulation and it loads an engine using the informations contained in such file. After
the loading, the system will contain a number of robots, each with its own timeline. The
simulation created in this way have just to be played.
Figure 2.10: The GUI of the Sycamore Visualizer.
The visualizer does not run the simulation, but it rather display its results; for this
reason in the visualizer the scheduler thread and the human pilot thread are not started,
because otherwise they would have performed a new simulation. The two threads are
replaced with another thread, called visualuzer thread, whose purpose is simply to contin-
uously increase the ratio of the timelines of the robots in order to make them move.
The Sycamore Visualizer has been implemented. Its user interface can be viewed in Figure
2.10. Notice that the toolbar that configures the simulation is useless in the visualizer, and
it is not present. The title area is also replaced with a slider that lets the user scrub the
animation in a way simular to what a video player makes with video files.
2.3 The first Sycamore
Beccari [19] describes an early version of Sycamore. Its idea was the same as the current
simulator, but it had a different architecture a few less features. This section explains
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the main differences between the version of the simulator described in this thesis and the
original one.
First of all, the original Sycamore was just 2D, while the new Sycamore is 3D. This means
that it now supports both 2 dimensional and 3 dimensional algorithms. In addition, the
original sycamore had fewer plugins: it was supporting just the implementation of custom
algorithms, schedulers and measures, while the new one has seven different plugin types
(page 26). The new Sycamore offers also more features regarding the simulation man-
agement, since it offers the possibility of changing the speed of the animation and save
the simulation on file for later visualization. Furthermore, the new simulator includes a
visualizer (Section 2.2) that offers also the possibility of scrubbing the simulation, in a
similar way to what it is possible to do with a video file. None of the described features
were present in the first Sycamore.
From a design point of view, the new Sycamore is more logically divided into separate
modules that can always be used singularly or replaced with other different API-consistent
ones. The animation of the simulation is also part of the design of the new simulator,
through the usage of the timelines (page 30). The original Sycamore was demanding the
simulation to an external framework, with inherited structural limits.
The completely different design, the higher number of plugins and the new graphic frame-
works forced me to rewrite the simulator almost entirely. This full rebuild had also the
utility of letting me redesign a completely new GUI that better integrates into the new
architecture. The original GUI, in fact, was strictly related to its own model and controller,
parts that in the new Sycamore are synthesized in the engine. An operation of integration
of the original GUI into the new architecture would probably have had a cost even higher
than a complete reimplementation.
2.4 Other simulators
Other than analyzing the original Sycamore, a short research on other simular products
has been done. Actually, there are several different mobile robots simulators, sometimes
even more advanced than Sycamore, but the majority of them is not strictly focused on the
mobile robots model we are using. They could, for example, be focused on the agent-based
network, where the environment is discrete, or on the more practical field of the robotics.
The mobile robots model analyzed in this thesis is a model that is mainly focused on the
algorithmical point of view, and it does not care on aspects like the kinematics, that is
instead an important aspect for the robotics simulators.
The only tool available that models the mobile robots exactly as Sycamore does is the
CORDA simulator, made by Prencipe and Gervasi [64]. Unfortunately, this simulator is
not modular, but it is able to analyze just the behavior of robots performing a Flocking
task in 2D.
Between the simulators that are interesting but not strictly based on this model it is
important to cite glSwarm, by Swain [71]. This product is focused on swarming, flock-
ing, collective motion, and cooperative control tasks and it is the most similar product to
Sycamore available. It is also not modular and in order to have it analyze a custom algo-
rithm is necessary to rebuild the whole application. Other products that are more focused
on the agent-based network, where we have agents moving in a discrete environment, are
Repast by North [60] and the most advanced and recent MASON, by Luke et al. [58].
Regarding the simulators more focused on robotics, there are a great number available. I
will cite just two of them: TeamBots, by Balch [16] and the commercial software WeBots
by Cyberbotics [29].
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Chapter 3
Implementation
This chapter will deal with the Java implementation of Sycamore. It will first of all show
how plugins can be implemented and used in Sycamore, and then it will show how some
fundamental classes of the simulator are made.
3.1 Implementation of the plugins
This section will talk about the Java implementation of the Sycamore plugins. As it
has been described in previous chapters, the large set of elements composing the model
of computation for the mobile robots (agreements, visibilities, synchronizations) can be
almost completely implemented as plugins and injected into the simulator to be used.
Section 2.1.1 already introduced the seven plugins that are available for the simulator, and
focused on how the theoretical models can be implemented using one or more of them.
This chapter will enter more in detail in the technical part of the Java implementation,
and will describe, plugin by plugin, how they work in the simulator and how to implement
some theoretical elements introduced in Chapter 1. First of all it will show how the Java
system that composes the simulator can interact with external code.
3.1.1 The plugins subsytem and the Plugin interface
From the Java point of view, each plugin that is used into the simulator is an instance of an
object that has some particular features. In Sycamore, the plugin management is helped by
an external framework, called JSPF (Java Simple Plugin Framework, [9]). This framework
is really simple and powerful, since it lets to easily load a Java class located inside a jar
package on the File System and inject it into the application. Any data that can be loaded
from JSPF must implement a specific Java interface: Plugin. This interface has no method
to be implemented, but is used by the framework to recognize what is capable of being
loaded and what is not. A class that implements Plugin should also be annotated with a
JSPF-specific annotation: @PluginImplementation. This annotation is also mandatory if
we want our class to be loaded. Once implemented the interface, annotated the class and
saved it into a jar file, the JSPF framework can be queried from within a Java program
using its API:
1 PluginManager pm = PluginManagerFactory.createPluginManager();
2 pm.addPluginsFrom(pluginsDirectory.toURI());
3 PluginManagerUtil pluginManagerUtil = new PluginManagerUtil(pm);
4 ArrayList<Plugin> plugins = pluginManagerUtil.getPlugins(<PluginSubclass>.class);
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Given the framework, the class structure for the Sycamore plugins has been built. This
structure is composed by an interface called SycamorePlugin that extends Plugin and that
defines all the features that are common to all the plugins in Sycamore.
The structure of this interface is the following:
1 /**
2 * This interface represents a generic plugin in Sycamore.
3 */
4 public interface SycamorePlugin extends Plugin
5 {
6 /**
7 * Returns the author
8 */
9 public String getAuthor();
10
11 /**
12 * Returns the name of the plugin
13 */
14 public String getPluginName();
15
16 /**
17 * Returns the short description of the plugin
18 */
19 public String getPluginShortDescription();
20
21 /**
22 * Returns the long description of the plugin
23 */
24 public String getPluginLongDescription();
25
26 [...]
27
28 /**
29 * Returns the settings panel for the plugin
30 */
31 public SycamorePanel getPanel_settings();
32
33 /**
34 * Returns a String representation of the plugin
35 */
36 public String toString();
37 }
As it is possible to see, there are mainly methods that return textual descriptions of
the plugin, in various forms. Three more methods are missing from this listing, that also
return textual descriptions used by the Sycamore GUI. Other than descriptive methods,
the plugin should define who is its author, and can optionally provide a settings panel that
is integrated in the GUI as described in section 2.1.3 (SycamorePanel is a subclass of Java’s
JPanel).
Once the basic plugin is defined, one more information should be added. The Sycamore
simulator, in fact, has to be able to deal with both 2D and 3D environments and the plugin
needs to define if it works with 2-dimensional or 3-dimensional points.
The type of an object is important, because it guarantees consistency between other objects
in the application. For example, a 2D engine can contain just 2D robots and they can
execute just 2D algorithms. A 2D robot that executes a 3D algorithm is an unwanted
situation, that should be avoided.
There could also exist plugins without type, that work seamlessly with both 2D and 3D
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environments, so the type is a feature that cannot be added to the default SycamorePlugin
interface, because this would have forced any plugin to be typed. For this reason I further
extended the SycamorePlugin interface by producing the SycamoreTypedPlugin interface.
This interface defines a further method that returns the type of the plugin, in the form of
an enum element. The enumeration TYPE allows just TYPE_2D or TYPE_3D elements.
1 /**
2 * This interface represents a typed plugin in Sycamore. A plugin is typed if, in addition to
3 * all the plugins features, it has a type (2D or 3D).
4 */
5 public interface SycamoreTypedPlugin extends SycamorePlugin
6 {
7 /**
8 * Returns the TYPE object that describes the type (2D or 3D) of the plugin.
9 */
10 public abstract TYPE getType();
11
12 /**
13 * Returns a string that describes the type of the plugin (2D or 3D).
14 */
15 public String getTypeString();
16 }
The TYPE definition alone is not able to guarantee to us the consistency between the
objects in the engine. For the Java objects inside the engine, in fact, another mechanism
is used: Java Generics [7]. As it is possible to see in the class diagrams of Figures 2.3 and
2.4, all the objects in Sycamore are specified using generics, manly with a P that extends
a point object.
Points in Sycamore are defined by the class SycamoreAbstractPoint and the interface
ComputablePoint, whose definitions can be found in the Sycamore Project Website and
whose URL are in Appendix A. The concrete classes Point2D and Point3D extend the ab-
stract class and implement the interface.
The Java generic tool is really useful to guarantee consistency between the types of the ob-
jects. As it will be possible to see later, a lot of objects in Sycamore have a generic specifica-
tion: robots, timelines, plugins and much more. If in the engine an object SycamoreRobot<P>
is defined, than I have the assurance that an engine created as SycamoreEngine<Point3D>
will be able to contain only objects in the form SycamoreRobot<Point3D>. In this way I can
be sure that a 3D engine will never contain 2D objects of any kind, and this will be guar-
anteed by the Java Virtual Machine itself. The reason why the generics are not the only
tool used by the application is because unfortunately from within a method of a class it is
not possible to see the actual value of the used generic. In practical, inside the compute()
method of an algorithm, it is not possible to know whether the algorithm itself is typed as
2D or 3D using just the generics. Furthermore, the GUI has another kind of need: it needs
to own a raw object, say a SycamoreEngine, without any generic type, or better ignoring
the generic type of such object. This is because it has to be independent from the engine
and from its type and it needs to be able to deal with both 2D and 3D engines during the
same application session. In fact, since, as described before, the GUI is just one for the
whole application’s life and the engines are one for each simulation, it could happen that
the user could want to execute more than one simulation without restarting the whole app
and thus the GUI must be able to deal with different engines despite their types. The GUI,
on the other hand, cannot completely ignore the engine’s type, since it needs to adjust the
3D scene depending if the data is 2-dimensional or 3-dimensional.
This complicated situation has ben solved using the parallel contribute of a generic type
to guarantee consistency inside the engine and a TYPE definition to guarantee that outside
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the engine the behavior is still correct. The only matter with this approach is that the re-
sponsibility of assuring the consistency between the type expressed by the generic and the
one expressed by the TYPE definition is completely demanded to the plugin implementation.
The application is not able to reject a plugin whose generic is, say Point3D but its defined
type is TYPE_2D. Its behavior will be strange (with these settings we will have a 2D scene
filled with 3D objects) but the application will always accept it. It is responsibility of the
plugin to avoid this situation.
Now the class structure is almost complete. The interface of each plugin has to extend ei-
ther SycamorePlugin or SycamoreTypedPlugin, depending if it supports types or not. Then,
the implementations are able to extend each its own proper interface. For example:
1 public interface Algorithm<P> extends SycamoreTypedPlugin
2
3 [...]
4
5 @PluginImplementation
6 public class MyAlgorithm implements Algorithm<Point2D>
The already described Plugin Manager (page 37) is able to look for jar files located in
its own well-known plugins directory, located in the application’s workspace and load them
into the system. Then a call to, for example, the getLoadedAlgorithms() method returns
an ArrayList object that contains all the Algorithm plugins ready to be used.
Before starting to describe each plugin interface and show examples of Java plugins code,
one more element has to be described, that is really useful in the implementation phase of a
plugin because it cares of collection the code that is common to all the concrete extensions
of the same plugin.
As it ill be possible to see later, in fact, different implementations of the same plugin
have common behavior for some methods, like the descriptive ones (i.e the methods that
return plugin description names used by the GUI, like "ALG" for algorithms, or "AGR" for
agreements), or the ones that define features that are naturally common to all the plugins,
like the visibility range dimension, that is a feature of any visibility, or the fix measure unit
option (Section 2.1.1) that is common to all the agreements.
These features are collected by an abstract class called <Plugin>Impl, of which there exists
a different version for each kind of plugin (AlgorithImpl for algorithms, VisibilityImpl
for visibilities an so on). the purpose of this abstract class is to make the implementation
of a new plugin an easier work, and at the same time to guarantee coherence between the
plugins’ appearance, behavior and integration. Through it is not necessary to implement a
plugin by extending the <Plugin>Impl class rather than directly implementing the interface,
the usage of this paradigm is really useful, and all the plugins implementations that will
be described in the following sections do it.
The following sections will now describe, for each plugin, its Java interface, its <Plugin>Impl
class and will also show one or more examples of plugins implementations.
3.1.2 Algorithms
The Algorithm interface is an extension of the SycamoreTypedPlugin interface, with the
addition of a generic on sycamore points (see above) to increase the strength of the type
definition. The algorithm has the main role of managing the compute operation of a robot.
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As described in Section 2.1.1, the compute() method of the Algorithm object is called by
the system when a robots wishes to perform a compute inside its LCM cycle.
The purpose of this plugin, however is also to offer some additional informations or facil-
itations, that are important for a correct behavior of the simulation. These features are
the following:
• To tell whether the robot that is executing that specific algorithm has terminated its
execution or not.
• To tell whether the robot that executes the algorithm is a human pilot or not. The
human pilot robots are normal SycamoreRobot objects, that are completely distin-
guished from the common robots just through the algorithm that they are executing.
If the Algorithm that is assigned to the robot returns true in the isHumanPilot()
method, then the robot becomes a human pilot robot.
• To inform about the references for the implemented algorithm. It is also possible
to insert the path of a PDF file that contains the article where the algorithm is
described.
Furthermore, the interface offers also a init() method and a reset() method that are
called respectively at the time of the creation of the Algorithm<P> object and at the time of
the clear operation performed by the system. The listing of the interface is the following:
1 public interface Algorithm<P extends SycamoreAbstractPoint & ComputablePoint<P>> extends
SycamoreTypedPlugin
2 {
3 /**
4 * Initializes this algorithm
5 */
6 public void init();
7
8 /**
9 * Returns true if the execution of the algorithm is finished, false
10 * otherwise.
11 */
12 public boolean isFinished();
13
14 /**
15 * The computation method. At each call of the compute() method, the system obtains a
16 * new destination point that will be reached by the robot during move phase. The
17 * compute is called by the system, and the observation that is given to it is
18 * obtained by the robot in the look phase.
19 */
20 public P compute(Vector<Observation<P>> snapshot, SycamoreObservedRobot<P> caller);
21
22 /**
23 * Returns the path of the file where the original paper is stored
24 */
25 public File getPaperFilePath();
26
27 /**
28 * Returns the academic references of this algorithm
29 */
30 public String getReferences();
31
32 /**
33 * Resets the algorithm to its original state.
34 */
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35 public void reset();
36
37 /**
38 * Returns true if this algorithm is a human pilot, false otherwise.
39 */
40 public boolean isHumanPilot();
As described before, the most important method is the compute() method:
1 public P compute(Vector<Observation<P>> snapshot, SycamoreObservedRobot<P> caller);
This method takes as input a snapshot of the system, obtained as the result of the look
operation, together with some informations (just the allowed ones) about the robot that
is executing the algorithm itself.
The Observation<P> class is a simple class that contains:
• A P object that represents the position of an observed robot, expressed in local
coordinates of the observer.
• An Iterator object that returns, one by one, all the lights of the observed robot.
The returned lights are just those that are on, so if a light is in off state it is ignored.
For each returned light it is possible to obtain its color.
• A boolean objet that tells if the observed robot is a human pilot, or not.
The other object that is received as input from the compute() method, is a filtered
representation of the caller robot. The compute operation, in fact, cannot have access to
all the data that is contained inside the SycamoreRobot object, because some of this data is
reserved to the system and has to be hidden to the algorithm execution. For this reason,
the SycamoreObservedRobot interface offers access just to some methods of the robots. The
allowed data has been described in Section 2.1.2 and it is reported again here. A robot
can access just to these informations:
1. The positions of all the visible robots, and just them.
2. The lights of all the visible robots, and just them.
3. To know whether a robot is a human pilot or not.
4. Its own local position. The position expressed in global coordinated is not available.
5. Its own lights.
6. Its own direction (the vector that tells the direction where the robot is oriented, that
is different from the direction of the movement).
7. Its visibility (the object instantiated through the plugin).
8. Its memory (the object instantiated through the plugin).
9. The number n of robots in the system, if their knowledge is enabled. If the knowledge
of n is disabled, the robot gets an error while trying to read it.
After describing the Algorithm interface, let’s briefly see the AlgorithmImpl class.
The main tasks that are demanded to this class are two: manage the algorithm’s termi-
nation and return some textual descriptions that can be common to each algorithm, to
ensure consistency between plugins. The listing of part of the class is the following:
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1 public abstract class AlgorithmImpl<P extends SycamoreAbstractPoint & ComputablePoint<P>>
implements Algorithm<P>
2 {
3 private boolean finished = false;
4
5 /**
6 * Returns true if the execution of the algorithm is finished, false otherwise.
7 */
8 public synchronized boolean isFinished()
9 {
10 return finished;
11 }
12
13 /**
14 * Call this method from within the compute() to have the isFinished() method
15 * returning true.
16 */
17 protected synchronized void setFinished(boolean finished)
18 {
19 this.finished = finished;
20 }
21
22 /**
23 * Returns a String representation of the plugin
24 */
25 public String toString()
26 {
27 return getPluginName() + ": " + getPluginShortDescription() + " (" +
getPluginClassShortDescription() + ")";
28 }
29
30 /**
31 * Returns the short description of the generic class (or family) of the plugin.
32 */
33 public final String getPluginClassShortDescription()
34 {
35 return "ALG " + this.getTypeString();
36 }
37
38 /**
39 * Returns the long description of the generic class (or family) of the plugin.
40 */
41 public final String getPluginClassLongDescription()
42 {
43 return "Algorithm of type " + this.getTypeString();
44 }
45
46 [...]
47 }
In this listing, just few of the descriptive methods are reported. These methods return
descriptions that are valid for any kind of algorithm plugin. The most interesting part
of this class is the termination support. A plugin that extends this base class, in fact,
becomes able to explicitly terminate by simply invoking the setFinished() method. As it
is possible to understand, the main role of this class is to avoid to a person who implements
a new plugin to rewrite a code that is common to other implementations, and at the same
time to guarantee a consistency of the form of the descriptions.
Now, let’s see an implementation of a plugin. The first one that will e reported in this
chapter is the algorithm for human polot robots.
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Human Pilot
The human pilot robot, as described in previous sections, is a particular form of robot
that moves in the environment in a way that is unpredictable from the point of view of
a robot that observes it. For convenience in implementation, in Sycamore the human
pilot robots are represented as normal robots that are executing a particular algorithm.
This particular algorithm marks itself as a human pilot algorithm and it implements the
unpredictable behavior. In this Section an implementation of this algorithm will be shown.
First of all it is necessary to show that there exists two versions of the same plugin: one
that is 2-dimensional and one that is 3-dimensional. their signatures are the following:
1 public boolean isHumanPilot()
2 public class HumanPilot3D extends AlgorithmImpl<Point3D>
3
4 [...]
5
6 public class HumanPilot2D extends AlgorithmImpl<Point2D>
The first one also defines its type as TYPE_3D and the second as TYPE_2D. Moreover, the
compute() method of the first one, thanks to the usage of Java Generics, returns a Point3D
object and the second returns a Point2D.
In order to say that an algorithm is related to a human pilot instead than a normal robot,
the essential part is in the code:
1 public boolean isHumanPilot()
2 {
3 return true;
4 }
This simple returning of a true value in this method makes the system recognize the
robot that executes this particular algorithm as a human pilot robot and manage it con-
sequently, for instance by storing it in a different area of the robot matrix (see page 78).
While implementing a plugin, the most important thing to do in order to to define its
behavior is to implement the compute() method. For human pilot its implementation is
trivial:
1 public Point3D compute(Vector<Observation<Point3D>> observations,
SycamoreObservedRobot<Point3D> caller)
2 {
3 return SycamoreUtil.getRandomPoint3D
(minX, maxX, minY, maxY, minZ, maxZ);
4 }
This is the 3D version of the plugin, and it simply returns a random 3-dimensional
point. The random point is good to fulfill our request for an unpredictable behavior. A
robot executing this algorithm will, in fact, compute a random point, reach it and then
compute another random point, in a totally unpredictable way. The fact that we have
defined this algorithm as a human pilot algorithm guarantees also to us that the scheduler
that will manage this robot will not be the plugin scheduler selected by the user, but
it will instead be the system’s human pilot scheduler, that will make our robot perform
continuous compute and move operations without pausing it at all. An important feature
of the human pilot scheduler is that it never lets the robots perform a look. This is because
this operation has a O(n) cost, and with a high number of robots in the environment this
cost needs a not negligible time. The human pilot, however, is by definition a robot that
continuoulsy moves without staying never still. Since its compute() method does not make
use of the snapshot of the system, the look operation can be easily avoided. With this
setting we have zero cost for the look and O(1) cost for the compute, thus making the
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robot move seamlessly. The cost of the human pilot algorithm is given just by the cost of
the movement, that depends from the covered distance, since the movement happens with
constant speed.
An algorithm for NearGathering problem
Section 1.11.4 on page 19 of this thesis described the NearGathering problem from a
theoretical point of view. It also showed a solving protocol, that was proven to converge
in Async for robots with consistent compasses, connected visibility graph and a square-
shaped visibility area.
The solving algorithm was presented as a pseudocode in the original article ([61]), and
it was reported in this thesis in Section 1.11.4 (page 21). This algorithm has been also
implemented in Java as a Sycamore plugin, and it has been tested in the simulator. The
main purpose of this implementation was to test the simulator with a real and complex
enough algorithm and this section will illustrate how this implementation was made.
A brief summary of the algorithm behavior illustrates the most important parts that have
been implemented:
• The algorithm takes its square-shaped visibility and divides it into quadrants NW,
NE, SE, SW.
The squared visibility is a part of the implementation and it has been coded as
described in Section 3.1.5. The partitioning is performed by the algorithm inside its
compute() method.
• The algorithm constructs the contour shape. (see Figure 1.5)
This operation can easily be accomplished using a Contour class, build with the
proper features and capabilities.
• Depending on where are the robots inside the visible area, the algorithm computes a
movement direction bounded by the contour (see Figure 1.6).
This part is preformed inside the compute() method. The already performed parti-
tioning is able to tell how many robots there are inside a partition, and the already
constructed Contour class is able to intersect an half-line with its border and return
the intersection point.
• The algorithm performs some geometric constructions to find an upper bound for the
covered distance. This is made in order to guarrantee that no robot is missed from
the visible area.
All these geometric constructions are replicated inside the code of the compute()
method.
Given this general idea, the implementation started. The first implemented part was
the squared visibility, described in section 3.1.5. The algorithm works just if the visibility
of the robot is of this kind. In the code, in fact, there is the control:
1 Visibility<Point2D> visibility = caller.getVisibility();
2 if (visibility != null && visibility instanceof SquaredVisibility)
3 {
4 [...]
5 }
6 return caller.getLocalPosition();
If the visibility is not set (null) or if it is an instance of the wrong class, the robot
returns its own position (caller.getLocalPosition()), thus by performing what it was
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defined as a null movement in Chapter 1.
Another component that was implemented was the Contour class. This class is composed
of the positions of the robots composing the contour. This shape, in fact, was defined in
Chapter 1 as the boundary of the set
⋃
sMS(s, t) where s ranges through all the robots
in NW(r, t) ∪NE(r, t) ∪ SE(r, t).
The class contains just the points corresponding to the robots, and computes other infor-
mations like the valleys or the intersection points. Its signature is the following:
1 /**
2 * This class defines the contour: The Contour of a robot r at time t, denoted by CT(r,t), is
3 * the boundary of the set U MS(s,t), where s ranges through all the robots in
4 * NW(r,t) U NE(r,t) U SE(r,t). We will call a peak of the contour any convex corner of
5 * CT (r); the concave corners will be called valleys.
6 */
7 private static class Contour
8 {
9 /**
10 * Constructor.
11 */
12 public Contour (Rectangle2D nwQuadrant, Rectangle2D neQuadrant, Rectangle2D seQuadrant
, Vector<Point2D> nwPoints, Vector<Point2D> nePoints, Vector<Point2D> sePoints);
13
14 /**
15 * Given a set of points, computes the contour shape, by adding points in the sorted
16 * list.
17 */
18 private void computeContourShape(Vector<Point2D> pointsNW, Vector<Point2D> pointsNE,
Vector<Point2D> pointsSE);
19
20 /**
21 * Computes the path object that represents the contour.
22 */
23 private void computePath();
24
25 /**
26 * Returns the intersection point between the contour and the passed line.
27 */
28 public Point2D intersectWith(Line2D line);
29
30 /**
31 * Returns the contour valleys.
32 */
33 public Vector<Point2D> getValleys();
34
35 /**
36 * Returns the valley that is in NE quadrant and that is closest to passed point.
37 */
38 public Point2D getClosestNEValley(final Point2D point);
39 }
Finally, the compute() method was implemented. The code reported here is a short
and simplified summary, with just the fundamental concepts. The full listing of the code
of the NearGathering class, together with the SquaredVisibility and the Contour classes,
can be found in the Sycamore website and their URL is in Appendix A. The code of the
compute() method can be logically divided into 3 parts, following both the pseudocode on
page 21 and the summarized procedure described at the beginning of this section. It does
the following operations:
1. It takes the visibility, divides it in quadrants and places each visible robot in the
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correct quadrants. This is obtained through 4 rectangles for the quadrants and 4 lists
for the robots. The quadrants’ coordinates are computed based on the computing
robot’s position: If we call P the result of a call to caller.getLocalPosition() and V
the visibility range, obtained through VisibilityImpl.getVisibilityRange(), then
the vertices of the visibility area are:
• (P.x− V, P.y − V )
• (P.x+ V, P.y − V )
• (P.x− V, P.y + V )
• (P.x+ V, P.y + V )
Once computed those points, the quadrants are easy to obtain, and to check wether a
point is inside a quadrant it is sufficient to geometrically check if the point is inside the
rectangle that represents the quadrant itself, using a call to rect.contains(point),
where rect is a Rectagle2D object taken from the Java awt library.
2. It starts the phase where it computes a first version of the destination point dp. This
point represents the half-line called l in the pseudo-code of the algorithm; it is later
refined through the third phase in order to produce the final point. The structure of
this part of the code recalls the structure of the algorithm, producing a conditional
code that chooses a different point depending on where are the observed robots. An
example of this code is the following:
1 if (isNeClear() && isNwClear() && isSeClear())
2 {
3 // if I don’t see robots in NW, NE, SE, no move
4 dp = caller.getLocalPosition()
5 }
6 else
7 {
8 if (isNeClear() && isSeClear())
9 {
10 // if I see robots only in NW SW Then
11 // l = Half-line from me going North;
12
13 Point2D north = [... north point on visibility area ...];
14 dp = contour.intersectWith(new Line2D.Double(position, north));
15 }
16 else if (isNwClear() && isNeClear())
17 {
18 // If I see robots only in SE SW Then
19 // l = Half-line from me going East;
20
21 Point2D east = [... east point on visibility area ...];
22 dp = contour.intersectWith(new Line2D.Double(position, east));
23 }
24 else
25 {
26 if (!isNeClear())
27 {
28 // If There is at least one robot in NE Then
29 // l = Half-line from me to the closest robot in NE;
30
31 Point2D closest = [... closest robot in NE ...];
32 dp = contour.intersectWith(new Line2D.Double(position, closest));
33 }
34 else
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35 {
36 // l = Half-line from me to the only valley of CT in NE;
37 dp = contour.getClosestNEValley(caller.getLocalPosition());
38 }
39 }
40 }
After this part the dp point has some value. As it is possible to notice, excepting
from the first case where the robot performs a null movement, dp is a point on the
contour.
3. The last part of the algorithm consists in refining the computation of dp. The protocol
executes some geometric constructions, in order not to miss any robot from the visible
area. This construction is detailed in the original article:
for each visible robot r, the intersection qr between the visible area of r∗ and the line
parallel to l and passing through r is computed; the distance dr between r and qr is
the maximum distance r∗ is allowed to move in order to not lose visibility with r
(assuming r does not move). Thus, if p is the point closest to r∗ among the points in
{pr}∪{dr}, the destination point of r∗ is the median point dp on the segment between
d∗ and p.
To translate this in Java, we have reproduce the geometric construction described in
the article in order to obtain the same result. The description of the operations to
be performed is the following:
(a) The robot that executes the algorithm, placed in point B of the plane, computes
the angle β between the segment Bdp and the horizontal segment starting from
B and reaching the eastern border of the visible area. Figure 3.1 shows how this
angle is constructed. Since the dp point can be just in North or East direction
with respect to B, or at least it can be on a diagonal direction that still goes
towards the upper-right section of the visible area, it is easy to conclude that
the value of β can only be between 0 and pi2 .
Figure 3.1: Geometric construction for NearGathering - phase 1. The robot that executes the algorithm is
placed in point B. Br_1 and Br_2 are two observed robots. The first part of the construction makes the
robot compute the angle β between the segment Bdp and the horizontal axis.
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(b) Once β is computed, the same angle is used to draw the lines parallel to the
segment Bdp passing fro the observed robots Br_1 and Br_2. For each visible
robot a triangle is constructed. The first vertex of the triangle is Br, the second
vertex is the horizontal projection of Br on the western side of the visible area.
This projected point is called Ar. The third point of the triangle, called Cr is
computed as the intersection between the line parallel to Bdp starting from Br
and the western side of the visible area, as described in Figure 3.2. It could
happen that Cr is outside of the visible area. In this case it corresponds to the
intersection of the line parallel to Bdp and the vertical projection of the western
side of the visible area. This case is illustrated in Figure 3.2 with the triangle
(Br_1, Ar_1, Cr_1). Notice that it could also happen, if β is equal to pi2 , that
the segment between Br and Cr becomes vertical, so it becomes parallel to the
one between Ar and Cr. In this case, obviously, no triangle can be build, and
this situation has to be managed separately. A similar consideration stands if
β = 0. In this case the triangle degenerates in an horizontal line.
This construction has the purpose of finding the point that is closest to the bor-
der of the visible area, along the line with angle β, that is exactly the direction
of the movement of the computing robot.
Figure 3.2: Geometric construction for NearGathering - phase 2. For each observed robot, a line parallel
to the segment Bdp is taken, and a triangle is build with that line and the western border of the visible
area.
(c) At this point, the distances between each robot and the border of the visible
area are computed along the diagonal segment of each respective triangle. If
no triangle has been built, as described above, the distances are computed
respectively along a vertical segment if β = pi2 and along an horizontal segment
if β = 0. Along all the computed distances, the smaller distance dst is taken.
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Once the smaller distance is found, it is guarantee that if no other robot moves, a
movement of the computing robot r along the computed line and of a distance
equal to dst guarantees that no robot can exit from the visible area. This
distance is then projected along the original Bdp segment to obtain a further
refined destination point dp′.
The execution is not over, since in the article it is stated that in order to have
collision avoidance and also in order to be sure that a robot that moves while
r is computing still does not exit from the visible area, the median point dp′′
between B and dp′ has to be taken as the final destination point. The compute()
method, thus, returns dp′′ as the result of the computation. Figure 3.3 shows
this final part of the computation.
Figure 3.3: Geometric construction for NearGathering - phase 3. For each observed robot, the distance
between its position and the southern border of the visible area is computed and the smallest distance between
all the computed ones is taken. This value is then projected on the segment Bdp and the median point of
the so-constructed smaller segment is returned as the final value.
The full code of the NearGathering plugin is not reported here for space constraints.
However, if the reader is interested in further details on how this plugin was implemented,
its code is completely listed in the Sycamore website at the following URL:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/
plugins/algorithms/NearGathering.java
Before concluding, one more thing should be told on this plugin: it supports also the dis-
play of the original article in PDF. Sycamore, in fact, offers for the classes implementing
the Algorithm interface, the ability of coding the path of a PDF file that will become vis-
ible to the user through the informative window (see Figure). If the getPaperFilePath()
method returns a value different from null, the button in the GUI becomes clickable, and
a click on it brings to the path where the PDF was saved.
Since the path is coded, however, the PDF file cannot be in any directory of the file system.
There are two different options to access to the file: insert the path as a property in the
Properties Subsystem (see Section 2.1.6), in a way that the user can change it, or save the
file inside the classpath of the plugin (i.e embed it inside the jar file), in a way that it will
always be reachable as long as the plugin file exists.
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The NearGathering class uses this second option:
1 URL file = this.getClass().getResource
2 ("/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/algorithms/resources/2012-SIROCCO.pdf");
3 this.setPaperFilePath(new File(file.toURI()));
3.1.3 Schedulers
The scheduler is another important element involved in a simulation. It is mandatory,
in the sense that no simulation can start without a scheduler. As described in previous
sections (Section 1.3 and Section 2.1.1), this component consists of a loop in which it is
able to manage the engine of the application as it wishes. It is also able to define operations
to be executed before the loop starts and after it ends. This open-ended structure gives
to the scheduler a great power, since it is able to influence the behavior the simulation in
any way. The Java Scheduler<P> interface is reported here:
1 public interface Scheduler<P extends SycamoreAbstractPoint & ComputablePoint<P>> extends
SycamorePlugin
2 {
3 /**
4 * Performs all the operations that are preliminary to the simulation. It is supposed
5 * to be called by the scheduler thread before the starting of the simulation.
6 */
7 public void runLoop_pre();
8
9 /**
10 * The code that is executed at each iteration of the run loop. It can take any number
11 * of robot and perform any operation on them. The code executed in this method has a
12 * deep influence of the behavior of the robots during the simulation. It, in fact,
13 * completely defines the level of synchrony between the robots in the system.
14 */
15 public void runLoopIteration();
16
17 /**
18 * Performs all the operations that are successive to the simulation. It is supposed
19 * to be called by the scheduler thread after the ending of the simulation.
20 */
21 public void runLoop_post();
22
23 /**
24 * Updates the timelines of the robots. This method could just move the robots by
25 * updating their ratio (Timeline), or it could actually change the timelines in
26 * order to modify the destination point of the robot or increase or decrease its
27 * speed.
28 */
29 public void moveRobots();
30 }
As it is possible to see, together with the three methods runLoop_pre(), runLoopIteration()
and runLoop_post(), that are called by the scheduler thread respectively before, during and
after the runloop, another method has to be implemented: moveRobots(). This method is
repeatedly called, still by the scheduler thread and still at each iteration of the runloop.
The role of this method is to actually make the robots move in the environment. The
basical behavior that it is expected to have is to take all the robots that are in MOVING
state and increase their ratio a little bit; this will make them move. If the ratio of a robot
becomes equal to 1, the robot is considered to have reached its destination, and its state
is changed from MOVING into READY_TO_LOOK.
A good implementation of this method cares also to store inside the timeline of each robot
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the eventual time when they stay still, without moving in the environment. The Timeline
class, whose description can be found in Section 3.2.2, supports the insertion of a time
when the animated object does not move. This support is given by the API of the class
through the addPause(float duration) method.
Anyway, each implementation of the plugin has the ability of not respecting this default
protocol, by changing the robot’s behavior during their movement. It is important, how-
ever, to state that the scheduler has a complete access to the timelines of the robots, that
are the core data of the simulation. A modification in this data deeply influences the
behavior of the whole Sycamore application, since it actually modifies the data on which
it works. For example, a save operation stores the timelines on file, without performing
any check on the data they contain. An incorrect modification of the timelines can thus
produce an unpredictable behavior of the whole app.
The SchedulerImpl abstract class, as well as the other <Plugin>Impl classes do, implements
some basic behaviors of the plugin. The described protocol for the moveRobots() method
it is also implemented there, so a plugin that extends SchedulerImpl instead of directly
implementing Scheduler will have the default movement of the robots ready to be used,
at least if it does not want to expressively change it. The first part of the class is the
following:
1 public abstract class SchedulerImpl<P extends SycamoreAbstractPoint & ComputablePoint<P>>
implements Scheduler<P>
2 {
3 protected SycamoreEngine<P> appEngine = null;
4
5 /**
6 * @param appEngine
7 * the engine to set
8 */
9 public void setAppEngine(SycamoreEngine<P> appEngine)
10 {
11 this.appEngine = appEngine;
12 }
13
14 /**
15 * @return the engine
16 */
17 public SycamoreEngine<P> getAppEngine()
18 {
19 return appEngine;
20 }
21
22 /**
23 * Returns the short description of the generic class (or family) of the plugin.
24 */
25 public final String getPluginClassShortDescription()
26 {
27 return "SCHED";
28 }
29
30 /**
31 * Returns the long description of the generic class (or family) of the plugin.
32 */
33 public final String getPluginClassLongDescription()
34 {
35 return "Scheduler";
36 }
37
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38 /**
39 * Returns a String representation of the plugin
40 */
41 public String toString()
42 {
43 return getPluginName() + ": " + getPluginShortDescription();
44 }
45 }
To complete the class, an implementation of the moveRobots() method is provided, and
another utility method is offered to the subclasses: getNotMovingRobots(). This method
can be called in any other method of the class and it returns the list of all those robots
whose state is not MOVING. As it will be possible to see later, this tool is useful, because
usually the scheduler in its runloop iteration chooses to select for activation just robots
that are within the set of the not moving ones. The provided implementation of the
moveRobots() method is the following:
1 /**
2 * Updates the timelines of the robots. This method could just move the robots by updating
3 * their ratio (Timeline), or it could actually change the timelines in order to modify the
4 * destination point of the robot or increase or decrease its speed.
5 */
6 public void moveRobots()
7 {
8 // take all the robots
9 Iterator<SycamoreRobot<P>> iterator = appEngine.getRobots().robotsIterator();
10
11 while (iterator.hasNext())
12 {
13 SycamoreRobot<P> robot = iterator.next();
14
15 // compute the delta ratio, that is the difference between the current ratio
16 // and the ratio that the robot will have at the end.
17 float delta = SycamoreSystem.getSchedulerFrequency() * appEngine.
getAnimationSpeedMultiplier() * (1.0f / robot.getTimelineDuration());
18
19 if (robot.isMoving())
20 {
21 // if the robot is moving, compute its new ratio
22 float ratio = robot.getCurrentRatio();
23 ratio = ratio + delta;
24
25 if (ratio > 1.0f)
26 {
27 // if ratio is higher than one, the robot reached its
28 // destination. So it is not moving anymore, but it
29 // becomes ready to look again
30 robot.setCurrentState(ROBOT_STATE.READY_TO_LOOK);
31 ratio = 1.0f;
32 }
33
34 // set the new robot ratio
35 robot.setCurrentRatio(ratio);
36 }
37 else
38 {
39 // if the robot is not moving, register in the timeline that for the
40 // current scheduler step’s duration the robot did not move, by the
41 // addition of a pause keyframe. This pause describes the "stay still"
42 // time of the robot.
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43 robot.addPause(SycamoreSystem.getSchedulerFrequency() * appEngine.
getAnimationSpeedMultiplier());
44 }
45 }
46 }
The behavior of the getNotMovngRobots() is not reported, but it is quite simple: It
takes all the robots using the Iterator object provided by the engine and returns just
those that are in a state different from MOVING.
Regarding the moveRobots() method, its behavior, as it is possible to verify from the code,
is the same described above the listing. At line 19 of the listing a value called delta is
computed. This value represents the variation of the ratio to be applied to the robots
at each iteration of the scheduler in order to make them move at constant speed. It is
computed in this way:
delta = schedulerFrequency ∗ animationSpeedMultiplier ∗ 1timelineDuration
The value schedulerFrequency represents the frequency of the iterations of the scheduler
thread, a constant in Sycamore equal to 1640 . animationSpeedMultiplier is a value that
can be managed by the user through the animation speed slider of the GUI (see Figure
2.5); it can vary between 0 and 200.
Finally, the value 1timelineDuration is the reciprocal of the duration of the timeline and it is
the part that guarantees constant speed. In order to understand why delta is computed in
this way, it is necessary to recap the control-flow of the robots’ behavior:
A robot in its LCM cycle, performs the compute operation and this makes it call the
compute() method of its Algorithm. The returned point, either 2D or 3D, is stored in the
timeline as the last keyframe. The time associated to that keyframe is the current duration
of the timeline plus the time needed to reach the new point with constant speed. That time
will correspond to the new duration of the timeline, since the newly added keyframe is
always the last one.
At the time of the compute, the ratio of the robot is 1. This is because it has already reached
the destination computed in previous operation, and its timeline does not yet contain the
new point that will be computed. After the compute operation is finished and the new
keyframe is added to the timeline, the ratio of the robot is auto-updated in order to match
the ratio corresponding of the position that it is occupying on the plane. Since the timeline
is accessed by percentage, in fact, the addition of a new keyframe makes the ratios of all
the other points change, because even if their stored time remains unchanged, the duration
of the whole movement is longer, so the ratio is different. If the ratio, hypothetically, is
not updated when adding a keyframe, we obtain as a result an instantaneous jump of the
robot from the current position to the new destination.
For this reason the duration of the timeline can be used to calculate the delta value: it
is strictly dependent from the movement speed. The value of delta is computed in a way
that by increasing the ratio of that exact value, we have a constant speed movement for
the whole duration of a scheduler’s step (plus a further multiplication factor chosen by the
user).
Let’s now start describing the actually implemented schedulers. There are four plugins that
will be analyzed: one for the Fully synchronous scheduler, one for the Semi-synchronous
scheuler and the other two are different versions of the Asynchronous scheduler, where the
first one is implemented using random subsets and the second one is implemented using a
priority queue.
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The Fully Synchronous scheduler
The Fully Synchronous scheduler (see Section 1.3.3) is the simplest one and hence it was
the first one being implemented. Its expected behavior is at each iteration to take all the
robots and if and only if none of them is moving, then to activate them all together, by
making them execute a whole LCM iteration, so making them perform consequently look,
compute and move.
This in a simulation produces the synchronous behavior: all the robots start together and
when a robot reaches its destination it waits until all the others have done the same. When
all the robots are arrived to their destination a new cycle begins.
The FullySynchronousScheduler class extends SchedulerImpl and the implementation of
the moveRobots() method is taken from the superclass. Furthermore, the implementations
of the runLoop_pre() and runLoop_post() methods are empty, because the scheduler does
not need to perform any specific operation before or after the runloop. The iteration
method is implemented in this way:
1 public synchronized void runLoopIteration()
2 {
3 // the step is performed just if no robot is moving
4 if (!appEngine.isSimulationFinished() && noneIsMoving())
5 {
6 Iterator<SycamoreRobot<P>> iterator =
appEngine.getRobots().robotsIterator();
7
8 while (iterator.hasNext())
9 {
10 SycamoreRobot<P> robot = iterator.next();
11
12 if (!robot.isFinished())
13 {
14 // look phase
15 robot.doLook();
16
17 // compute phase
18 robot.doCompute();
19
20 if (!robot.isFinished())
21 {
22 // move phase, if not finished
23 robot.doMove();
24 }
25 }
26 }
27 }
28 }
This code performs exactly what it has been described. The noneIsMoving() method
returns true just if no robot is in MOVING state.
The Semi-Synchronous scheduler
A plugin for the Semi-synchronous scheduler (see Section 1.3.2) can be obtained from the
Fully Synchronous one through a simple modification: it instead of taking all the robots,
takes a random subset of them and then performs the same operations performed by the
Fully Synchronous just on this subset.
While using random subset, however, a new element is involved: fairness (see Section
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1.3.1). In Sycamore, random subsets can be enhanced with fairness property, in a way
that it is guaranteed that no element will never kept unselected after a finite number of
extractions of random subsets. This mechanism is implemented by the Fairness Manager
component.
The implementation of the Semi-Synchronous scheduler that will be detailed now is always
fair. This is a small enhancement that is not present by default in the Semi-synchronous
scheduler presented in Section 1.3.2, but that is often assumed in research papers.
As well as the FullySynchronousScheduler, the SemiSynchronousScheduler class extends
SchedulerImpl and the implementation of the moveRobots() method is taken from the su-
perclass. Also here the implementations of the runLoop_pre() and runLoop_post()methods
are empty, and the implementation of the runLoopIteration() is the following:
1 public void runLoopIteration()
2 {
3 // the step is performed just if no robot is moving
4 if (!appEngine.isSimulationFinished() && noneIsMoving())
5 {
6 Vector<SycamoreRobot<P>> robots =
SycamoreUtil.randomFairSubset(appEngine.getRobots().toRobotsVector());
7 Iterator<SycamoreRobot<P>> iterator = robots.iterator();
8
9 while (iterator.hasNext())
10 {
11 SycamoreRobot<P> robot = iterator.next();
12
13 if (!robot.isFinished())
14 {
15 // look phase
16 robot.doLook();
17
18 // compute phase
19 robot.doCompute();
20
21 if (!robot.isFinished())
22 {
23 // move phase, if not finished
24 robot.doMove();
25 }
26 }
27 }
28 }
29 }
It is easy to verify that the only difference between the two implementations is in this
line:
1 Vector<SycamoreRobot<P>> robots =
SycamoreUtil.randomFairSubset(appEngine.getRobots().toRobotsVector());
The simple extraction of a subset instead of taking the whole set of robots transforms
the Fully Synchronous scheduler into a Semi-Synchronous one, thus reducing the set of
solvable problems (in Chapter 1 it is stated that Async < Ssync < Fsync).
The Asynchronous scheduler: random subsets
The third plugin that has been implemented is for the Asynchronous scheduler (see Sec-
tion 1.3.1). This scheduler is more complicated the previous ones, because it must be able
to produce the highest possible level of asynchrony, primarily by enabling the possibility
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for a robot to perform a compute over an obsolete state of the system. Furthermore, the
Asynchronous scheduler should be able to change the robot’s speed and to make the robots
perform a not rigid movement (see Section 1.2), and to produce also a continuous behavior
(see Section 1.3.1).
Figure 3.4: The settings panel for
AsynchronousScheduler. It lets the user turn on
and off some features of the plugin.
At a first design step, it was imagined
to produce a plugin for each of these fea-
tures: There should be a scheduler that
is continuous and one that is not, another
that changes the robots’ speed and one that
doesn’t and so on.
This idea was not so brilliant, since there
would be a high number of different plugins,
each with its own features, but all similar
in their core behavior. Furthermore, if it
was needed to mix these features, like to have an scheduler that is both continuous and
rigid, it would be necessary to implement another plugin again.
For these reasons, I changed my approach and used some Sycamore’s features to have just
one customizable plugin. The AsynchronousScheduler plugin uses the properties subsystem,
described in Section 2.1.6 to store four properties of the scheduler: CONTINUOUS, RIGID, FAIR
and CHANGES_ROBOTS_SPEED. Then a GUI for these properties was designed and returned as
a settings panel for the plugin. The settings panel is shown in Figure 3.4 and its code is
reported in the Sycamore website. The URL is in Appendix A.
The behavior of the scheduler varies depending on which settings are enabled. The settings
for rigid movements and robots speed, moreover, need also a different implementation of
the moveRobots() method.
An implementation of this plugin will now be shown. The AsynchronousScheduler
extends SchedulerImpl and it has empty implementations for the runLoop_pre() and
runLoop_post() methods. The method called getNotMovingRobots() is quite similar to
the method noneIsMoving() used by the previous two schedulers. This time, instead of
telling if there are moving robots or not, the method directly returns a list containing all
the robots that are not in MOVING state. The runLoopIteration() method is the following:
1 public synchronized void runLoopIteration()
2 {
3 if (!appEngine.isSimulationFinished())
4 {
5 // get not moving robots
6 Vector<SycamoreRobot<P>> notMovingRobots = getNotMovingRobots();
7 Vector<SycamoreRobot<P>> robots = null;
8
9 if (!isContinuous())
10 {
11 // if scheduler is not continuous, choose a subset of such robot. The
12 // subset can have fairness property or not, depending on the fair
13 // parameter.
14 if (isFair())
15 {
16 robots = SycamoreUtil.randomFairSubset(notMovingRobots);
17 }
18 else
19 {
20 robots = SycamoreUtil.randomSubset(notMovingRobots);
21 }
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22 }
23 else
24 {
25 // if scheduler is continuous, choose all the not moving robots
26 robots = notMovingRobots;
27 }
28
29 // then calls next operation
30 for (SycamoreRobot<P> robot : robots)
31 {
32 if (!robot.isFinished())
33 {
34 robot.nextOperation();
35 [...]
36 }
37 }
38 }
39 }
As it is possible to notice, the fairness and the continuity of the scheduler are resolved
at this level. Depending on their value, in fact, the scheduler changes its choice on the set
of robots to activate. If the scheduler is continuous, all the not moving robots are chosen,
because in case of continuity we don’t want a robot to stay still. If not continuous, the
scheduler can be fair or not. In the first case it chooses a fair subset using the Fairness
Manager of the system and in the second case it simply extracts a completely random
subset.
Notice that when a robot is selected for activation, the look, compute and move operations
are not explicitly called. Instead, the scheduler calls a method called nextOperation()
whose behavior depends on the state of the robot: if the robot is in READY_TO_LOOK state it
performs a look, if it is READY_TO_COMPUTE it performs a compute and if it is READY_TO_MOVE
it performs a move. This makes possible to have an indefinite time between a look and
a compute, because the robot could perform the first operation and then it could not be
selected for a long time, before executing the second. This satisfies the condition for which
it could happen that a robot performs a compute on obsolete data, since in the time that
passes between the two operations the configuration of the system changes, but the robot
is not aware of that.
Regarding the other two settings of the scheduler, they are resolved by an implementation of
the moveRobots() that overrides the one defined in SchedulerImpl. Its code is the following:
1 public void moveRobots()
2 {
3 // modify the robots timelines
4 Iterator<SycamoreRobot<P>> iterator = appEngine.getRobots().robotsIterator();
5
6 while (iterator.hasNext())
7 {
8 SycamoreRobot<P> robot = iterator.next();
9
10 if (robot.getCurrentRatio() < 1 && !isRigid())
11 {
12 // change the robot’s destination
13 changeRobotDestination(robot);
14 }
15
16 if (robot.getCurrentRatio() < 1 && isChangesRobotSpeed())
17 {
18 // change robot speed in this segment
19 changeRobotSpeed(robot);
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20 }
21 }
22
23 // continue as usual
24 super.moveRobots();
25 }
The code of the methods called by this implementation, changeRobotDestination(robot)
and changeRobotSpeed(robot) will not be reported here, but it can be found on the
Sycamore Website at the URL in Appendix A. The behavior of the methods is the follow-
ing:
• changeRobotDestination(robot) is called if the movement of a robot is not declared
as rigid. It changes the destination of the robot, with a fixed probability (30%)
by making it stop before the destination that it computed. This behavior can be
obtained by changing the timeline of the robot; the process consists in computing a
new point that is on the path of the robot before the original destination, computing
the time when the robot reaches such point moving at its own speed and finally
removing the last keyframe of the timeline and replacing it with a new keyframe
configured with computed position and time. The duration of the timeline and the
current ratio of the robot are adjusted properly, too.
• changeRobotSpeed(robot) is called if the scheduler is declared able to change the
speed of the robot. Changing the speed of the robot means modifying its timeline.
In particular, in this method the destination point is the same as before, but the
time that the robot spends to reach its destination is recomputed. The method
computes a new random speed between 0.01 and the real robot’s speed (0 cannot be
used because the robot would not move). Using the new speed, it computes the time
needed by the robot to cover the distance between the last and the second to last
point of the timeline and sets this time as the time associated to the last keyframe.
It then adjusts the duration of the timeline and the current ratio of the robot to
match the new setting. As a result, in this sector of the timeline (and just in it) the
traveling time will be longer and the robot will be seen as moving slower.
The Asynchronous scheduler: priority queue
For the Asynchronous scheduler plugin, one more implementation has been made. It
changes the way it selects the robots for activation, making use of a priority queue with
random weights instead of the random subsets used by the other version. From a practical
point of view, this new scheduler is a simple extension of the AsynchronousScheduler class
described above where all the methods but the RunLoopIteration() are kept unchanged.
To summarize the behavior of this method, it makes use of a priority queue, that is a
queue whose elements are not sorted with LIFO priority, but they instead are associated
to a weight ω and sorted by it.
The ω associated to a robot is a random number representing the time that the robot will
spend in the queue without moving. At each step of the scheduler, first of all the robots
that are not in MOVING state are added to the queue, associated with a random ω. Then
all the weights in the queue are decreased of a value equal to the step size ( 1640 of second,
expressed in milliseconds). If a weight becomes equal to zero, the robot is extracted from
the queue and activated, by calling the nextOperation() method on it.
This implementation makes use of a structure
1 private PriorityBlockingQueue<RobotTimer> queue = new PriorityBlockingQueue<RobotTimer>();
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Where the RobotTimer class is a pair 〈r, t〉 where r is a robot and t is a time expressed
in milliseconds (a long in Java). As for the previous plugins, also the complete code of the
AsynchronousSchedulerPriorityQueue class can be found in the Sycamore website whose
URL is in Appendix A. The code of the new method is the following:
1 public synchronized void runLoopIteration()
2 {
3 if (!appEngine.isSimulationFinished())
4 {
5 // get not moving robots
6 Vector<SycamoreRobot<P>> notMovingRobots = getNotMovingRobots();
7 Vector<SycamoreRobot<P>> robots = new Vector<SycamoreRobot<P>>();
8
9 // add all not moving robots in the queue
10 for (SycamoreRobot<P> robot : notMovingRobots)
11 {
12 boolean contained = false;
13
14 // check if robot is already in queue
15 for (RobotTimer robotTimer : this.queue)
16 {
17 if (robotTimer.getRobot() == robot)
18 {
19 contained = true;
20 break;
21 }
22 }
23
24 // if not, add
25 if (!contained)
26 {
27 RobotTimer robotTimer = new RobotTimer
(robot, getNewRobotWeight());
28 this.queue.add(robotTimer);
29 }
30 }
31
32 // decrement all the timers and extract the zero timer robots
33 for (RobotTimer robotTimer : this.queue)
34 {
35 robotTimer.setMillis
36 ((long) (robotTimer.getMillis() -
(SycamoreSystem.getSchedulerFrequency() * 1000)));
37 if (robotTimer.getMillis() <= 0)
38 {
39 robots.add(robotTimer.getRobot());
40 }
41 }
42
43 // call next operation on the robot
44 for (SycamoreRobot<P> robot : robots)
45 {
46 if (!robot.isFinished())
47 {
48 // call next and save robot for speed and destination changes
49 robot.nextOperation();
50 destinationModified.put(robot, false);
51 speedModified.put(robot, false);
52 }
53 }
54
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55 // eliminate all the moving robots
56 for (RobotTimer robotTimer : this.queue)
57 {
58 if (robotTimer.getRobot().isMoving())
59 {
60 queue.remove(robotTimer);
61 }
62 }
63 }
64 }
3.1.4 Agreements
The agreement plugin is the one that lets the robots define their own local coordinates
system. Depending on how this plugins is implemented, the local compasses of the robots
will have a variable level of consistency (see Sections 1.8 and 2.1.1).
This plugin is manly responsible of translating coordinates in both directions (from local
to global and from global to local). This translation is performed through the usage of two
methods that receive a point in a coordinates system and return another point in the other
system. The transformation from a coordinate system into another is performed through
the usage of an affine transform object, that is configured with a translation, a scale and
a rotation. The transformation from the global coordinate system into the local one is
obtained through an application of the transform and the vice versa (from local to global)
is obtained through the inverse. Transforms, in fact, are represented as squared matrices,
and if a matrix A represents a transform, its inverse A−1 represents the transform that
brings coordinates back to the original system.
The three factors, translation, scale and rotation, can be also returned singularly; they are
expressed as 3D objects, good for working in both a 2-dimensional and a 3-dimensional
environment. These objects are taken from the JME API [2] and they are Vector3f objects
to represent translations and scales and Quaternion objects to represent rotations along
the 3 axes. In 2D the rotation quaternion is configured to rotate only along the z axis,
that corresponds to the classic rotation on the 2-dimensional plane, and the translation
and scale vectors can be used by simply ignoring the z coordinate.
In order to obtain a correct interaction between its owner robot, the agreement plugin
is connected with it in a strong way: the robot has a pointer to the agreement and the
agreement has a pointer to the robot. is a responsibility of the system to care that this
double connection is consistent.
The last role of the agreement is to draw its own axes. The graphical environment, in fact,
instead of transforming the local axes for each robot, delegates this operation to the robot’s
agreement, and simply draws the Node object that the agreement gives to it. The Node is
an object taken from the JME API [2] and it represents an object that can be drawn in a
3D environment. For a better description of how the graphical environment of Sycamore
works, see Section 3.2.4. The interface for the agreement plugins is called Agreement<P>
and has the following structure:
1 public interface Agreement<P extends SycamoreAbstractPoint & ComputablePoint<P>> extends
SycamoreTypedPlugin
2 {
3 /**
4 * Returns the conversion of passed point, supposed to be expressed in global
5 * coordinates, into local coordinates.
6 */
7 public P toLocalCoordinates(P point);
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8
9 /**
10 * Returns the conversion of passed point, supposed to be expressed in local
11 * coordinates, into global coordinates.
12 */
13 public P toGlobalCoordinates(P point);
14
15 /**
16 * Sets the robot that owns this agreement
17 */
18 public void setRobot(SycamoreRobot<P> robot);
19
20 /**
21 * Returns the local translation factors on x, y, z axes. If the plugin has type
22 * 2D, the z translation should be zero, but it is anyway ignored by the system.
23 */
24 public Vector3f getLocalTranslation();
25
26 /**
27 * Returns a Quaternion object that describes the local rotation factors around x,
28 * y, z axes. If the plugin has type 2D, the rotations around x and y should be
29 * zero, but they are anyway ignored by the system.
30 */
31 public Quaternion getLocalRotation();
32
33 /**
34 * Returns the local scale factors on x, y, z axes. If the plugin has type 2D, the
35 * z translation should be zero, but it is anyway ignored by the system.
36 */
37 public Vector3f getLocalScale();
38
39 /**
40 * Return a JME {@link Node} object that represents the local coordinate system
41 * axes. This object is attached as-is to the JME scene.
42 */
43 public Node getAxesNode();
44 }
Figure 3.5: The settings panel for
AgreementImpl. It offers the fix
measure unit property.
Also for the agreement plugin, an AgreementImpl class
exists. For this specific plugin, the basic implementation
class has the role of managing a feature that each agree-
ment should have, independently from its implementation:
the fixed measure unit. As described in Section 1.8, in fact,
when a limited visibility of any kind is used, the robots
automatically gain a de facto agreement on the unit of
length. This feature was decided not to be implemented
as an automatism, because one could want to try what happens if the visibility is limited
but the unit of length is not agreed. For this reason the AgreementImpl class defines a
FIX_MEASURE_UNIT property in the Properties Subsystem and offers to the user the ability
to enable or disable it (Figure 3.5). If the setting is enabled, despite of what is the agree-
ment in use, the unit of length of each robot is always equal to 1.
The code of the part that cares of the fixing of the unit of length is reported. The rest of
the AgreementImpl class is quite standard, and it won’t be reported here. It can be found
in the Sycamore website. Its URL is in Appendix A.
1 /**
2 * The properties related to all the agreements in the system
3 */
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4 private enum AgreementProperties implements SycamoreProperty
5 {
6 FIX_MEASURE_UNIT("Fix measure unit", true + "");
7
8 [...]
9 }
10
11 /**
12 * @return the fixMeasureUnit
13 */
14 public static boolean isFixMeasureUnit()
15 {
16 return PropertyManager.getSharedInstance().getBooleanProperty(AgreementProperties.
FIX_MEASURE_UNIT);
17 }
18
19 /**
20 * @param fixMeasureUnit
21 * the fixMeasureUnit to set
22 */
23 public static void setFixMeasureUnit(boolean fixMeasureUnit)
24 {
25 PropertyManager.getSharedInstance().putProperty(AgreementProperties.FIX_MEASURE_UNIT,
fixMeasureUnit);
26 }
The different implementations that has been done for agreements are a high number.
For all the levels of agreement reported in Section 1.8 a plugin has been implemented, and
each plugin has both a 2D and a 3D version. In total 12 plugins have been implemented, all
of them are available for consulting on the Sycamore website at [13]. Appendix A reports
the URLs of all these classes. Since they are all similar with each other, just one of them
will be detailed here: Consistent Compass 2D.
Consistent Compass 2D
The agreement for Consistent Compass is expected to make each robot have its own local
coordinates system with each system different from all the others. The unit of length is
different from a robot to another, excepting from the case where fix measure unit option is
enabled. With consistent compasses we also expect all the robots to agree on the directions
of all the four cardinal points North, East, South and West.
When defining an agreement, the most important thing to do is to precisely define which
factors are equal between all the robots and which others are instead left free, in a way that
each robot can have its own value. For the Consistent Compass 2D plugin, the rotation
factor is fixed and the flip factors (sign of the scale) for x and y are fixed as well. This
guarantees that the x and y axes have the same direction for all the robots. The free
values, instead, are the translation and scale factors on both x and y, but with fixed sign
for scales.
With these settings in mind, the design of the ConsistentCompass2D plugin is done. For
the fixed factors, the user is able to choose its preferred value, via some properties in the
Property Manager and an adequate settings panel. For the free factors, instead, random
values are applied, in a way that each robots has its own different value. This listing shows
the coded factors:
1 private enum ConsistentCompass2DProperties implements SycamoreProperty
2 {
3 CONSISTENT_COMPASS_2D_FLIP_X("FlipX", false + ""),
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4 CONSISTENT_COMPASS_2D_FLIP_Y("FlipY", false + ""),
5 CONSISTENT_COMPASS_2D_ROTATION("Rotation", "" + 0.0);
6
7 [...]
8 }
9
10 private double translationX = SycamoreUtil.getRandomDouble(-4.0, 4.0);
11 private double translationY = SycamoreUtil.getRandomDouble(-4.0, 4.0);
12 private double scaleFactor = SycamoreUtil.getRandomDouble(0.5, 4);
At this point the Affine Transform is created:
1 /**
2 * Returns an AffineTransform object that describe the transform of the system
3 */
4 private AffineTransform computeTransform()
5 {
6 AffineTransform transform = new AffineTransform();
7 transform.translate(translationX, translationY);
8 transform.rotate(Math.toRadians(getRotation()));
9 transform.scale(getScaleX(), getScaleY());
10
11 return transform;
12 }
13
14 /**
15 * @return the sign of the scale on x axis
16 */
17 private int getSignX()
18 {
19 if (isFlipX())
20 {
21 return -1;
22 }
23 else
24 return 1;
25 }
26 }
27
28 /**
29 * @return the scaleX
30 */
31 public double getScaleX()
32 {
33 if (AgreementImpl.isFixMeasureUnit())
34 {
35 return getSignX();
36 }
37 else
38 {
39 return scaleFactor * (getSignX());
40 }
41 }
Finally, the methods of the interface can be implemented. The three methods for the
rotation, scale and translation factors are not listed, but they create the objects using the
informations computed here. For example, the Vector3f for the translation is filled with the
translationX and translationY values with zero for the z coordinate. The transformation
of coordinates from local to global and vice versa, instead, is simply performed using the
computed Affine Transform, as showed in this listing:
1 /**
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2 * Returns the conversion of passed point, supposed to be expressed in global coordinates,
3 * into local coordinates.
4 */
5 public Point2D toLocalCoordinates(Point2D point)
6 {
7 // prepare awt Point2D points
8 java.awt.geom.Point2D sourcePoint = SycamoreUtil.convertPoint2D(point);
9 java.awt.geom.Point2D destPoint = new java.awt.geom.Point2D.Float();
10
11 try
12 {
13 // transform using the inverse transform the source point into the dest point
14 computeTransform().inverseTransform(sourcePoint, destPoint);
15 }
16 catch (NoninvertibleTransformException e)
17 {
18 e.printStackTrace();
19 }
20
21 // return dest point as a Sycamore Point2D object
22 return SycamoreUtil.convertPoint2D(destPoint);
23 }
24
25 /**
26 * Returns the conversion of passed point, supposed to be expressed in local coordinates, into
27 * global coordinates.
28 */
29 public Point2D toGlobalCoordinates(Point2D point)
30 {
31 // prepare awt Point2D points
32 java.awt.geom.Point2D sourcePoint = SycamoreUtil.convertPoint2D(point);
33 java.awt.geom.Point2D destPoint = new java.awt.geom.Point2D.Float();
34
35 // transform the source point into the dest point
36 computeTransform().transform(sourcePoint, destPoint);
37
38 // return dest point as a Sycamore Point2D object
39 return SycamoreUtil.convertPoint2D(destPoint);
40 }
3.1.5 Visibilities
The visibilities are a really important plugin into Sycamore, because after the scheduler
and the measure, they are probably the most used one. The role of the visibility has been
described in Sections 1.4 and 2.1.1. The visibility is essentially a filter for observations
performed by a robot.
As well as the agreement plugin described in previous section, the visibility is strongly
connected with its respective robot, via a double pointer. It as well is responsible of
drawing itself in the 3D environment, through the returning of a Geometry object (see
Section 3.2.4).
The representation of a visibility plugin is actually the shape of the visibility range, that
could be a 3D object like a sphere if the visibility is 3D, or a flat 2D circle if it is instead
bi-dimensional.
The Visibility interface is the following:
1 public interface Visibility<P extends SycamoreAbstractPoint & ComputablePoint<P>> extends
SycamoreTypedPlugin
2 {
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3 /**
4 * Returns the robot associated to this visibility
5 */
6 public SycamoreRobot<P> getRobot();
7
8 /**
9 * Associates passed robot to this visibility. After this call, the visibility will
10 * use as its own center and direction the values taken by passed robot.
11 */
12 public void setRobot(SycamoreRobot<P> robot);
13
14 /**
15 * Returns true if passed point is visible with this visibility, false otherwise. If
16 * no robot is associated to this visibility, always returns false.
17 */
18 public boolean isPointVisible(P point);
19
20 /**
21 * Returns a point that is guaranteed to be visible
22 */
23 public P getPointInside();
24
25 /**
26 * Given a vector of Observation<P> objects, filters it by removing all the ones that
27 * refer to points that are outside the visibility range. The returned vector
28 * contains just the observations for the visible robots.
29 */
30 public Vector<Observation<P>> filter(Vector<Observation<P>> observations);
31
32 /**
33 * Returns a Geometry JME object that represents the visibility range. This object is
34 * attached as-is to the JME scene.
35 */
36 public Geometry getVisibilityRangeGeometry();
37 }
Figure 3.6: The settings panel for VisibilityImpl. It offers the visibility range property.
Excepting for the two methods to connect the visibility with the robot, 4 other meth-
ods are present. Their behavior is described by their comments in the listing; the most
important one is the filter() method that takes a list of observations performed by the
robot and filter them to leave just the observations related to robots inside the visible area.
As well as the Agreement plugin, the VisibilityImpl class defines a feature common to all
the implementations of the class: the visibility range.
The visibility range is a measure of the distance where a robot can see. If the visibility
area is circular, it is interpreted as the diameter of the circle, and if the visibility area is
squared, it is considered as the side of the square.
The property is defined in the same way as it was defined for AgreementImpl (page 66) and
the settings panel is also defined in this way. The complete code for classes VisibilityImpl
and VisibilitySettingsPanel can be found on the Sycamore Project Website [13]. The
URLs of all the classes is available in Appendix A.
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Circular and Spherical visibility
This section and the following will show the implementations of 2 different visibilities:
circular and squared, or, in 3D, spherical and cubic.
The circular visibility defines a circle centered in the robot and with radius equal to half
the visibility range. The implementation of the isVisible() and of the filter() methods
is the following:
1 /**
2 * Returns true if passed point is visible with this visibility, false otherwise. If no robot
3 * is associated to this visibility, always returns false.
4 */
5 public boolean isPointVisible(Point2D point)
6 {
7 // if the distance between the point and center is less than the radius, the point is
8 // inside the circle
9 float circleRadius = getVisibilityRange() / 2;
10
11 Point2D center = robot.getLocalPosition();
12 if (center.distanceTo(point) < circleRadius)
13 {
14 return true;
15 }
16 else
17 {
18 return false;
19 }
20 }
21
22 /**
23 * Given a vector of Observation<P> objects, filters it by removing all the ones that refer to
24 * points that are outside the visibility range. The returned vector contains just the
25 * observations for the visible robots.
26 */
27 public Vector<Observation<Point2D>> filter(Vector<Observation<Point2D>> observations)
28 {
29 Vector<Observation<Point2D>> filtered = new Vector<Observation<Point2D>>();
30
31 // filter observations
32 for (Observation<Point2D> observation : observations)
33 {
34 Point2D robotPosition = observation.getRobotPosition();
35 if (isPointVisible(robotPosition))
36 {
37 filtered.add(observation);
38 }
39 }
40
41 return filtered;
42 }
The representation method, instead, constructs and returns a 3D object called Quad,
that represents a rectangular plane in space defined by 4 vertices. On this object the
texture in Figure 3.7 is applied. This texture is completely transparent excepting for the
circle. In this way, the only visible element of this object is the circular visibility range,
that is placed in a way to have the robot in the middle. Figure 1.3 in Chapter 1 shows
a screenshot taken in Sycamore, with three robots whose visibility range is made in this way.
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Figure 3.7: A tex-
ture for visibili-
ties
The SphericalVisibility class is really similar to this one, in par-
ticular the two listed methods are exactly the same. This is be-
cause distances are computed by the points classes through a call
to the method distanceTo() defined in the computablePoint() inter-
face.
The Point2D class will compute euclidean distance in 2D, while
Point3D class will do that in 3D, thus the methods of the
visibility plugins does not have to be changed despite their
type.
The only difference between CircularVisibility and SphericalVisibility is that the
second one uses a Sphere object instead of the Quad. Figure 3.8 shows a robot using
SphericalVisibility.
Figure 3.8: A robot using spherical visibility
Squared and Cubic visibility
Another form of visibility that has been implemented is the square-shaped; it is used by
the NearGathering algorithm (Page 49).
The implementation of this plugin is not so different from the implementation of the
CircularVisibility. The filter() method is the same and the isPointVisible() method
is the following:
1 public boolean isPointVisible(Point2D point)
2 {
3 Point2D center = robot.getLocalPosition();
4 float visibilityRange = getVisibilityRange();
5
6 // build a square around point1
7 float x = center.x - (visibilityRange / 2);
8 float y = center.y + (visibilityRange / 2);
9
10 if (point.x >= x && point.x <= (x + visibilityRange))
11 {
12 if (point.y >= (y - visibilityRange) && point.y <= y)
13 {
14 return true;
15 }
16 }
17
18 return false;
19 }
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It checks if a point is inside a square rather than inside a circle. This plugin also draws
its visibility area on a Quad object with a transparent texture applied, but obviously this
time the texture contains a red square.
Also for this plugin there exists a 3D version, called CubicVisibility, whose only difference
is in the representation of the visibility area, made as a cube instead of a square.
3.1.6 Memories
Figure 3.9: Class diagram for the SycamoreSystemMemory
class.
The memory plugin is used by a
robots to remember its own past po-
sitions or the observations obtained
in previous iterations of the LCM cy-
cle. The robots are provided with
a SycamoreSystemMemory object (see
Figure 2.4 in Chapter 2), that is then
accessed and filtered by the memory
plugin.
The structure of the
SycamoreSystemMemory class is rep-
resented in Figure 3.9; it basically
stores all the data that is given to it. The memory plugin is able to access this data
structure and to decide which data to give to robots.
The Memory<P> interface is the following:
1 public interface Memory<P extends SycamoreAbstractPoint & ComputablePoint<P>> extends
SycamoreTypedPlugin
2 {
3 /**
4 * Set passed system memory as the memory that will be used by this plugin. After a
5 * call to this method, the other methods of the plugin will query the passed system
6 * memory to obtain data.
7 */
8 public void setSystemMemory(SycamoreSystemMemory<P> memory);
9
10 /**
11 * Returns the memory limit for self positions. Integer.MAX_VALUE means infinite.
12 */
13 public int getSelfPositionsLimit();
14
15 /**
16 * Returns the memory limit for snapshots. Integer.MAX_VALUE means infinite.
17 */
18 public int getSnapshotsLimit();
19
20 /**
21 * Returns the number-th self observation in the past, or null if this data is not
22 * available.
23 */
24 public P getPastSelfPosition(int number) throws RequestedDataNotInMemoryException;
25
26 /**
27 * Returns the number-th snapshot in the past, or null if this data is not available.
28 */
29 public Vector<P> getPastSnapshot(int number) throws RequestedDataNotInMemoryException;
30 }
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The setSystemMemory() method is called by the engine to give to the Memory the correct
SycamoreSystemMemory to use. The other methods can be called by the robot to which
Memory is assigned and they can return a data, if present, or generate an exception.
Also for the Memory there exists a MemoryImpl class, but it will not be reported here, because
it not so different from what has been already described for others plugins. Its code, as
usual, can be found on the Sycamore Website whose URL is in Appendix A.
Bounded memory
The bounded memory is a memory that has a fixed size, so it can remember just a finite
number of steps i the past; when a new item is inserted but the memory is full, the oldest
item is removed.
This plugin fixes the size of the memory using a property called BOUNDED_MEMORY_SIZE, and
defines a settings panel that can be used to change the value of this property, in a way
similar to what has done with the AgreementImpl class.
Since the size is user-defined, the implementation of the getSnapshotsLimit() and
getSelfPositionsLimit() method is trivial, it is sufficient to return the value of the prop-
erty, by querying the Property Manager as usual:
1 public int getSnapshotsLimit()
2 {
3 return PropertyManager.getSharedInstance().getIntegerProperty
(BoundedMemoryProperties.BOUNDED_MEMORY_SIZE);
4 }
The two methods that return data are quite similar with each other: they try to access
the data vectors and they return the data if present, otherwise they throw an exception.
the code for getPastSnapshot() is the following:
1 public Vector<Point2D> getPastSnapshot(int number) throws RequestedDataNotInMemoryException
2 {
3 if (systemMemory != null)
4 {
5 Vector<Vector<Point2D>> snapshots = systemMemory.getSnapshots();
6 int min = Math.min(snapshots.size(), getMemorySize());
7
8 if (number >= 0 && number < min)
9 {
10 return snapshots.elementAt(number);
11 }
12 }
13
14 // if the code is here it means that number does not point to valid memory
15 throw new RequestedDataNotInMemoryException
("Memory does not contain requested snapshot");
16 }
3.1.7 Measures
The measures are plugins that are not directly involved in the definition of a model, but
that are anyway really useful; their role is to measure whichever dimension of the system
we want. They have been already presented in Section 2.1.1 on page 28.
The Measure interface is the following:
1 public interface Measure extends SycamorePlugin
2 {
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3 /**
4 * Sets the engine for this Measure.
5 */
6 public void setEngine(SycamoreEngine engine);
7
8 /**
9 * Performs the initial setup for the measuring. It is called before the starting of
10 * the simulation.
11 */
12 public void onSimulationStart();
13
14 /**
15 * Counts the cost of one step of the simulation. It is called after the end of a step
16 * of the scheduler.
17 */
18 public void onSimulationStep();
19
20 /**
21 * Performs the final setup for the measuring. It is called after the ending of the
22 * simulation.
23 */
24 public void onSimulationEnd();
25 }
The measure has a strong reference with the engine that owns it; the engine points to
a list of measure and each of these measures point to th engine. The setEngine() method
is called by the engine itself when the measure is created and that SycamoreEngine object
will be later used by the measure to retrieve the data to analyze.
The three methods called onSimulation<Start, Step, End> are invoked by the Scheduler
thread respectively before, during and after its runloop; a plugin that implements this
interface can basically do whatever it wants inside the methods.
Also for the Measure there exists a MeasureImpl class, but it will not be reported here; its
code can be retrieved from the Sycamore Website whose URL is in Appendix A.
As an example, a simple measure will be shown, that counts the time elapsed during
the simulation. For a better comprehension of this plugin, however, I suggest the reader
to check Section 4.2.3, where two more plugins will be described; those plugins are the
ones that has been used in the experiments for Following with directional limited
visibility problem and they are quite more interesting since they generate data that can
be plotted.
Elapsed Time
This plugin measures the time elapsed in the simulation. It simply starts counting when
the simulation starts and stops counting when it ends; for this reason the only interesting
methods are the following:
1 public class ElapsedTime extends MeasureImpl
2 {
3 private long startingMillis = 0;
4 private long elapsed = 0;
5
6 /**
7 * Performs the initial setup for the measuring. It is called before the starting of
8 * the simulation.
9 */
10 public void onSimulationStart()
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11 {
12 System.out.println("START - " + this.getPluginName());
13
14 elapsed = 0;
15 startingMillis = System.currentTimeMillis();
16 }
17
18 /**
19 * Performs the final setup for the measuring. It is called after the ending of the
20 * simulation.
21 */
22 public void onSimulationEnd()
23 {
24 System.out.println("STOP - " + this.getPluginName());
25
26 elapsed = (System.currentTimeMillis() - startingMillis);
27 startingMillis = System.currentTimeMillis();
28
29 Date date = new Date(elapsed);
30 DateFormat formatter = new SimpleDateFormat("mm:ss:SSS");
31 String dateFormatted = formatter.format(date);
32
33 System.out.println("Elapsed time: " + dateFormatted);
34 }
35 }
If a plugin of this kind is selected to be used, at the end of the simulation it will write
on Standard Output the total duration of the simulation itself.
3.1.8 Initial Conditions
The last plugin that will be described is the initial condition. It is the simplest plugin, but
it could turn to be useful if a particular initial disposition of the robots is needed.
The role of this plugin is to return points where to place new robots; its interface is the
following:
1 public interface InitialConditions<P extends SycamoreAbstractPoint & ComputablePoint<P>>
extends SycamoreTypedPlugin
2 {
3 /**
4 * Compute a new starting point for a robot
5 */
6 public P nextStartingPoint(SycamoreRobotMatrix<P> robots);
7 }
Its only method is called by the engine when it needs to add a new robot in the scene:
1 if (initialConditions == null)
2 {
3 return SycamoreUtil.getRandomPoint3D(minX, maxX, minY, maxY, minZ, maxZ);
4 }
5 else
6 {
7 return initialConditions.nextStartingPoint(this.robots);
8 }
It is important to notice that the positions defined by the initial condition are used by
the engine only for the robots inserted after the selection of the plugin; for this reason, the
best usage of this plugin is to select it from the plugin window (Figure 2.8) before adding
any robot in the system.
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The code for the InitialConditionsImpl class is on the Sycamore Website and its url in
in Appendix A; now, three different implementations of this plugin will be shown.
RobotsInOrigin
This initial condition will make the robots start in their local origin. If no Agreement is
used, they will be gathered in the global origin. The code of the nextStartingPoint()
method is the following:
1 public Point3D nextStartingPoint(SycamoreRobotMatrix<Point3D> robots)
2 {
3 return new Point3D(0, 0, 0);
4 }
RobotsDisposedOnLine
This initial condition will make the robots start on the 2D line starting in point (-10, 1)
and ending in point (10, 1). This plugin works only if no Agreement is used; if this not
happens, each robot will see the segment in its own local coordinates system, and from a
global point of view they will appear scattered. The code is the following:
1 public Point3D nextStartingPoint(SycamoreRobotMatrix<Point3D> robots)
2 {
3 float y = 1.0f;
4 float x = SycamoreUtil.getRandomFloat(-10.0f, 10.0f);
5
6 return new Point2D(x, y);
7 }
VisibilityGraphConnected
To conclude, a more complex one will be shown. This plugins guarantees that all the
robots that are inserted are within the visible area of at least another robot in the system;
from a formal point of view it guarantees that the visibility graph (Section 1.4) remains
connected. This plugin has been used in the simulation of the NearGathering problem,
because the connectedness of the initial visibility graph is a requirement for the problem.
The code of the plugin is the following:
1 public Point2D nextStartingPoint(SycamoreRobotMatrix<Point2D> robots)
2 {
3 if (robots.robotsCount() > 0)
4 {
5 int num = 1;
6 // choose one random robot between passed ones
7 if (robots.robotsCount() > 1)
8 {
9 num = SycamoreUtil.getRandomInt(1, robots.robotsCount());
10 }
11 Iterator<SycamoreRobot<Point2D>> iterator = robots.robotsIterator();
12
13 SycamoreRobot<Point2D> chosen = null;
14 for (int i = 0; i < num; i++)
15 {
16 chosen = iterator.next();
17 }
18
19 if (chosen != null)
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20 {
21 // take a point inside robot’s visible area
22 Visibility<Point2D> visibility = chosen.getVisibility();
23 Agreement<Point2D> agreement = chosen.getAgreement();
24 if (visibility != null)
25 {
26 // point is in local coords
27 Point2D point = visibility.getPointInside();
28
29 if (agreement != null)
30 {
31 point = agreement.toGlobalCoordinates(point);
32 }
33
34 return point;
35 }
36 }
37 }
38
39 [...]
40 return SycamoreUtil.getRandomPoint2D(minX, maxX, minY, maxY);
41 }
It is important to notice that, differently from the previous two plugins, this one works
correctly both with and without the presence of an Agreement in the robot.
3.2 Implementation of the simulator
The Sycamore simulator is a complex application, and its development made me face prob-
lems related to an abroad range of arguments, for example GUI construction, Machine-
Human interaction, 3D programming and definition of a new API. All the components
involved in the application has been designed and developed from scratch.
A complete and detailed description of all the implementation work that I did on Sycamore
would occupy a massive space, since there are lots of components and details that could be
considered interesting enough to be described. Unfortunately, this is a thesis work and it
cannot be such long and descriptive. In these pages I prefer to focus on how Sycamore can
be used instead of how it is made and for this reason the section on the implementation of
the simulator will be quite coincise.
As introduced before, there exists an Open Source project hosted on Google Code [13]
and the whole code of the application is available there to be downloaded and consulted.
Appendix A of this thesis reports, for each class composing Sycamore, the URL at which
the code of that class can be found on the web.
A full listing of the code would be impossible due to the the huge quantity of Java code
that is available (116 Java files with an average length of hundreds of lines). For these
reasons, great portions of the simulator will not be described in this thesis. If the reader
is interested, it can find the source code of Sycamore on the project’s page ([13]).
Figure 3.10: The
SwitchToggle compo-
nent.
This section will briefly describe some core parts of the simulator:
The engine, the robots, the animation techniques, the properties sub-
system and the 3D environment. The GUI design should also be an
interesting part to be described, because a lot of custom classes have
been designed and developed for the graphic interface. One example is
the SwitchToggle class, that is a GUI component that I implemented
from scratch and that designs a switch element, useful to turn on and
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off features. The component supports the dragging of the switch and the animation of
state changes; if the user clicks on it it switch from off to on, or from on to off with a short
animation. The behavior of the SwitchToggle is really similar to the behavior of the touch
switches in iOS 6 systems.
Unfortunately, still for space constraints, no GUI class will be described in this thesis. The
code composing the GUI of Sycamore can be found at [13].
3.2.1 Engine and Robots
Section 2.1.2 and Figure 2.3 already described the structure of the engine of Sycamore.
The engine is responsible of managing one single simulation, and it contains all the data
necessary for the simulation to run.
One of the primary features of the engine is its type; in order to define if an engine works
in a 2D or 3D environment, in fact, the type is specified with a generic on points:
1 public abstract class SycamoreEngine
<P extends SycamoreAbstractPoint & ComputablePoint<P>>
As described in the plugins sections (3.1.1), Java generics alone are not enough for the
needs of the Sycamore classes for this reason also the engine explicitly defines its own TYPE
as TYPE_2D or TYPE_3D.
The data owned by the engine is all that’s necessary to run a simulation:
1 // robots
2 protected SycamoreRobotMatrix<P> robots = null;
3
4 // plugins
5 protected InitialConditions<P> initialConditions = null;
6 protected Vector<Measure> measures = null;
7 private Scheduler<P> scheduler = null;
8 private HumanPilotScheduler<P> humanPilotScheduler = null;
9
10 // auxiliary data
11 private HashMap<SycamoreRobot<P>, Float> ratioSnapshot = null;
12 private float animationSpeedMultiplier = getDefaultAnimationSpeedMultiplier();
13 private Vector<ActionListener> listeners = null;
One of the most important informations contained in the engine is the set of robots,
that is stored in the SycamoreRobotMatrix class that will be described later. Really impor-
tant are also the plugins for initial condition, measures and scheduler.
The methods offered by the engine are a lot; there are methods to obtain data, like
getRobots(), or getAnimationSpeedMultiplier(), methods to query the state of the simula-
tion, like isSimulationFinished(), methods to change the simulation data, like removeRobot()
or createAndAddNewRobotInstance() and methods to manage the measures, like the three
methods called performMeasuresSimulation<Start, End, Step>. Moreover, one really im-
portant method is the one that is called by the robots when they perform the look operation,
getObservations():
1 /**
2 * Returns a list of Observation objects, that contains informations about the positions and
3 * the lights of every robot in the system, excluding the caller of the method.
4 */
5 public Vector<Observation<P>> getObservations(SycamoreRobot<P> caller)
6 {
7 Vector<Observation<P>> observations = new Vector<Observation<P>>();
8
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9 Iterator<SycamoreRobot<P>> iterator = this.robots.iterator();
10 while (iterator.hasNext())
11 {
12 SycamoreRobot<P> robot = iterator.next();
13 if (robot != caller)
14 {
15 // ask the robot for the observation.
16 Observation<P> observation = this.getObservation(robot, caller);
17
18 if (observation != null)
19 {
20 observations.add(observation);
21 }
22 }
23 }
24
25 // get visibility and filter
26 Visibility<P> visibility = caller.getVisibility();
27
28 if (visibility == null)
29 {
30 return observations;
31 }
32 else
33 {
34 return visibility.filter(observations);
35 }
36 }
37
38 /**
39 * Returns an observation for passed robot
40 */
41 public Observation<P> getObservation(SycamoreRobot<P> robot, SycamoreRobot<P> caller)
42 {
43 P position = robot.getGlobalPosition();
44
45 // translate position to caller’s local coords
46 if (caller.getAgreement() != null)
47 {
48 position = caller.getAgreement().toLocalCoordinates(position);
49 }
50
51 return new Observation<P>(position, robot.getLights(),
robot.getAlgorithm().isHumanPilot());
52 }
The Observation<P> class contains the position and the lights of an observed robot. As
it is possible to notice, the visibility plugins actually performs a filtering on observations
(see Sections 2.1.1 and 3.1.5), and also the translation of coordinates from global coordi-
nate system into robot’s local coordinates (see Sections 1.8, 2.1.1 and 3.1.4) is performed
at by the engine of the application.
The SycamoreEngine class is abstract, because it cannot specify some particular imple-
mentations whose behavior is different depending if they are performed in a 2D or 3D
environment. For this reason this class is extended by two concrete classes whose defini-
tion is the following:
1 public class SycamoreEngine2D extends SycamoreEngine<Point2D>
2
3 [...]
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4
5 public class SycamoreEngine3D extends SycamoreEngine<Point3D>
These classes defines a specific type and contain the concrete implementation of all the
type-specific methods.
Figure 3.11: Class diagram for the SycamoreRobotMatrix
class.
One of the most important ele-
ments of the engine is the data struc-
ture that contains the robots. This
object is called SycamoreRobotMatrix
and it abstracts a set of robots, di-
vided into groups, or rows, as they
are called in the class. The class di-
agram of Figure 3.11 describes how
this class is made. It is actually com-
posed of two different bi-dimensional
mutable arrays, one containing the
robots and the other containing the
human pilot robots.
An implementation for the bi-
dimensional mutable array in Java is
given using a Vector object whose el-
ements are themselves Vectors. This
list of lists lets the matrix grow both
in its width and in its height and
since the length of each list is dif-
ferent, this structure also avoids the
insertion of a whole empty column
when a new element is added to a
single list, reducing the sparseness of
the data structure.
Figure 3.11 shows that the class exposes a lot of methods, that let the clients retrieve
different objects from the matrix, like single robots, whole rows or all the robots of a par-
ticular type. The robots can be retrieved as a list or through an Iterator object.
The SycamoreRobot<P> class has been described in Section 2.1.2 and Figure 2.4. Its defini-
tion is the following:
1 /**
2 * This class represents a robot in the system. It has a timeline and it cam nove in the
3 * environment. It is represented in the JME system with a spatial. A robots has an
4 * algorithm that it executes. It also have some lights, a visibility, a memory and a
5 * speed. The robot can have some states, defined in an enumeration.
6 */
7 public abstract class SycamoreRobot<P extends SycamoreAbstractPoint &
ComputablePoint<P>> extends SycamoreAnimatedObject<P> implements SubsetFairnessSupporter,
SycamoreObservedRobot<P>
At is possible to see, it is quite a complex declaration. It defines a new abstract class
called SycamoreRobot, with generics on points (the same as the SycamoreEngine class).
SycamoreRobot is defined as an extension of another class, called SycamoreAnimatedObject<P>.
This class represents a generic animated object, defining its own timeline and all the struc-
tures needed for animation; it will be further described in Section 3.2.2.
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The robots are defined as implementing two more interfaces: SubsetFairnessSupporter
and SycamoreObservedRobot<P>. The first one defines that the robot can be managed by
the Fairness Manager and it is important if we want this robot to be managed by a fair
scheduler. The only requirement for the SubsetFairnessSupporter is to define a unique
ID for the robot. The second implemented interface, SycamoreObservedRobot<P> is used to
deny the access to some features of the robot to the Algorithm plugin. For example, the
ID, the timeline and the system memory should not be accessible to the compute() method
of an algorithm.
The SycamoreRobot<P> class represents a robot inside the system, and its principal roles
are to have a state, to perform the three operations of the LCM cycle and to own some
system informations, like the used plugins for visibility, agreement, memory and obviously
algorithm, the timeline, that describes all its movement during the simulation and the sys-
tem memory, that remembers past observations. The robot is also responsible of drawing
itself and its additional elements in the 3D environment.
Each robot, in fact, owns a Geometry object (see Section 3.2.4) that represents itself and
whose appearance varies depending from its type (2D or 3D). It defines also some other
geometries representing the lights, the direction arrow and an eventual display of the visi-
bility area.
The data contained in the class is the following:
1 // constants
2 protected static final float geometrySize = 0.25f;
3 protected static final float lightSize = 0.1f;
4 protected static final ColorRGBA glassColor = new ColorRGBA(1.0f, 1.0f, 1.0f, 0.75f);
5
6 // utility data
7 private final SycamoreSystemMemory<P> systemMemory;
8 private final Vector<SycamoreRobotLight<P>> lights;
9 private long ID;
10
11 // model data
12 protected SycamoreEngine<P> engine = null;
13 protected Algorithm<P> algorithm = null;
14 protected Visibility<P> visibility = null;
15 protected Memory<P> memory = null;
16 protected Agreement<P> agreement = null;
17
18 // JME data
19 protected Node robotNode = null;
20 protected Geometry sceneGeometry = null;
21 protected Geometry directionGeometry = null;
22 protected ColorRGBA color = null;
23
24 // state informations
25 protected int maxLights = 0;
26 protected float speed = 0;
27 private ROBOT_STATE currentState = ROBOT_STATE.READY_TO_LOOK;
28 private int currentLights = 0;
29
30 // intermediate operations data
31 private Vector<Observation<P>> snapshot = null;
32
33 // other
34 private Vector<ActionListener> listeners = null;
The state of the robot is defined by an enum:
1 /**
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2 * The possible states of the robot
3 */
4 public static enum ROBOT_STATE
5 {
6 READY_TO_LOOK,
7 LOOKING,
8 READY_TO_COMPUTE,
9 COMPUTING,
10 READY_TO_MOVE,
11 MOVING,
12 FINISHED;
13 }
At each time just one of the listed elements can be used as the current state.
The positions of the robots, in the timeline and in the system memory are always stored
in the robot’s local coordinate system. In particular, the current position of the robot is
stored in its timeline.
Regarding the available operations, the SycamoreRobot<P> class exposes a number of meth-
ods that are useful to retrieve informations on an object or its state, like:
• getAgreement(), getAlgorithm(), getVisibility(), getMemory()
• getTimeline(), getTimelineDuration(), getSpeed(), getID()
• getCurrentState(), isMoving(), isHumanPilot()
And others. Also the SycamoreRobot<P> class is listed in the Sycamore website whose
URL is in Appendix A.
The most important role of the SycamoreRobot<P> class is to implement the LCM cycle.
This implementation is done through three methods, called doLook(), doCompute() and
doMove() that represents the three look, compute and move operations.
These three methods are called by the scheduler, as seen in Section 3.1.3. The idea is that
the scheduler decides when a robot can perform an operation, and then calls the proper
methods. The look and the move operations are managed by the engine, they do not
depend from the specific algorithm that the robot is executing. Conversely, the compute
operation is partially managed by the compute() method of the Algorithm plugin.
This listing reports the code of the doLook() method:
1 /**
2 * Performs a look. Stores the vector of observations of the other robots in the system inside
3 * the robot’s temporary storage, and changes the robot state properly.
4 */
5 public synchronized void doLook()
6 {
7 if (getCurrentState() == ROBOT_STATE.READY_TO_LOOK)
8 {
9 setCurrentState(ROBOT_STATE.LOOKING);
10
11 this.snapshot = engine.getObservations(this);
12
13 // shuffle observations to change their oder
14 Collections.shuffle(this.snapshot);
15
16 // if there is a memory set, save data
17 if (memory != null)
18 {
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19 this.systemMemory.addSelfPosition(getLocalPosition());
20 this.systemMemory.addSnapshot(snapshot);
21 }
22
23 setCurrentState(ROBOT_STATE.READY_TO_COMPUTE);
24 fireActionEvent(new ActionEvent(this, 0,
SycamoreFiredActionEvents.ROBOT_DID_LOOK.name()));
25 }
26 }
This code is called by the Scheduler plugin, so it is performed inside the system’s
Scheduler thread. The robot changes its state 2 times during the execution, passing from
READY_TO_LOOK into LOOKING before the execution of the look operation and again going into
READY_TO_COMPUTE state at the end.
The actual look operation is performed through a call to the engine, using the already
described engine.getObservations() method. This method returns a list of observations,
already filtered by the visibility and already translated in robot’s local coordinates. This
list is then stored in a temporary variable used by the compute. However, before storing
it, it is necessary to shuﬄe the list, because it has to be true that no assumption can be
made on the sorting of observation. Finally, the snapshot is stored in the System memory,
if there is one. The code of the doCompute() method is the following:
1 /**
2 * Performs a compute. Uses the observations of the system obtained in last call of the
3 * doLook() method to compute a new destination point for the robot. The destination point
4 * is computed by the Algorithm object stored in this robot. After the destination has been
5 * computed, this method modifies the timeline and the state of the robot properly.
6 */
7 public synchronized void doCompute()
8 {
9 if (algorithm != null && getCurrentState() == ROBOT_STATE.READY_TO_COMPUTE &&
!isFinished())
10 {
11 setCurrentState(ROBOT_STATE.COMPUTING);
12 P destination = algorithm.compute(snapshot, this);
13
14 // if destination is not null, add it to the timeline
15 if (destination != null)
16 {
17 P lastPoint = timeline.getLastPoint();
18 float distance = lastPoint.distanceTo(destination);
19
20 [...]
21
22 if (distance > 0)
23 {
24 this.timeline.addKeyframe
(destination, (distance / this.getSpeed()));
25 [...]
26
27 int keyframes = this.timeline.getNumKeyframes();
28 if (keyframes == 1 || keyframes == 2)
29 {
30 this.setCurrentRatio(0);
31 }
32 else
33 {
34 // for sure there are 3 or more keyframes,
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35 this.setCurrentRatio
(this.timeline.getRatioOfKeyframe(keyframes - 2));
36 }
37 }
38 }
39
40 if (algorithm.isFinished())
41 {
42 setCurrentState(ROBOT_STATE.FINISHED);
43 }
44 else
45 {
46 setCurrentState(ROBOT_STATE.READY_TO_MOVE);
47 }
48 fireActionEvent(new ActionEvent(this, 0,
SycamoreFiredActionEvents.ROBOT_DID_COMPUTE.name()));
49 }
50 }
This method also updates the robot’s state. After calling the compute() method of
the Algorithm plugin, the code performs also a really important operation: updates the
timeline of the robot in order to describe the movement from the current position to the
new destination. The robot does not immediately reach the new point, but instead it
updates the currentRatio value to match the new configuration of the timeline. For a
better comprehension on how timeline works, please see Section 3.2.2. Finally, the code of
the doMove() is this:
1 /**
2 * Performs a move. Uses the destination computed in last call of the doCompute() method,
3 * already stored into the robot’s timeline, and starts following the timeline in order to
4 * reach such destination.
5 */
6 public synchronized void doMove()
7 {
8 if (this.currentState == ROBOT_STATE.READY_TO_MOVE)
9 {
10 if (this.snapshot != null)
11 {
12 this.snapshot.clear();
13 this.snapshot = null;
14 }
15
16 setCurrentState(ROBOT_STATE.MOVING);
17 fireActionEvent(new ActionEvent(this, 0,
SycamoreFiredActionEvents.ROBOT_DID_MOVE.name()));
18 }
19 }
It simply clears the temporary data (snapshot) and changes state into MOVING. Since this
time, control is given to the scheduler, that through the moveRobots() method described
in Section 3.1.3, manages the movement. When the scheduler will have bring the robot
to its destination point, its state will be READY_TO_LOOK, its currentRatio will be 1, and a
new cycle will begin.
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3.2.2 Animation
Figure 3.12: Class diagram for the Timeline class.
This section will briefly describe
how objects can be animated in
Sycamore: by giving them a time-
line. The timeline is an object that
has been described in Section 2.1.2.
The idea that is behind the timeline
is that in order to describe a linear
movement between two points, just
few informations are required: the
starting position, the ending position
and the time spent going from a point
to the other with constant speed.
The base concept of the timeline is
the keyframe, that represents one of
the fundamental points of the move-
ment, for example the starting or
ending point.
The keyframes are the smallest set
that can be used to describe a move-
ment made of linear paths covered with constant speed.
The fields of the class Keyframe<P> and the two most important methods are reported in
the following listing. As usual, the whole class can be found on the Project website, whose
URL is in Appendix A.
1 public class Keyframe<P extends SycamoreAbstractPoint & ComputablePoint<P>> implements
Comparable<Keyframe<P>>
2 {
3 private P position = null;
4 private float time = 0;
5 private boolean pause = false;
6
7 /**
8 * Given any float value of a ratio, and two other float values that represent the
9 * starting ratio and the final ratio that are seen as the bounds of an interval in
10 * which the ratio passed is contained, this method scales and translates the passed
11 * interval on a 0-1 form and then returns the ratio respective of the passed value,
12 * projected on the computed interval.
13 */
14 private synchronized float projectTimeOnRatio
(float time, float beforeTime, float afterTime)
15 {
16 [...]
17 }
18
19 /**
20 * Given a keyframe and a ratio, computes the P object that represents the position
21 * interpolated using the informations contained in this keyframe and in passed
22 * keyframe. The path is supposed to be linear and the speed uniform. The passed
23 * ratio is supposed to be included in the interval consisting of the ratios of this
24 * keyframe and of passed keyframe.
25 */
26 public synchronized P interpolateWithKeyframe(Keyframe<P> nextKeyframe, float time)
27 {
28 [...]
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29 }
30 }
The projectTimeOnRatio() method, as described in the comment, takes the two ex-
tremes of an interval and a value in the middle, and tells at which ratio of the interval,
considered on a 0-1 scale, the passed value is. For example:
• projectTimeOnRatio(2, 1, 3) returns 0.5, because 2 is the middle element between
1 and 3.
• projectTimeOnRatio(1, 1, 3) returns 0.0.
• projectTimeOnRatio(3, 1, 3) returns 1.0.
• projectTimeOnRatio(2.5, 1, 3) returns 0.75.
The other method performs a linear interpolation. It takes the following keyframe and
returns the position computed between this keyframe and passed keyframe at the passed
time.
The pause field is used to specify pauses in the timeline. If a keyframe is paused, its
position is ignored; the pause keyframes are usually added after a standard keyframe and
they describe the fact that an object stays still for some time.
The timeline is just a list of keyframes. It can be queried in several ways, a full list of
the methods can be seen in Picture 3.12, together with the fields of the class. The most
important method is the following:
1 /**
2 * Computes the position at passed ratio, interpolating between the preceding and the
3 * following keyframes. The path is supposed to be linear and the speed uniform. The ratio is
4 * supposed to be between 0 (beginning of the timeline) and 1 (end of the timeline).
5 */
6 public synchronized P getPosition(float ratio);
The main trick of the timeline is all condensed on this method. The timeline describes
a complex movement by storing a small number of key-points, and it is then queried by
percentage; in this way, its duration can be ignored while asking for a point and it could
also be easily scaled or translated in time.
Since, as described, the keyframes are stored inside the timeline by their time, the
projectTimeOnRatio() method offers an easy way of converting the time of a keyframe into
the respective ratio. This is obtained by calling, on a Keyframe object:
1 float ratio = keyframe.projectTimeOnRatio
(keyframe.getTime(), 0, timeline.getDuration());
The getPosition() method performs an interpolation, by calling the proper method of
the Keyframe. If there are more than two keyframes stored in the timeline, then it finds the
two keyframes that are before and after the time corresponding to asked ratio and them
interpolates between them.
Interpolations are actually performed by Point2D and Point3D objects, that compute them
as linear interpolations. However, as already specified in Section 2.1.2, other interpolators
can be used, like a quadratic one. With a different interpolator it is possible to make the
animated objects accelerate and then decelerate while moving, and it could also be possible
to design non linear paths.
Before concluding, it is necessary to say that every objet that is animated, in Sycamore,
must have a timeline:
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1 public abstract class SycamoreAnimatedObject<P extends
SycamoreAbstractPoint & ComputablePoint<P>>
2 {
3 protected P startingPosition = null;
4 protected Timeline<P> timeline = null;
5 protected float currentRatio = 0;
6 protected P direction = null;
7
8 [...]
9 }
Together with the timeline, the animated object has a starting position, a direction and
a current ratio, from which is easy to obtain the current position:
1 public P getLocalPosition()
2 {
3 return this.timeline.getPosition(currentRatio);
4 }
3.2.3 The Properties Subsystem
The Properties Subsystem, also called Property Manager, is a component whose role is
to give persistence to some data of the application. The idea is to have it store a set of
properties, that are 〈key, value〉 pairs, where a key is an object that uniquely defines a
property and its name, and a value is a string or an object that can be converted into
string.
Once defined, the property value becomes persistent, so it is not missed even when the
application quits. The class PropertyManager supports values expressed as strings, integers,
floats, doubles or booleans and it implements this mechanism.
Before describing how this class works, it is important to introduce how a property is made:
1 /**
2 * The interface to be implemented by any property in Sycamore
3 */
4 public interface SycamoreProperty extends Serializable
5 {
6 /**
7 * Returns a description of the property
8 */
9 public String getDescription();
10
11 /**
12 * Returns the default value of the property
13 */
14 public String getDefaultValue();
15 }
The listing on page 66 for the AgreementImpl class already showed how a property is
used: a new enum element implementing the SycamoreProperty interface is defined, and
then the so-created object is used as a key for the property manager.
The PropertyManager class has been introduced already in Section 2.1.6. Its Java definition
is the following:
1 public class PropertyManager
2 {
3 private static final String propertyFileName = "Properties.prop";
4 private static String propertyPath;
5
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6 private static PropertyManager sharedInstance = null;
7
8 private HashMap<SycamoreProperty, String> properties = null;
9
10 [...]
11 }
As it is possible to see from the fields of the class, the properties are stored inside an
hash table object that uses SycamoreProperty objects as keys and String objects as values.
The table that contains the data has to be unique, and this uniqueness is obtained through
the usage of a single instance of the PropertyManager object that is shared between any
other object of the class. The sharedInstance field contains this object, and the static
method getSharedInstance() makes this mechanism work:
1 /**
2 * Returns the only instance of the PropertyManager that exists in the system. This method is
3 * accessible from within any method of the application. It is also accessible to plugins.
4 */
5 public static PropertyManager getSharedInstance()
6 {
7 if (sharedInstance == null)
8 {
9 sharedInstance = new PropertyManager();
10 }
11 return sharedInstance;
12 }
A class that wishes to use the Property Manager, is not able to define a new PropertyManager
object, because all the constructors are kept private; it should instead call
1 PropertyManager manager = PropertyManager.getSharedInstance();
The persistency feature is offered by the Property Manager by storing the shared has table
on the hard drive. The two fields called propertyFileName and propertyPath define the
name and the path on the disk where the property file is stored. The default path is
different depending on the Operating System where Sycamore is running.
It is important to notice that the disk access is completely hidden to the external, and it
is just the Property Manager component that is able to access that data. This creates an
abstraction layer, from which the Java classes using the Property Manager are not aware
of how the properties are managed, but instead are just able to store or retrieve them from
the Property Manager itself.
The lifecycle of the hash table is the following:
1. When the PropertyManager is created, also the empty table is created. It is then
filled with all the data that is saved on the file on disk.
2. When a class calls getProperty() or putProperty() methods, just the table that is
in memory is used, and the version on disk is left untouched.
3. When the PropertyManager is destroyed, the table is serialized on the disk for per-
sistency.
In this way the data that is stored in the table (string, int, float values) can be reused
even if the application quits and starts again.
In order to offer a better level of accuracy, each property in the table must be provided
with a default value. In case of problems in reading the data of the table, the default is
returned.
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3.2.4 The Simulation Environment
In Sycamore, the simulation runs in a 3D environment. Technically speaking, the GUI
contains in its main panel a canvas, that is a section of the graphic context where the 3D
engine can draw objects.
The 3D environment is managed by a Java engine called JME. I will not enter in details
on it, because it something external from Sycamore’s implementation. More informa-
tions about this powerful 3D engine can be found on [1], [2] or [3]. In this section I will
briefly describe the objects that are mostly involved in Sycamore: Node, Geometry and
SycamoreJMEScene.
The JME engine uses as drawing support the SceneGraph [11, 10], that can be briefly
described as a tree data structure where all the objects in the 3D scene are stored in a
hierarchical configuration. On the leaves of the SceneGraph there are the objects that can
be displayed, while on the internal nodes there are objects that are not visible in the scene,
but that can define a sub-tree with particular properties. For example, if an internal node
is geometrically transformed with a rotation or a scale, all the sub-tree of that node is
subject to the same transformation.
In JME, the Node class represents the internal nodes and the Geometry class represents the
leaves of the tree. An example of their usage can be found in SycamoreRobot class, where
is defined a Node object called robotNode; all the 3D objects used to draw the robot are
attached to the node as its children, for example the Geometry objects for the sphere that
represents the robot, the small spheres that represent the lights or the object defined by
the Visibility as the visibility range.
During movement, the Scheduler changes the ratio of a moving robot, and the
SycamoreJMEScene draws this robot in its new position; this movement is performed through
the application of a translation transform, and because we want all objects (lights, visi-
bility range, direction arrow) to move together with the robot, it is sufficient to apply the
translation on the robotNode object in order to have the whole set of objects move together.
The SycamoreJMEScene class is the one that draws the objects in the 3D scene. It consists
of a runloop, whose frequency is not known because it depends from the OpenGL subsys-
tem, that in each iteration calls an upadte method. This method has the responsibility
of moving each object in its correct position, because after the update it always follows a
rendering of the objects on the screen.
The animation mechanism in Sycamore is managed from the engine side by the already
described timeline object (Section 3.2.2), and from the representation side from this class.
The behavior of the SycamoreJMEScene class is, inside the update method, to take all the
robots in the engine, query them for their position, this time expressed in global coordi-
nates, and translate each of them in the right place. The high frequency of the updates
makes the movement of the robots look smooth.
The code of the SycamoreJMEScene will not be reported because it is too long. The reader
is encouraged to check it at the URL:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/
jmescene/SycamoreJMEScene.java.
The SycamoreJMEScene class has also some other additional features, for example showing
or hiding the accessory objects (axes, grid, baricentrum and so on), or managing the repre-
sentation of local coordinate systems (i.e by drawing the axes) inside the 3D environment.
Chapter 4
The Following with directional
limited visibility problem
Figure 4.1: A robot (the green dot)
with the shape of its directional vis-
ibility
This chapter will describe the second part of my thesis
work, an experimental research on a problem in mobile
robots theory. This problem has been briefly introduced
in Chapter 1 and has been called Following with di-
rectional limited visibility.
As our knowledge, no research has been ever done on such
problem; it is modeled in a way similar to Following
and Flocking problems, but it has a special constraint:
its visibility is directional.
The idea of a directional visibility is to model some kind
of camera that is placed on the robot, in a way that it can
see just in front of it. The shape of the visibility area is
designed as a circular sector, as Figure 4.1 shows; in the experiments, however, the circular
sector has been approximated into a triangle, for the sake of simplicity. This modification
did not show to highly influence the behavior of the robots.
The camera on the robot is imagined to be able to rotate 360 degrees and to be completely
independent from the direction if the movement of the robot; the robot is thus able to
move in a direction while keeping the camera oriented in another one.
The purpose of these experiments were to find out good techniques to apply to robots using
this visibility, in order to have them following a leader in the environment. The techniques
discovered in this works could also be applied to more advanced problems, where robots
with a visibility of this kind are expected to perform more complex tasks.
The first important statement to make is that we want Async as the used synchronization
model. The behavior that we want the robots to have is, once they have seen the leader,
to start following it without making it exit from their own visibility area.
With circular visibility this problem has been analyzed in Section 1.11.1, and some consid-
erations made in that occasion are also valid here. In particular, two main requirements
must be satisfied:
1. If a robot does not see the leader, it should try to find where it is as fast as possible.
2. Once caught, the leader should not be missed, so it should never exit from the visible
area of the robot.
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The experiments that I made fixed some rules for the satisfaction of the second con-
straint, and applied different techniques to the algorithm in order to find out how the first
constraint could be satisfied as fast as possible.
4.1 Design of the solution
The first part of the solution fixed some rules, applied in each experiment made on this
problem. The purpose of these rules is to define a way in which a visible leader that moves
in any direction is not missed from the robot that observes it, so it does not exit from the
visible area of the observer robot.
The first ideas came from the solution to the same problem with circular visibility; in
particular, two primary concepts are valid in both solutions:
1. If the leader moves faster than the observer robot, than it could exit from the visible
area. Even if the speed of the two robots is the same, it could still be missed, because
the robot could have moments in which it stays still, but the leader does never do
that. For this reason, the leader must have a lower speed with respect to the other
robots; in the experiments I decided to make it go half the speed.
2. It has already been stated that Async is the wanted setting for this model. However,
complete asynchrony could lead to the situation in which a robot stays still for a
long time waiting to be selected for activation by the scheduler. In this time it
does not perform any operation, but the leader does continue moving and could exit
from the robot’s visible area. Furthermore, in Async the robot could perform the
compute operation on obsolete data, thus following a point whose real position is not
corresponding to the computed one. All these problems can be reduced by enabling
the continuous feature (see Section 1.3.1) for the scheduler; the used scheduler is
thus asynchronous continuous.
With circular visibility, these two settings are enough for Following. The algorithm,
in its compute operation, simply computes as its destination point the position where the
leader is observed, and with the described settings, when the leader enters inside the visible
area of a robot, it does never exit from it. Unfortunately, with directional visibility, this is
not true.
Figure 4.2: Three robots (the green
dots) keeping the leader (the red dot) in
the center of massof their visible area.
The particular shape of the directional visibility, in
fact, creates a further problem if the leader is inside the
visible area, but it is close to the observer robot.
The section of the visible area close to the robot, in fact,
is really thin, so the leader that is inside this portion is
always close to both the borders. Closeness to the border
is a condition that we don’t want for the leader, for the
reason that it becomes highly possible that it leaves the
visible area before the robot is able to perform a look
and catch it.
For this reason, the policy adopted to the robots is to
try to keep the leader in a point of their visible area
that is far from each border; a point that demonstrated to be good for this purpose is the
center of mass of the visible area.
The protocol for Following with directional limited visibility is thus not to
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compute the position of the observed leader, but to compute instead a point that makes
the leader go in the center of mass of the visible area. Figure 4.2 shows three robots keeping
the leader, represented as the red dot, in the center of mass of their visible area.
This solution, unfortunately, is not still sufficient sometimes. Figure 4.3 shows two cases
of a leader passing through the visible area of a robot; in the first case the leader passes in
the largest section of the visible area, so it stays inside the visible area for enough time to
let the observer robot move to bring it in the center of mass. In the second case, however,
the leader passes in the thinner section of the visible area, and even if the robot is able to
see it, the leader leaves the visible area too fast and the robot immediately misses it.
Figure 4.3: Two different cases of a leader passing through the visible area of a robot. If it passes in the
largest section, as in case (a), it is probably caught, but if it passes in the thinner section, as in case (b),
it may disappear from the robot’s visible area before this is able to move and take it.
Despite this problem, the center of mass approach demonstrated to be very stable;
when robots are able to place the leader in their center of mass, is very difficult for them
to miss it. The basic protocol for Following with directional limited visibility
problem is thus the following:
if The leader is visible then
dp = point to be reached in order to bring the leader in the center of mass
of the visible area.
end if
This base protocol has been used in all the experiments made with the simulator; the
different tested approaches were, in fact, oriented more to the research of the leader, rather
than on techniques not to miss it. In particular, four different techniques has been used
for the experiments:
• No Research: The simplest approach in which no research is made. With this
setting, the robots does not perform any kind of research of the leader, but they
instead stay still and keep their webcam still, waiting for the robot to pass inside
their visible area.
• Move: The robots search for the leader by moving randomly in the environment, but
still without moving the webcam. The movements made in the environmental space
are random, but in order to have frequent look operations, the computed random
destination is always close to the current position of the robot; a far destination, in
fact, makes the move operation take a lot of time, thus reducing the look frequency.
• Rotate: The robots keep their position, but while they don’t see the leader they
continuously rotate their webcam in the same way (counterclockwise in this imple-
mentation), increasing their probability to catch the leader. The rotation of the
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webcam is performed inside the compute operation, and it is instantaneous, so the
frequency of the look operations with this setting is higher than the Move case and
thus the Rotate is expected to perform slightly better.
• Move + Rotate: The robots both move randomly in space and rotate their webcam.
The frequency of the look operation is the same as theMove case, but the probability
to catch the leader is higher.
Furthermore, an additional technique has been considered in testing: the usage of lights.
The protocol is slightly modified in such a way that a robot that has the leader in its visible
area turns on a colored light. If another robot does not see the leader, but it sees instead
the robot with the light, it can deduce that the leader is nearby, and goes toward the robot
with the light.
The four protocols described before has been tested again with the addition of the colored
lights.
4.2 Implemented plugins
Once defined the idea of the protocol, the Sycamore plugins has been implemented. This
section will start describing how the directional visibility is made, and then by showing the
Java code for the Following class.
Then it will be shown how the simulation was measured, and the two used plugins will be
detailed. Finally, the results of the simulations will be shown.
4.2.1 Implemented visibility
The directional visibility has been implemented by defining a DirectionalVisibility plugin
that follows the scheme described in Section 3.1.5:
1 @PluginImplementation
2 public class DirectionalVisibility extends VisibilityImpl<Point2D>
The complete implementation of this class can be found on the Sycamore Website and
its URL can be found in Appendix A. The implementation of the filter() method is the
same as the other visibility plugins:
1 /**
2 * Given a vector of Observation<P> objects, filters it by removing all the ones that
3 * refer to points that are outside the visibility range. The returned vector
4 * contains just the observations for the visible robots.
5 */
6 public Vector<Observation<Point2D>> filter(Vector<Observation<Point2D>> observations)
7 {
8 Vector<Observation<Point2D>> filtered = new Vector<Observation<Point2D>>();
9
10 // filter observations
11 for (Observation<Point2D> observation : observations)
12 {
13 Point2D robotPosition = observation.getRobotPosition();
14 if (isPointVisible(robotPosition))
15 {
16 filtered.add(observation);
17 }
18 }
19
20 return filtered;
21 }
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The implementation of the isPointVisible() faces with a problem in retrieving impor-
tant data: the visibility area, in fact, is assumed to be an isosceles triangle with a vertex
placed i the robot’s position and the height corresponding to the direction of the webcam.
The direction can be precisely obtained by taking the Node object containing the robot’s
geometric elements (see Section 3.2.4) and taking its rotation value; this value defines the
rotation angle of the robot with respect to the z axis, and it can be used to build such
triangle.
Unfortunately, the JME system has a particular rule for returning angles: the angles start-
ing from the horizontal axis are counted from 0 to pi2 counterclockwise and from 0 to −pi2
clockwise. This counting is specular, in the sense that the angle that is commonly inter-
preted as pi becomes again 0. The distinction between the actual 0 angle and the actual pi
angle, that is still returned as 0 with this rule, is made by looking at the rotations around
the x and y axes; these values, in fact, are equal to 0 if the angle is considered on the right
half of the plane, and they are equal to 2pi if the angle is in the left half of the plane. The
following figure shows this situation:
Figure 4.4: Scheme of angles returned by JME. The first value of each triple is the angle around z axis and
the other two values are the angles around the other two axes. The angles vary from 0 to pi
2
or −pi
2
and
angles of the same value are distinguihed by looking at the values of the angles aroud the other two axes.
the angles around x and y are indeterminate in the case of exactly pi
2
or −pi
2
.
The code of the plugin takes triples of angles in this form, and builds a single angle
from 0 to 2pi by distinguishing between four cases; the triple of angles returned by JME
is (α, β, γ) and they are respectively the rotation angles around the x, y and x axes. The
new angle θ is produced and it corresponds to the same angle of γ but expressed in a range
from 0 to 2pi
• If γ ≥ 0 ∧ α = 0 ∧ β = 0 then θ = γ.
• If γ ≥ 0 ∧ α 6= 0 ∧ β 6= 0 then θ = pi2 + (pi2 − γ).
• If γ < 0 ∧ α 6= 0 ∧ β 6= 0 then θ = pi − γ.
• If γ < 0 ∧ α = 0 ∧ β = 0 then θ = (32pi) + (pi2 + γ).
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Figure 4.5: The angles θ, η, δ and ψ, used
to build the triangle for the visibile area.
The the code, not reported here, computes θ in
this way and then it computes the two more angles
η and δ that are the angles between the 2 sides of
the triangle and the horizontal axis, as showed in
Figure 4.5. The two angles are computed as δ =
θ+(ψ2 ) and η = δ−ψ, where ψ is a well-known angle,
constructed as the angle between the two sides of the
triangle; the angle ψ represents the focal aperture of
the webcam of the robot, and in this implementation
of the directional visibility plugin is fixed to 40°. The
η and δ angles, together with the visibility range,
that is also well-known and that is equal to the length of a side of the triangle, can be used
to compute the three vertices of the triangle, the points a, b and c.
Once the triangle is built, using the Polygon Java class, it is easy to check whether the
point is visible or not; the code is the following:
1 this.triangle = new Polygon();
2
3 Point2D a = new Point2D(position.x, position.y);
4 Point2D b = new Point2D(x.x, x.y);
5 Point2D c = new Point2D(y.x, y.y);
6
7
8 triangle.addPoint((int) a.x, (int) a.y);
9 triangle.addPoint((int) b.x, (int) b.y);
10 triangle.addPoint((int) c.x, (int) c.y);
11
12 boolean visible = triangle.contains(point);
13 return visible;
Since the protocol will try to use the center of mass of the visibility area, now that we
have the a, b and c points it is easy to compute such point, in a way that the algorithm
will simply have to query this class via a getCentrod() method in order to have the last
computed center of mass. The point is computed in the following way, this line is added
before the return statement of previous listing:
1 this.centroid = new Point2D((a.x + b.x + c.x) / 3, (a.y + b.y + c.y) / 3);
4.2.2 Implemented algorithm
The algorithm plugin for this problem is implemented using a Java class called Following:
1 @PluginImplementation
2 public class Following extends AlgorithmImpl<Point2D>
The implemented protocol is exactly the one describe in previous sections; if the leader
is visible, then the robot decides to reach a point such that the leader is kept in the center
of mass of the visible area:
1 // look for a HumanPilot executing robot
2 for (Observation<Point2D> observation : snapshot)
3 {
4 if (observation.isHumanPilot())
5 {
6 // get robot and leader positions
7 Point2D robotPosition = caller.getLocalPosition();
8 Point2D observationPosition = observation.getRobotPosition();
9
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10 if (isUseLights())
11 {
12 // if lights are used, turn on the green light to indicate that the
13 // leader has been observed
14 try
15 {
16 caller.turnLightOn(ColorRGBA.Green);
17 }
18 catch (Exception e)
19 {
20 // Light already on
21 }
22 }
23
24 if (caller.getVisibility() instanceof DirectionalVisibility)
25 {
26 // if the visibility is directional, get it
27 DirectionalVisibility visibility =
(DirectionalVisibility) caller.getVisibility();
28
29 // get the centroid of the triangle
30 Point2D target = visibility.getCentroid();
31
32 float deltaX = observationPosition.x - target.x;
33 float deltaY = observationPosition.y - target.y;
34
35 // return a point such that the leader goes in the centrod
36 return new Point2D(robotPosition.x + deltaX, robotPosition.y + deltaY)
;
37 }
38 else
39 {
40 // if the visibility is not directional, fallback to default Following
41 return observationPosition;
42 }
43 }
44 }
Figure 4.6: The Following settings panel
This code also checks if the visibility is really
directional, and if it not that case it performs a fall-
back to a default following algorithm, that can be
used with any other kind of visibility. Furthermore,
if the lights are in use, the robot turns a light on
to tell to the other robots that it is observing the
leader.
If, otherwise, the leader is not inside the visible area,
then the robot can use one or more of the described
approaches to try to find it. The three options de-
scribed in previous section are implemented as three properties:
1 private enum FollowingProperties implements SycamoreProperty
2 {
3 FOLLOWING_MOVE("Move", "" + false),
4 FOLLOWING_ROTATE("Rotate", "" + false),
5 FOLLOWING_USE_LIGHT("Use Lights", "" + false);
6
7 [...]
8 }
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The three properties have boolean value and they can be managed by the user through
the control panel of the plugin, showed in Figure 4.6. The Following class exposes three
pairs of methods, called setMove(), isMove(), setRotate(), isRotate() and setUseLights(),
isUseLights() that are used to directly read or write the boolean values inside the Property
Manager. An example is in the following code:
1 public static boolean isMove()
2 {
3 return PropertyManager.getSharedInstance()
.getBooleanProperty(FollowingProperties.FOLLOWING_MOVE);
4 }
5
6 public static void setMove(Boolean move)
7 {
8 PropertyManager.getSharedInstance()
.putProperty(FollowingProperties.FOLLOWING_MOVE, move);
9 }
The implementation of the others two pairs of methods is really similar to the described
one, they simply read or write a different property.
The second part of the implementation of the compute() method is the one that cares of
searching the leader, and it depends on the values of the properties.
In the case when the isUseLights() method tells that the Use Lights feature is enabled,
for each robot it does not only check if that robot is the leader, by checking if it is a human
pilot, but it also verifies if the observed robot has a green light on:
1 // eventually used destination point
2 Point2D dest = null;
3
4 // look for a HumanPilot executing robot
5 for (Observation<Point2D> observation : snapshot)
6 {
7 if (observation.isHumanPilot())
8 {
9 // see listing above
10 [...]
11 }
12 else if (isUseLights())
13 {
14 // if lights are used and observation does not refer to a human pilot,
15 // look for a green light
16 Iterator<SycamoreObservedLight> lights =
observation.getLightsIterator();
17 if (lights.hasNext())
18 {
19 SycamoreObservedLight light = lights.next();
20 if (SycamoreUtil.areColorsEqual(light.getColor(),
ColorRGBA.Green))
21 {
22 dest = observation.getRobotPosition();
23 }
24 }
25 }
26 }
In the case that the robot finds one green light, it chooses as its direction the position
of the robot and if more than one robot has the green light on, it goes toward the last
observed one.
The real destination point is not corresponding to the position of the robot, because this
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destination could be far, and we want to keep the frequency of the look operations high,
so we have to move for short paths only.
For this reason the destination point is computed as 30% of the distance between the two
robots:
1 if (isUseLights())
2 {
3 // clear lights
4 caller.turnLightOff();
5
6 // if lights are used and no leader has been found, look if some green light
7 // has been observed; in that case dest contains the robot with the light
8 if (dest != null)
9 {
10 // move toward dest for a short path
11 return caller.getLocalPosition().interpolateWith(dest, 0.3f);
12 }
13 }
If the Rotate feature is on, the visibility is rotated of a certain angle. This happens
if no leader is found and also if no robot with green light (if the related feature is on) is
found also. The angle is different depending if also the Move feature is enabled or not; this
is because if the robot moves, the rotations are less frequent, due to the moving times. For
this reason it rotates of a wider angle, in order to cover 360° faster. If otherwise the robot
stays still and rotates only, the angle is smaller because otherwise the rotation would be
too fast. The code of this case is the following:
1 if (isRotate())
2 {
3 // eventually rotate the direction. If is paired with MOVE, rotation is faster
4 Point2D p = new Point2D
(caller.getLocalPosition().x + FastMath.cos(angle),
caller.getLocalPosition().y + FastMath.sin(angle));
5
6 if (isMove)
7 {
8 angle += 0.1f;
9 }
10 else
11 {
12 angle += 0.005f;
13 }
14
15 caller.setDirection(p);
16 }
If the Move feature is enabled, the robot computes random point to reach. Also here,
to keep a high look frequency, the computed destination is closer, at most 2 units on x and
2 units on y:
1 if (isMove())
2 {
3 // move randomly, like the human pilot
4 Point2D position = caller.getLocalPosition();
5
6 [...]
7
8 float minX = Math.max(lowerBoundX, position.x - 2.0f);
9 float maxX = Math.min(upperBoundX, position.x + 2.0f);
10 float minY = Math.max(lowerBoundY, position.y - 2.0f);
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11 float maxY = Math.min(upperBoundY, position.y + 2.0f);
12
13 return SycamoreUtil.getRandomPoint2D(minX, maxX, minY, maxY);
14 }
Finally, if none of the features is enabled, the algorithm returns null, that is interpreted
by the system as a null movement, so the robots keeps its position.
The full code of the compute() method can be found on the Sycamore Website, at the
following URL:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/
plugins/algorithms/Following.java
4.2.3 Implemented measures
Once the DirectionalVisibility and the Following classes are implemented, the simula-
tion is ready to be run. However, to obtain good results, it is also necessary to monitor
the simulation with the proper measures. For this problem, two measures have been used,
the first is the average distance between the robots and the leader and the second is the
number of robots that have the leader in their visible area. The idea is to plot graphs with
the elapsed time on the x axis and the measured value on the y axis. The tool used to plot
the values is the Open Source Gnuplot tool [4], that is able to plot graphs using a datafile;
the two measure plugins are thus made in such a way to plot a line in a Gnuplot datafile
each time their onSimulationStep() method is called.
In particular, two plugins has been implemented:
1 @PluginImplementation
2 public class AverageDistance extends MeasureImpl
and
1 @PluginImplementation
2 public class RobotsSeeingLeader extends MeasureImpl
These classes, in their onSimulationStart() method, start a counter for elapsed time
and then they open the text file where the data will be stored; the following listing will
show the code, that is the same for both classes:
1 public void onSimulationStart()
2 {
3 startingMillis = System.currentTimeMillis();
4
5 // Open the file
6 try
7 {
8 this.file = new File(
PropertyManager.getSharedInstance().getProperty
(FileExportingProperties.OUTPUT_FILE_PATH) +
System.getProperty("file.separator") +this.getPluginName() + ".dat");
9 this.printWriter = new PrintWriter(file);
10 }
11 catch (Exception e)
12 {
13 e.printStackTrace();
14 }
15 }
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In the onSimulationStep() method, that is called at each step of the scheduler thread
(see Section 3.1.3), they perform the measuring of their respective dimension. In particular,
they both measure the time elapsed since the beginning of the simulation, and then they
look for the leader. Both plugins, in fact, refer to dimensions relative to the position of
the leader robot; the variable humanPilotPos contains the position of the leader expressed
in global coordinates system.
After these operations, each plugin performs its measure. In particular, the AverageDistance
class sums the distances between all the robots and the leader, and then computes the av-
erage by dividing the computed sum for the number of robots:
1 Iterator<SycamoreRobot<Point2D>> robotsIterator = robots.robotsIterator();
2 while (robotsIterator.hasNext())
3 {
4 SycamoreRobot<Point2D> robot = robotsIterator.next();
5
6 sum = sum + (robot.getGlobalPosition().distanceTo(humanPilotPos));
7 num++;
8 }
9 float average = sum / num;
The RobotsSeeingLeader class, instead, simply counts the number of robots that have
the leader in their visible area:
1 Iterator<SycamoreRobot<Point2D>> robotsIterator = robots.robotsIterator();
2 while (robotsIterator.hasNext())
3 {
4 SycamoreRobot<Point2D> robot = robotsIterator.next();
5 Visibility<Point2D> visibility = robot.getVisibility();
6
7 if (visibility.isPointVisible(humanPilotPos))
8 {
9 count++;
10 }
11 }
Once they have computed both the elapsed time and the value of their measure, they
print a line in the file with these informations. The print operation, however, is not
performed at each step, because the file would result too large; the lines are instead printed
once every 110 of second. The code is the following, almost equal for both plugins, excepting
for the fact that AverageDistance prints its average variable, while RobotsSeeingLeader
prints its count value.
The following code is taken from AverageDistance class:
1 float target = 10.0f; // i want 10 updates per second
2 float frequency = 1.0f / SycamoreSystem.getSchedulerFrequency();
3
4 if ((stepCounter % (frequency / target)) == 0)
5 {
6 this.printWriter.println("\t" + elapsedSeconds + "\t" + average);
7 }
And the produced output is similar to this one, where the first column contains the
elapsed time expressed in seconds and the other column contains the value of the measured
dimension.
1 0.0020 9.221912
2 0.112 9.10813
3 0.22 8.995733
4 0.324 8.889337
5 0.423 8.802718
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6 0.526 8.722013
7 0.626 8.654691
8 0.725 8.600115
9 0.828 8.555052
10 0.929 8.515258
The data files produced in this way are then given to the Gnuplot tool [4] that plots
the graph.
4.3 Configuration of the simulation
In total 8 different configurations has been tested:
1. No search
2. Move
3. Rotate
4. Move + Rotate
5. No search + Lights
6. Move + Lights
7. Rotate + Lights
8. Move + Rotate + Lights
For each different configuration, 10 simulations has been run. For each of the 10 data
files the respective graph has been generated, and then the result values has been averaged
over the 10 trials and an average graph has been taken as a result. The following section will
describe the results and will show the average graphs; the complete set of high-resolution
graphs, together with the complete set of data files with the experimental results and the
averages can be found on the following URL:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/9jzrvdal9q65q0p/Reports.zip
All the 80 trials has been run with the same scheduler and the same visibility, with the
following settings:
• Scheduler: AsynchronousSchedulerPriorityQueue with the Continuous and the Rigid
movement features enabled and with the Changes robot speed features disabled.
• Visibility: DirectionalVisibility with an aperture angle of 40° and a visibility range
of 10 units.
No other plugin has been selected, thus the robots are totally oblivious and their
agreement on axes is absolute; the initial disposition of the robots in the environment is
random.
For each simulation, one leader robot, running HumanPolot2D algorithm and 25 robots
running Following algorithm were placed. When needed, a light was given to each robot.
Each simulation took 3 minutes and after this time it was stopped and its result was plot.
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4.4 Results
This section will report the results of the simulations and the following will discuss on
them; before starting to report the graphs for each of the eight situations, it is necessary
to describe what are the expected results:
• For the average distance, the graphs are expected to converge to an asymptotical
value, corresponding to the distance between a robot and the center of mass of its
visible area. With a visibility range of 10, this value is almost 6.2 units.
• For the number of robots seeing the leader, the graph is expected to grow and con-
verge to an asymptotical value equal to the number of robots in the environment,
that are 25 with the described settings.
No Search
With No Search, the robots did not perform very well. In none of the 10 trials, all 25
robots were observed being following the leader; there have been always at least a robot
staying still and waiting for the leader to pass inside its visible area.
The average of the results are the following:
Figure 4.7: Average results with No Search settings.
Move
With Move settings, the robots did well. In all the 10 trials, 3 minutes were sufficient for
all the 25 robots to catch the leader and follow it.
The average of the results are the following:
Figure 4.8: Average results with Move settings.
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Rotate
Also with Rotate settings, all the 25 robots caught the leader in each of the 10 trials. As
expected, it performed slightly better than the Move.
The average of the results are the following:
Figure 4.9: Average results with Rotate settings.
Move + Rotate
With Move + Rotate settings, the results did not further improve with respect to the
Rotate; robots, instead, performed slightly worst.
The average of the results are the following:
Figure 4.10: Average results with Move + Rotate settings.
No Search + Lights
After the first four trials, all the settings has been tested again with the addition of the
Use Lights feature. No Search + Ligts did slightly better than No Search alone, but still
it has been observed that within the 3 minutes of simulation, not all the robots were able
to catch the leader.
The average of the results are the following:
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Figure 4.11: Average results with No Search + Lights settings.
Move + Lights
With Move + Lights settings, the robots did perform quite well and they all caught the
leader in each simulation.
The average of the results are the following:
Figure 4.12: Average results with Move + Lights settings.
Rotate + Lights
With Rotate + Lights settings the convergence is absolutely the fastest one, but it is less
stable than its counterpart without lights.
The average of the results are the following:
Figure 4.13: Average results with Rotate + Lights settings.
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Move + Rotate + Lights
With Move + Rotate + Lights settings, the solution is less stable than its counterpart
without lights, and this brings as result that some robots did not catch the leader some-
times.
The average of the results are the following:
Figure 4.14: Average results with Move + Rotate + Lights settings.
4.5 Discussion on results and comparisons
Given the results of all trials with the eight different settings, some discussions can be
made o that. First of all, it is necessary to state that due to the random nature of these
experiments, 10 trials for each setting demonstrated to be a too small number; the real
quality of each technique, in fact, for sure could be verified better with a higher number
of results that produce a more accurate average. However, even with the available data,
some consideration can still be made.
Figure 4.15: Comparison of the average results for all the 8 settings.
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Figure 4.15 shows the average results for all the eight techniques in the Robots seeing
leader measure. It appears that the best settings are the Rotate and the Rotate + Lights,
with all the other settings performing worse. One thing to notice is also that the No Search
technique, either with or without lights, produces a worse behavior with respect to any
other setting that has been tested.
If we consider just the four cases where lights were not used, we discover that there is a
clear hierarchy in the quality of the techniques, with Rotate performing best and No Search
performing worst. If we denote with < the relation performs better than we obtain:
Rotate < Move+Rotate < Move < NoSearch
The addition of lights slightly improves the behavior of the algorithm but, as we will see
later, decreases their stability. However, even if the overall quality of the results gets better,
the relation between the techniques is still the same:
Rotate+ L < Move+Rotate+ L < Move+ L < NoSearch+ L
The reason why Rotate is the technique that performs best, could probably be found in
the higher frequency of the look operations, already introduced in page 93. The techniques
that involve the robots moving in the environment, in fact, are subject to the time needed
to the robots to perform this movement, during which no look is performed. Conversely,
the rotation of the visible area is instantaneous and thus the robots perform the look
operation more frequently. Saying that Rotate is even better than Move + Rotate means
that a higher look frequency brings better results that an higher probability of catching
the leader.
The following paragraph will better analyze the influence of the lights on the results of the
protocol.
The influence of lights
Excluding the No Search case, that was evidentially worse than all the others, the com-
parison of the Move and Move + Lights techniques is presented in Figure 4.16:
Figure 4.16: Compared results for Move settings.
The differences between the two settings are mainly due to the random nature of the
experiment; probably with an higher number of trials the averages would have become
even more similar. This test shows that lights have almost no influence on the behavior of
the protocol, if the Move technique is used.
Results are different if we instead consider the Average Distance measure for Rotate:
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Figure 4.17: Compared Average Distance results for Rotate settings.
It appears clear that the case with lights converges really faster, but that its stability is
worse. In the case without lights, in fact, we can see that in all the 10 trials all the 25 robots
did catch the leader after at most 42-43 seconds; the same result, with lights, is obtained
after 160 seconds. However, on average, it is possible to see that the majority of robots
catched the leader, in the case with lights, after no more than 10 seconds, a result really far
from the one obtained without lights. In particular, with lights, there have been the best
results at all, with a case in which after 6 seconds all the 25 robots were following the leader.
Figure 4.18: A configuration of the Rotate + Lights tech-
nique
The instability of the setting with
lights is due to a wrong configuration of
the robots that appear sometimes; when
robots are able to rotate, in fact, it of-
ten appears a configuration similar to
the one depicted in Figure 4.18, where
the robots dispose themselves around
the leader, surrounding it. In this case,
it can happen that the configuration of
the robot is highly uniform, without big
empty spaces like the one that appears
in the figure; if this happens, a robot
that is outside the circle, while rotat-
ing encounters always a robot with the
green light before encountering the leader, and thus it moves around the circle following
the tangents, instead of directing toward the center, where the leader is.
This casual configuration appeared sometimes in the experiments, and it is the reason why
the average stability of the Rotate + Light technique is worse than its counterpart without
lights.
As an example, two graphs are reported in Figure 4.19; they are results of the Average
Distance measure, both taken from single runs of the algorithm with Rotate + Lights
settings. It appears clear that with lights we could have both really good and really bad
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results, in a total aleatory way.
Figure 4.19: The results of two single runs taken with Rotate + Lights setting.
The same unstable configuration has been detected in the Move + Rotate case, whose
average graphs are compared in Figure 4.20. In this case the instability brought the robots
even in non convergent configurations, thus degrading the average.
Figure 4.20: Compared results for Move + Rotate settings.
To conclude, the contribute of lights can be summarized as being useful only if paired
with a setting in which the robots rotate. In Move settings, in fact, they appear to be not
influent.
Also the advantage with rotation has a cost in terms of stability; while sometimes the
lights bring the robots to converge almost instantaneously, in other cases they produce
a configuration for which convergence is more difficult, and it sometimes does not even
arrive.
In my personal opinion, further studies should be made on the Rotate and Rotate + Lights
configurations only, with a higher number of experiments, in order to define how better the
robots perform with light and on the other hand how much is the cost of the instability of
the system, with the purpose of discovering which of the two techniques is really the best.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
This thesis presented my work, that consisted first in the complete design and implemen-
tation of a simulator for mobile robots and then in the usage of such simulator to study
some techniques in order to obtain a good solution to the Following with directional
limited visibility problem.
This work made me acquire lots of competencies and experience, primarily because the
implementation of a complex and modular application from scratch made me face with a
lot of different problems, some of them of a more technical nature, for example how to use
completely new frameworks or how to make a good usage of Java generics, some others
more oriented to the design, for example how to correctly build the engine in order to have
it accept any kind of plugin, or how to design the GUI in order to make it flexible.
I hope that researchers will find this tool helpful for their work, and since now an Open
Source project is born from my work on Sycamore, I can also hope that such project will
remain alive in the future.
Some improvements and new features can still be given to Sycamore, a short list of them
is the following:
• The batch version of the simulator, even if already designed, has not been imple-
mented. Its design has been described in Section 2.2 but it still has to be be realized.
• My experience showed that one more plugin should be introduced in Sycamore: lights.
There could be several kind of lights that can be imagined, for example just binary
lights, or lights with a finite number of colors available. Furthermore, as it will be
explained later, a further feature has been recently given to lights: intensity ; all these
details should be open-ended and implemented as plugins, in such a way that in the
future newer ideas could be added more easily.
• A support at simulator level for collisions (see Section 1.5) should be implemented.
Now the collision avoidance is completely demanded to the algorithm implementation,
but there should be a tool that tells wether two robots are colliding or not; for this
purpose the JME system could help, since its embedded physics management system
supports the detection of collisions between 3D objects.
• As well as for collisions, also for faults (see Section 1.10) a system support should be
designed, that generates both crash faults and byzantine faults in a totally unpre-
dictable manner.
• The simulator should support also discrete environments, designed as graph networks
on which robots move. Now this kind of problems are solvable just if the alhgorithm
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plugin imagines the presence of the graph network and computes the destination
points properly, but also in this case a simulator support, designed for example as a
particular sub-type of algorithm, should be implemented.
• Two main features of Sycamore are missing: the visualization of the visibility graph
(see Section 1.4) and the support for visual elements. Their buttons are already in
the GUI, not clickable; the visibility graph should be computed, visualized and up-
dated each time the robots move, and there should be an easy way to detect if it is
connected or not, for example through its color.
The visual elements, instead, are designed as Geometry objects that can be declared
by the algorithm plugin and specified, for example through the usage of Java an-
notations, as being visual. The Sycamore simulator should be able to detect if an
algorithm uses visual elements and display them in the scene.
Moreover, in recent times, one more feature has been added to Sycamore; unfortunately
it has not been tested accurately, so it has not been described in previous chapters of
this thesis. This feature improves the lights by adding intensity to them. This involved
primarily two new implementations:
1. The addition of a float value to the lights, varying between 0 and 1, that represents
the intensity of the light. When a light is observed by a robot, with unbounded
visibility, the intensity decades with respect to the squared of the distance between
the robot emitting the light and the robot observing it.
2. A new limited visibility has been imagined, where for an observed robot that is
outside the visible area of the observer, the intensity of the light is still detected, but
the position of the observed robot is not. Instead of the position, the direction from
which the light comes is given to the observer.
For more and updated details on Sycamore, I recommend the official website:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/
Appendix A
URLs for the Sycamore classes
This appendix will list all the classes composing the Sycamore simulator, divided by pack-
age. For each class, an URL will be provided that points to the code of the class on the
website of the Sycamore Project [13]. The classes in each package are sorted in lexico-
graphical order.
Package Application
Abstract Class SycamoreApp:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/app/sycamore/SycamoreApp.java
Abstract Class SycamoreMenuBar:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/app/sycamore/SycamoreMenuBar.java
Package Application OS X
Class SycamoreAppOSX:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/app/sycamore/osx/SycamoreAppOSX.java
Class SycamoreMenuBarOSX:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/app/sycamore/osx/SycamoreMenuBarOSX.java
Package Application Windows
Class SycamoreAppWindows:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/app/sycamore/windows/SycamoreAppWindows.java
Class SycamoreMenuBarWindows:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/app/sycamore/windows/SycamoreMenuBarWindows.java
Package Animation
Class Keyframe:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/animation/Keyframe.java
Abstract Class SycamoreAnimatedObject:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/animation/SycamoreAnimatedObject.java
Class Timeline:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/animation/Timeline.java
Class TimelinePath:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/animation/TimelinePath.java
Package Engine
Interface ComputablePoint:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/engine/ComputablePoint.java
Class NNotKnownException:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/engine/NNotKnownException.java
Class Observation:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/engine/Observation.java
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Class Point2D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/engine/Point2D.java
Class Point3D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/engine/Point3D.java
Abstract Class SycamoreAbstractPoint:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/engine/SycamoreAbstractPoint.java
Abstract Class SycamoreEngine:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/engine/SycamoreEngine.java
Class SycamoreEngine2D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/engine/SycamoreEngine2D.java
Class SycamoreEngine3D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/engine/SycamoreEngine3D.java
Class SycamoreHumanPilotSchedulerThread:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/engine/SycamoreHumanPilotSchedulerThread.java
Interface SycamoreObservedLight:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/engine/SycamoreObservedLight.java
Interface SycamoreObservedRobot:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/engine/SycamoreObservedRobot.java
Abstract Class SycamoreRobot:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/engine/SycamoreRobot.java
Class SycamoreRobot2D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/engine/SycamoreRobot2D.java
Class SycamoreRobot3D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/engine/SycamoreRobot3D.java
Abstract Class SycamoreRobotLight:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/engine/SycamoreRobotLight.java
Class SycamoreRobotLight2D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/engine/SycamoreRobotLight2D.java
Class SycamoreRobotLight2D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/engine/SycamoreRobotLight3D.java
Class SycamoreRobotMatrix:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/engine/SycamoreRobotMatrix.java
Class SycamoreSchedulerThread:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/engine/SycamoreSchedulerThread.java
Class SycamoreSystemMemory:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/engine/SycamoreSystemMemory.java
Class SycamoreVisualizerThread:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/engine/SycamoreVisualizerThread.java
Class TooManyLightsException:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/engine/TooManyLightsException.java
Package GUI
Class PluginComparator:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/gui/PluginComparator.java
Class PluginSelectionComboboxModel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/gui/PluginSelectionComboboxModel.java
Class PluginSelectionTableModel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/gui/PluginSelectionTableModel.java
Class ProgressBarWindow:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/gui/ProgressBarWindow.java
Class SwitchToggle:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/gui/SwitchToggle.java
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Class SycamoreAdditionalPluginsPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/gui/SycamoreAdditionalPluginsPanel.java
Class SycamoreAnimationControlPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/gui/SycamoreAnimationControlPanel.java
Class SycamoreCameraControlPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/gui/SycamoreCameraControlPanel.java
Class SycamoreInfoPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/gui/SycamoreInfoPanel.java
Class SycamoreMainPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/gui/SycamoreMainPanel.java
Class SycamoreMemoryStatusPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/gui/SycamoreMemoryStatusPanel.java
Abstract Class SycamorePanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/gui/SycamorePanel.java
Class SycamorePluginInformationsPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/gui/SycamorePluginInformationsPanel.java
Class SycamorePluginsExportingPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/gui/SycamorePluginsExportingPanel.java
Class SycamorePluginsListPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/gui/SycamorePluginsListPanel.java
Class SycamorePrefsPane:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/gui/SycamorePrefsPane.java
Class SycamoreRobotsConfigurationPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/gui/SycamoreRobotsConfigurationPanel.java
Class SycamoreRoundedBorderPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/gui/SycamoreRoundedBorderPanel.java
Class SycamoreSimulationSettingsPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/gui/SycamoreSimulationSettingsPanel.java
Class SycamoreSimulationViewPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/gui/SycamoreSimulationViewPanel.java
Class SycamoreSplashScreen:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/gui/SycamoreSplashScreen.java
Class SycamoreSystem:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/gui/SycamoreSystem.java
Class SycamoreTitledRoundedBorderPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/gui/SycamoreTitledRoundedBorderPanel.java
Class SycamoreViewButtonsPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/gui/SycamoreViewButtonsPanel.java
Class SycamoreVisualizerAnimationControlPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/gui/SycamoreVisualizerAnimationControlPanel.java
Class SycamoreWorkspaceSelectionPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/gui/SycamoreWorkspaceSelectionPanel.java
Package JME Scene
Class SycamoreJMEScene:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/jmescene/SycamoreJMEScene.java
Class SycamoreJMESceneCanvasPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/jmescene/SycamoreJMESceneCanvasPanel.java
Package Plugins
Class PluginLoader:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/PluginLoader.java
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Interface SycamorePlugin:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/SycamorePlugin.java
Class SycamorePluginExporter:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/SycamorePluginExporter.java
Class SycamorePluginManager:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/SycamorePluginManager.java
Interface SycamoreTypedPlugin:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/SycamoreTypedPlugin.java
Package Agreements
Class AbsoluteAgreement2D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/agreements/AbsoluteAgreement2D.java
Class AbsoluteAgreement2DSettingsPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/agreements/AbsoluteAgreement2DSettingsPanel.java
Class AbsoluteAgreement3D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/agreements/AbsoluteAgreement3D.java
Class AbsoluteAgreement3DSettingsPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/agreements/AbsoluteAgreement3DSettingsPanel.java
Interface Agreement:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/agreements/Agreement.java
Abstract Class AgreementImpl:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/agreements/AgreementImpl.java
Class AgreementSettingsPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/agreements/AgreementSettingsPanel.java
Class Chirality2D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/agreements/Chirality2D.java
Class Chirality2DSettingsPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/agreements/Chirality2DSettingsPanel.java
Class Chirality3D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/agreements/Chirality3D.java
Class Chirality3DSettingsPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/agreements/Chirality3DSettingsPanel.java
Class ConsistentCompass2D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/agreements/ConsistentCompass2D.java
Class ConsistentCompass2DSettingsPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/agreements/ConsistentCompass2DSettingsPanel.java
Class ConsistentCompass3D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/agreements/ConsistentCompass3D.java
Class ConsistentCompass3DSettingsPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/agreements/ConsistentCompass3DSettingsPanel.java
Class Disorientation2D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/agreements/Disorientation2D.java
Class Disorientation3D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/agreements/Disorientation3D.java
Class OneAxis2D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/agreements/OneAxis2D.java
Class OneAxis2DSettingsPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/agreements/OneAxis2DSettingsPanel.java
Class OneAxis3D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/agreements/OneAxis3D.java
Class OneAxis3DSettingsPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/agreements/OneAxis3DSettingsPanel.java
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Class PartialAgreement2D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/agreements/PartialAgreement2D.java
Class PartialAgreement2DSettingsPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/agreements/PartialAgreement2DSettingsPanel.java
Class TwoAxes3D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/agreements/TwoAxes3D.java
Class TwoAxes3DSettingsPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/agreements/TwoAxes3DSettingsPanel.java
Package Algorithms
Interface Algorithm:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/algorithms/Algorithm.java
Abstract Class AlgorithmImpl:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/algorithms/AlgorithmImpl.java
Class FollowTheLeader2D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/algorithms/FollowTheLeader2D.java
Class FollowTheLeader3D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/algorithms/FollowTheLeader3D.java
Class Following:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/algorithms/Following.java
Class FollowingSettingsPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/algorithms/FollowingSettingsPanel.java
Class NearGathering:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/algorithms/NearGathering.java
Class PseudoHumanPilot2D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/algorithms/PseudoHumanPilot2D.java
Class PseudoHumanPilot3D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/algorithms/PseudoHumanPilot3D.java
Class RotatingRobot2D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/algorithms/RotatingRobot2D.java
Package Human Pilot
Class HumanPilot2D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/humanpilot/HumanPilot2D.java
Class HumanPilot3D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/humanpilot/HumanPilot3D.java
Class HumanPilotScheduler:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/humanpilot/HumanPilotScheduler.java
Package Initial Conditions
Class DummyInitialCondition2D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/initialconditions/DummyInitialCondition2D.java
Class DummyInitialCondition3D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/initialconditions/DummyInitialCondition3D.java
Interface InitialConditions:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/initialconditions/InitialConditions.java
Abstract Class InitialConditionsImpl:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/initialconditions/InitialConditionsImpl.java
Class RobotsDisposedOnLine2D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/initialconditions/RobotsDisposedOnLine2D.java
Class RobotsDisposedOnLine3D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/initialconditions/RobotsDisposedOnLine3D.java
Class VisibilityGraphConnected2D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/initialconditions/VisibilityGraphConnected2D.java
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Class VisibilityGraphConnected3D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/initialconditions/VisibilityGraphConnected3D.java
Package Measures
Class AverageDistance:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/measures/AverageDistance.java
Class ElapsedTime:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/measures/ElapsedTime.java
Class FileExportingSettingsPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/measures/FileExportingSettingsPanel.java
Interface Measure:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/measures/Measure.java
Abstract Class MeasureImpl:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/measures/MeasureImpl.java
Class RobotsSeeingLeader:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/measures/RobotsSeeingLeader.java
Class Trace2D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/measures/Trace2D.java
Package Memories
Abstract Class BoundedMemory:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/memory/BoundedMemory.java
Class BoundedMemory2D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/memory/BoundedMemory2D.java
Class BoundedMemory3D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/memory/BoundedMemory3D.java
Class BoundedMemorySettingsPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/memory/BoundedMemorySettingsPanel.java
Class LargestMemory2D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/memory/LargestMemory2D.java
Class LargestMemory3D:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/memory/LargestMemory3D.java
Interface Memory:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/memory/Memory.java
Abstract Class MemoryImpl:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/memory/MemoryImpl.java
Class RequestedDataNotInMemoryException:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/memory/RequestedDataNotInMemoryException.java
Package Schedulers
Class AsynchronousScheduler:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/schedulers/AsynchronousScheduler.java
Class AsynchronousSchedulerPriorityQueue:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/schedulers/AsynchronousSchedulerPriorityQueue.java
Class AsynchronousSchedulerSettingsPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/schedulers/AsynchronousSchedulerSettingsPanel.java
Class FullySynchronousScheduler:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/schedulers/FullySynchronousScheduler.java
Interface Scheduler:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/schedulers/Scheduler.java
Abstract Class SchedulerImpl:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/schedulers/SchedulerImpl.java
Class SemiSynchronousScheduler:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/schedulers/SemiSynchronousScheduler.java
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Package Visibilities
Class CircularVisibility:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/visibilities/CircularVisibility.java
Class CubicVisibility:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/visibilities/CubicVisibility.java
Class DirectionalVisibility:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/visibilities/DirectionalVisibility.java
Class SphericalVisibility:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/visibilities/SphericalVisibility.java
Class SquaredDividedVisibility:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/visibilities/SquaredDividedVisibility.java
Class SquaredVisibility:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/visibilities/SquaredVisibility.java
Interface Visibility:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/visibilities/Visibility.java
Abstract Class VisibilityImpl:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/visibilities/VisibilityImpl.java
Class VisibilitySettingsPanel:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/plugins/visibilities/VisibilitySettingsPanel.java
Package Util
Enum ApplicationProperties:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/util/ApplicationProperties.java
Class PropertyManager:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/util/PropertyManager.java
Class SortedList:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/util/SortedList.java
Interface SubsetFairnessSupporter:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/util/SubsetFairnessSupporter.java
Enum SycamoreFiredActionEvents:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/util/SycamoreFiredActionEvents.java
Interface SycamoreProperty:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/util/SycamoreProperty.java
Class SycamoreUtil:
https://code.google.com/p/sycamore/source/browse/trunk/src/it/diunipi/volpi/sycamore/util/SycamoreUtil.java
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